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The Government has considered the recommendations arising from 
WorkCover WA’s 2009 Legislative Review and, with the exception of 
recommendation 46 relating to age based entitlements, has unconditionally 
accepted the recommendations.

In relation to recommendation 46 the Government has resolved to remove 
all age based limitations in the legislation.

Further information about the implementation of the legislative review 
recommendations will be available periodically on our website 
www.workcover.wa.gov.au
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Executive summary

Western Australia’s workers’ compensation scheme commenced operation in 1� 
1981� The Workers’ Compensation and Injury Management Act 1981 (WCIMA) 
which established the scheme has been amended on a piecemeal basis many 
times since its introduction resulting in a complex and highly prescriptive statute 
which is difficult to understand and apply�

On 26 March 2009, the Minister for Commerce supported WorkCover WA 2� 
undertaking a review of Western Australia’s workers’ compensation legislation� 
The aim of the review is to create more flexible, responsive and modern workers’ 
compensation and injury management legislation� The review did not involve a 
broad ranging examination of benefits and entitlements, or other fundamental 
aspects of the design of the scheme�

WorkCover WA has made recommendations for an improved structure for the 
WCIMA, to enhance the readability and consistency of the legislation and to improve 
the capacity of the legislation to accommodate changing circumstances.

WorkCover WA has recommended a complete redraft and restructure of 3� 
the Workers’ Compensation and Injury Management Act 1981 to introduce 
contemporary language and drafting conventions� Except in the instances 
expressly identified for reform, the intention is to preserve the current intent of 
the legislation�

The restructuring and redrafting of the legislation will be a major undertaking 4� 
which will require implementation over a number of years� It is proposed 
implementation of the recommendations be conducted in two stages� The first 
stage, to be implemented as soon as practicable, would involve the drafting 
and promulgation of amendment legislation to address current legislative 
anomalies and policy issues� This would include changes to the scheme’s 
dispute resolution arrangements�

The second stage of implementation would see the development of a new 5� 
workers’ compensation statute which preserves the intent of the current 
legislation but is based on contemporary language and drafting conventions� 
There is also potential for further consideration of dispute resolution 
arrangements during the second stage of implementation�

Each stage of the implementation of the new statute will be supported by 6� 
education and information to assist stakeholders�
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Executive summary

WorkCover WA has made recommendations on a range of previously identified 
legislative anomalies including matters which were raised in the 2007 evaluation of 
the 2005 reforms or otherwise by stakeholders.

WorkCover WA recommended 39 changes to the legislation to address 7� 
specific legislative anomalies and technical issues� The more significant of 
these include:

the weekly payment entitlements of all workers to be determined on the •	
basis of pre-injury earnings, subject to a minimum entitlement consisting of 
a worker’s award wage;
an increase from 3 to 5 working days as the time period in which an employer •	
is required to lodge a claim received from a worker with the relevant insurer 
subject to a penalty of $1,000;
introduction of a penalty applicable to an employer who fails to pay a •	
worker’s weekly payments when directed by an insurer or arbitrator to  
do so;
introduction of a clear process for the lodgement and payment of claims for •	
medical expenses only;
amendment to provisions dealing with entitlements to weekly payments •	
when a worker, who is receiving weekly payments, commences employment 
with another employer;
clarification of the final date by which a worker must elect to pursue common •	
law action;
increase from 30 to 45 days for the period within which a worker must •	
commence common law action after electing to do so;
clarification of the status of medical expense payments voluntarily made by •	
an insurer in excess of the statutory entitlement;
clarification of the effective date and other aspects of redemption •	
agreements;
clarification of the period during which appeals may be made against the •	
decisions of arbitrators; and
strengthening interim payment order provisions by making an insurer •	
responsible for payment directly to a worker where the employer has failed 
to make the payment�
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Executive summary

WorkCover WA examined age based limits on workers’ compensation entitlements.

The Act limits the entitlements of workers aged 64 or more� Consultation with 8� 
stakeholders conducted in the course of the legislative review indicated that, 
while there is broad support to address the reality of an ageing workforce and 
the inequity of age based limits on entitlements, there is no consensus on the 
scope or nature of action to be taken� The main policy options are:

removing all age based limitations on entitlements;•	
increasing the age at which limits apply to 70 years or linking the age at •	
which limits apply to the Commonwealth pension age; or
retention of the current age threshold and increase the entitlement for •	
weekly payments from one to two years�

Each of the policy options has merit� Removal of all age based limitations has 9� 
appeal from an equity viewpoint, but the difficulty is that changes in behaviour 
cannot be predicted and the costs of the amendment are uncertain� There is 
also a social policy element in the proposal that warrants closer Government 
involvement�

WorkCover WA has recommended that, in the first stage of the legislative reform, 10� 
the current age threshold be retained, but with an increase the entitlement 
for weekly payments from one to two years� The issue will receive further 
consideration during the second stage of implementation�

WorkCover WA considered whether, for injured workers whose employer is 
uninsured, existing safety net provisions could be extended to include common 
law entitlements.

While the majority of employers hold workers’ compensation insurance, the 11� 
Act provides certain ‘safety net’ arrangements in the event of an injury to a 
worker employed by an uninsured employer� At present, the safety net is limited 
to workers’ statutory entitlements� This means that a seriously injured worker 
whose employer is uninsured is not able to receive the compensation to which 
he or she would otherwise be entitled� The existing safety net is funded on a 
recurrent basis through premiums paid by insured employers�

WorkCover WA considered three options to address circumstances where the 12� 
employer of a seriously injured worker is uninsured:

increasing existing recurrently funded arrangements to cover common law •	
damages;
significantly increasing statutory entitlements; and •	
establishing fully funded safety net arrangements designed specifically for •	
the purpose of paying statutory benefits and common law damages�
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WorkCover WA has recommended in the first instance, that the Act be 13� 
amended to enable injured workers employed by uninsured employers to 
receive common law damages� Access should not be retrospective other than 
for claims for asbestos related diseases� It is also recommended that a formal 
review be undertaken of the Industrial Diseases Fund, Employers’ Indemnity 
Supplementation Fund and relevant aspects of the WorkCover WA General 
Account to determine the optimum structure for funding safety net aspects of 
the scheme�

WorkCover WA investigated issues associated with the payment of workers’ 
compensation premiums related to contractors undertaking work in a contract chain.

WorkCover WA has recommended guidelines be developed to clarify wages 14� 
declaration requirements for employees of contractors�

The use of contractual indemnities has grown within the WA workers’ 15� 
compensation environment� The widespread use of contractual indemnities 
transfers significant costs to contractors, who are sometimes required to 
pay legal costs of drafting changes to workers’ compensation policies and 
contracts along with the increased insurance premium cost associated with 
such arrangements� WorkCover WA has recommended further consideration 
be given to prohibiting principals from requiring contractual indemnities related 
to workers’ compensation�

WorkCover WA examined measures to clarify the status of compulsory 
superannuation payments within the WA workers’ compensation scheme.

The Act is silent on whether employers should declare superannuation 16� 
contributions when declaring gross wages for the purposes of obtaining a 
workers’ compensation policy� The Act does not specify whether employers 
should be reimbursed by their insurer for superannuation contributions in 
respect of workers who are receiving weekly payments of compensation� 
WorkCover WA has recommended the Act be amended to make clear that 
compulsory superannuation payments are not to be included in wages 
declarations and are not payable as a statutory entitlement to workers�

WorkCover WA reviewed its role in regulating the workers’ compensation scheme.

While the WCIMA establishes various specific operational responsibilities for 17� 
WorkCover WA and enumerates a number of broad functions, it does not 
provide a clear or comprehensive statement of the Authority’s purpose, role 
and functions� WorkCover WA has recommended the Act be amended to 
include a new statement of functions to clarify the Authority’s responsibilities and 
accountabilities� It is also recommended that the purposes of the Act be reframed 
to include a specific definition of the “workers’ compensation scheme”�

Executive summary
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WorkCover WA assessed the operation of medical assessment regimes contained 
in the Act.

The review examined the efficacy of the existing administrative, regulatory, 18� 
monitoring and review capacities of WorkCover WA in relation to approved 
medical specialists (AMS) and associated medical assessment processes� The 
terms of reference did not include consideration of the impairment assessment 
regime itself�

While approval and registration processes for AMS are working well and the 19� 
consistency of impairment assessments has improved, WorkCover WA has 
experienced difficulty in monitoring impairment assessment� Comprehensive 
monitoring has yet to commence� WorkCover WA has recommended a head 
of power be established to enable regulation of the operation of AMS including 
approval, peer review, complaint processes, assessment procedures, and 
other matters relating to the performance of AMS functions�

There are practical problems associated with impairment assessments for 20� 
workers residing interstate� Impairment assessments may only be undertaken 
by designated AMS� WorkCover WA has recommended mechanisms be 
developed to enable suitably qualified interstate medical practitioners to be 
trained in the WA impairment system and become eligible for designation as 
approved medical specialists�

The WA workers’ compensation scheme provides for primary decision making 21� 
and review of medical determinations through four types of medical panel� 
There is a high level of duplication in panel provisions relating to membership, 
remuneration arrangements, procedures and the status of determinations� 
WorkCover WA has recommended the establishment of common arrangements 
for panels determining medical and other questions arising within the workers’ 
compensation scheme�

WorkCover WA reviewed the scheme’s dispute resolution framework and the 
operations of the Dispute Resolution Directorate (DRD).

Substantial reform of the workers’ compensation dispute resolution system was 22� 
undertaken in 2005� In an evaluation conducted in 2007, stakeholders indicated 
changes to the dispute resolution process had not met the intended purpose� 
Recent consultation has indicated some issues are still of significant concern�

In this context, WorkCover WA investigated the potential for change to dispute 23� 
resolution through:

a significant reduction in current ‘front loading’ requirements;•	
an early triage function to determine an appropriate pathway for each •	
dispute; and
a clear separation of the conciliation phase from the determination phase�•	

Executive summary
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Consideration was also given to the transfer of arbitration functions to the State 24� 
Administrative Tribunal (SAT)�

Stakeholders were supportive of the advisory and facilitation (conciliation) 25� 
processes outlined in the model but the majority expressed concern over:

the cost implications (transitional and recurrent) of transferring arbitration •	
to the SAT; and
the implicit loss of ability to influence or control administrative processes and •	
resource allocation if arbitration were transferred to another jurisdiction�

After consultation with stakeholders and the SAT, WorkCover WA has 26� 
recommended the dispute resolution framework be modified to:

separate conciliation and arbitration functions;•	
reduce initial documentation requirements and enhance active case •	
management;
facilitate early conciliation processes in all matters;•	
introduce fixed timelines for conciliation and arbitration processes;•	
facilitate improvements in performance data and information •	
management�

The recommended new model provides for a conciliation service within 27� 
WorkCover WA and a clearly delineated arbitration function to undertake the 
arbitration of disputes not resolved through conciliation�

Implementation of the proposed model would require further consultation with 28� 
stakeholders during the drafting of relevant amendments and the development 
of new processes and rules for the initial application, triage and conciliation  
of disputes�

It is anticipated that a formal review of the effectiveness of the new arbitration 29� 
arrangements would be undertaken as part of the consultations associated 
with the redrafting of the legislation�

Executive summary
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Recommendations

Legislative structure, accessibility and flexibility

R:1 It is recommended a complete redraft of the Workers’ Compensation 
and Injury Management Act 1981 is undertaken with the objectives of 
introducing contemporary language and drafting conventions whilst 
preserving the current intent of the legislation� ���������������������������������������������23

R:2 It is recommended the Workers’ Compensation and Injury Management 
Act 1981 be repealed and replaced with a statute in which the provisions 
of the Act are reordered and renumbered into a logical and coherent 
structure�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������24

R:3 It is recommended the structure of the new statute be based on the 
outline at Attachment 3 of this report� ����������������������������������������������������������24

R:4 It is recommended the implementation of changes to the legislation be 
undertaken in two stages comprising an initial set of amendments to 
address legislative anomalies and policy issues followed by a second 
stage in which a new workers’ compensation statute is developed and 
promulgated� ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������25

R:5 It is recommended each stage of implementation of the new legislation 
be supported by education and information to assist stakeholders� �������������25

Compensation

R:6 It is recommended s5 [Definitions] be amended to remove exclusion of a 
member of an employer’s family living in the home of the employer from 
definition of “worker”� �����������������������������������������������������������������������������������27

R:7 It is recommended the definition of “industrial award” in s5 [Definitions] 
be amended by:

(a) replacing the reference to “certified agreement” with  
“enterprise agreement”;

(b) replacing the reference to “Workplace Relations Act 1996” with 
“Fair Work Act 2009”; and

(c) insertion of a provision providing for the definition to include “any 
other workplace instrument as prescribed by regulation from time 
to time�” �����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������27

R:8 It is recommended the Act be amended to exclude from coverage 
workers who have been continuously resident outside the State more 
than 24 months at the time the injury occurred� �������������������������������������������28
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Recommendations

R:9 It is recommended the Act be amended to remove award based 
elements in clause 11 of Schedule 1 [Weekly earnings] with the effect 
that the weekly payment entitlements of all workers are determined 
on the basis of their pre-injury earnings subject to the introduction of 
a minimum amount of weekly compensation consisting of a worker’s 
award wage� All other aspects of entitlements would remain unchanged 
including the cap on weekly earnings, step down to 85% of pre-injury 
earnings at week 14, the prescribed amount and lump sum entitlements�����29

R:10 It is recommended clause 11 of Schedule 1 [Weekly earnings] be 
amended to address the implications of the decision in Fremantle 
Hospital v June Caroline Owens [2009] WACC C11-2009 relating 
to the status of inactive or otiose awards in the calculation of weekly  
payment entitlements� ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������30

R:11 It is recommended s57A(2) [Claims procedure – insured employer] be 
amended to:

(a) increase to five full working days the time period by which 
an employer is required to lodge with an insurer a claim for 
compensation received from a worker; and

(b) attach a penalty of $1,000 to a failure to comply with the provision� ����32

R:12 It is recommended WorkCover WA undertake an awareness campaign 
to promote early notification of claims by employers� ������������������������������������32

R:13 It is recommended Forms 3C and 3E [Notice where no decision about 
liability] be amended to include information on the rights of the worker 
under s58 [Arbitrator may determine liability] and s181 [Arbitrators to 
determine disputes] if no decision has been made after 10 days� �����������������33

R:14 It is recommended s57A [Claims procedure – insured employer] be 
amended to introduce an additional offence for failure to comply with 
s57A(7) where an employer has received a direction from an insurer or 
arbitrator to commence payments in respect of liability to make weekly 
payments to a worker�  ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������33

R:15 It is recommended s57A [Claims procedure – insured employer] and 
s57B [Claims procedure – self-insurer or uninsured employer] be 
amended to make provision for claims for payment of medical expenses 
only having regard to consequential amendments which may be required� ��34

R:16 It is recommended a prescribed form be added to the Workers’ 
Compensation and Injury Management Regulations 1982 to facilitate 
medical expense only claims� �����������������������������������������������������������������������34
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Recommendations

R:17 It is recommended the Workers’ Compensation and Injury  
Management Regulations 1982 be amended to insert a new subsection 
under regulation 6AA [Form of claim for compensation] outlining the 
claims procedure for recurrence of an injury and to prescribe a form to  
be used� �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������34

R:18 It is recommended s71 [Recovery of payments] be redrafted to clarify 
the recovery entitlements of employers in circumstances where it is 
retrospectively determined – by appeal or otherwise – that an employer 
was not liable to pay� ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������35

R:19 It is recommended the Act be amended to include criteria to determine 
when employer contributions or insurer reimbursement are required 
in respect to s73 [Worker entitled but dispute between employers], 
s74 [Dispute between insurers] and s74A [Apportionment under s73  
and s74]� ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������36

R:20 It is recommended s59 [Information as to remunerated work] be 
amended to provide that where a worker does not respond to a request 
for particulars under s59(5) within 28 days, the employer/insurer may 
discontinue or reduce weekly payments subject to providing the worker 
with notification of this intent to the worker’s last known address and 
the discontinuation, suspension or reduction in weekly payments taking 
effect 7 days after the posting of the notification� �����������������������������������������38

R:21 It is recommended the Act be amended to insert a provision requiring 
workers with an open claim against an employer to notify the employer 
and insurer of any change in their residential and postal addresses� ������������38

R:22 It is recommended WorkCover WA request the Commissioner of the 
DRD to consider amending the DRD Rules to implement a fast track 
process for dealing with applications under s72A [Suspension or 
cessation of payments for failure to undergo medical examination] and 
s72B [Suspension or cessation of payments for failure to participate in 
return to work program]� ������������������������������������������������������������������������������39

R:23 It is recommended s93M [Termination day] and s93O [Employer to give 
worker notice of certain things] be amended to provide for the termination 
date to be calculated as the last day of the period of one year after the 
day on which:

(a) an insurer or self insurer issues a notice under s57A or s57B that 
liability for a claim for weekly compensation is accepted; or

(b) an arbitrator determines a question of liability in accordance  
with s58�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������41
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Recommendations

R:24 It is recommended s57A [Claim procedures – insured employer] and 
s57B [Claim procedure – self-insured or uninsured employer] be 
amended to require insurers and self insurers to advise a worker of 
acceptance of liability or otherwise in circumstances where a claim for 
medical expenses only subsequently involves time lost from work and 
associated weekly payments� �����������������������������������������������������������������������41

R:25 It is recommended s93O(1) [Employer to give worker notice of certain 
things] be amended to require insurers to send notification of the 
termination date for common law election to a worker’s last known 
postal and/or residential address� ����������������������������������������������������������������41

R:26 It is recommended clause 8 of Schedule 7 [Determination of hearing 
loss] be amended to establish timelines for decision making following 
an election by a worker to seek a lump sum payment for noise induced 
hearing loss� �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������42

R:27 It is recommended clause 18A of Schedule 1 [Payment of additional 
expenses] be amended to require an arbitrator to offset additional 
awards of medical expenses by voluntary payments already made in 
excess of the prescribed amount by insurers and self insurers� ��������������������42

R:28 It is recommended s33 [Pneumoconiosis, mesothelioma or lung cancer] 
be amended to add pleural plaques to the types of industrial disease for 
which there is an automatic presumption of liability in favour of workers 
if they can demonstrate they have the disease and were previously 
employed in work that exposed them to asbestos� ��������������������������������������43

R:29 It is recommended s67 [Lump sum in redemption of weekly payments] 
and s76 [Registration of memorandum of agreement] be redrafted to 
simplify and clarify the legislative intent concerning redemptions and 
settlements and to establish that, unless otherwise provided for in an 
agreement:

(a) the effective date of a lump sum redemption is the date on which 
the relevant memorandum of agreement is registered by the 
Director of the DRD; and

(b) payment of the lump sum payment to the worker is to be made 
within 14 days of registration of the agreement subject to all 
documentation being made available to the insurer or self insurer� ������44

Injury management

R:30 It is recommended s157A(1), (2) and (3) [Early identification of injuries]  
be repealed� �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������45

R:31 It is recommended s157A(4) be relocated to s155C [Establishment of return 
to work programs] and amended as required to enable WorkCover WA to 
continue to be able to communicate with workers, employers and insurers 
to determine whether return to work programs should be established� �����������45
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Recommendations

Dispute Resolution

R:32 It is recommended s178(1)(d) [Notice of injury and claim] be amended 
to require a worker to account for entire period of the failure to make a 
claim within the 12 month time limit established in s178(1)(b)� ����������������������47

R:33 It is recommended WorkCover WA request the Commissioner of the 
DRD to consider amending Rule 25 to provide that where an arbitrator 
suspects on reasonable grounds a party to a dispute resolution 
proceedings may be in need of a guardian or administrator under the 
Guardianship and Administration Act 1990 the arbitrator may request 
the Public Advocate to investigate whether the party is in such need and 
adjourn proceedings until advice is received from the Public Advocate� �������48

R:34 It is recommended s210 [Referral of medical dispute for assessment] 
be amended to provide an express power for an arbitrator to refer a 
question that arises under s24A or s31E [Lump sum compensation for 
noise induced hearing loss] regarding audiometric testing or hearing 
loss, including whether or to what extent hearing loss is noise induced 
hearing loss, for determination by a medical assessment panel� ������������������48

R:35 It is recommended clause 17 of Schedule 1 [Payment of medical and 
other expenses] and s226 [Interim payment orders and minor claims] 
be amended to include travelling expenses as specified in clause 19 
of Schedule 1 [Travelling] as part of workers’ statutory entitlement and 
accordingly as expenses which may be included in an interim payment 
order or minor claim� ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������49

R:36 It is recommended s246 [Reference of question of law to Commissioner] 
be amended to enable both Part XI [Dispute resolution] and XII  
[Interim payment orders and minor claims] matters to be referred to  
the Commissioner� ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������49

R:37 It is recommended s234 [Limits on interim payment orders] be amended 
to clarify the application of the limits on interim payment orders�  �����������������49

R:38 It is recommended s247(4) [Appeal against decision of arbitrator] be 
amended to provide the 28 day period for lodgement of appeals against 
decisions of arbitrators commences from the ‘Date of Publication’ 
recorded on arbitrators’ Reasons for Decision� ��������������������������������������������50

R:39 It is recommended s247(7) [Appeal against decision of arbitrator] be 
amended to expressly provide that in addition to the existing powers for 
disposing of appeals against a decision of an arbitrator, the Commissioner 
of the DRD have the power to remit matters back to the arbitrator for 
reconsideration, either with or without the hearing of further evidence, in 
accordance with any directions or recommendations the Commissioner 
considers appropriate� ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������51
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Recommendations

R:40 It is recommended the Act be amended to provide that where an 
employer fails to make interim payments ordered by an arbitrator:

(a) responsibility for payment of the interim order to the worker shifts 
to the insurer; and

(b) the employer is liable to a penalty� �������������������������������������������������������52

R:41 It is recommended the Act be amended to replace all references to the 
Commonwealth Workplace Relations Act 1996 with references to the 
Fair Work Act 2009� ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������53

R:42 It is recommended s93K [Restrictions on awarding, and amount of, 
damages] be amended to increase the period by which a worker must 
commence common law proceedings from 30 to 45 days after the 
Director of the DRD registers the worker’s election� ��������������������������������������54

Insurance

R:43 It is recommended s173 [Worker’s rights against insurer] be amended 
to rectify the specific drafting problem identified by the Court of Appeal 
of the Supreme Court of WA in Woolcock v Bant & Babel (2005)  
WASCA 80� ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������55

Administration

R:44 It is recommended s175A(4) [Authorisation of inspectors] be amended 
to enable the WorkCover WA CEO to authorise persons as inspectors 
for the purposes of the Act� ��������������������������������������������������������������������������55

R:45 It is recommended all references to the Commonwealth Petroleum 
(Submerged Lands) Act 1967 be replaced with references to the 
Commonwealth Offshore Petroleum Act 2006� ��������������������������������������������56

Age based entitlements

R:46 It is recommended s56 [Entitlement to weekly payments ceasing on 
account of age] be amended to increase the period of entitlement 
to weekly payments for workers aged 64 years or more from one to  
two years� ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������63

Common law safety net

R:47 It is recommended the Act be amended to enable injured workers 
employed by uninsured employers to receive common law compensation 
from the WorkCover WA General Account, subject to access not being 
retrospective other than for claims for asbestos related diseases� ����������������69

R:48 It is recommended the extension of the General Account safety net be 
funded by an increase in the levy applied to insurers’ premium income 
to fund the operations of WorkCover WA� ����������������������������������������������������69
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Recommendations

R:49 It is recommended a formal review be undertaken of the Industrial 
Diseases Fund, Employers’ Indemnity Supplementation Fund and 
relevant aspects of the WorkCover WA General Account to consider the 
optimum structure for funding safety net aspects of the scheme� ����������������69

Insurance issues

R:50 It is recommended WorkCover WA, in consultation with stakeholders, 
develop and disseminate guidelines clarifying wages declaration 
requirements related to employees of contractors undertaking work 
related to the trade or business of a principal� ����������������������������������������������72

R:51 It is recommended WorkCover WA investigate mechanisms to prohibit 
principals requiring contractual indemnities related to workers’ 
compensation� ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������73

R:52 It is recommended the Act be amended to make clear compulsory 
superannuation payments are not to be included in wages declarations 
and are not payable as an entitlement to workers� ���������������������������������������77

R:53 It is recommended WorkCover WA actively seek to engage with brokers 
through information, education and training initiatives� ���������������������������������80

R:54 It is recommended WorkCover WA and the National Insurance Brokers 
Association collaborate in the development of a code of practice setting 
out guidelines for the operation of brokers within the WA workers’ 
compensation scheme� ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������80

Role of WorkCover WA

R:55 It is recommended s100 [Functions of WorkCover WA] be amended to 
include the proposed new statement of functions at Table 4 of this report� ��85

R:56 It is recommended s3 [Purposes] be replaced with the definition of the 
workers’ compensation scheme at Table 5 of this report� ����������������������������86

Administration of medical assessment

R:57 It is recommended the Act be amended to provide a head of power 
for regulations to be made concerning the operation of AMS including 
approval, peer review and complaint processes, assessment procedures, 
and other matters relating to the performance of AMS functions� �����������������91

R:58 It is recommended WorkCover WA, in consultation with key stakeholders, 
develop regulations and guidelines related to the operations of AMS 
within the scheme� ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������91
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R:59 It is recommended WorkCover WA develop regulatory mechanisms to 
enable suitably qualified interstate medical practitioners to be trained 
in the WorkCover (Impairment) Guides and thereby be eligible for 
designation as approved medical specialists� �����������������������������������������������92

R:60 It is recommended clause 19 of Schedule 1 [Travelling] be amended 
to entitle injured workers to be reimbursed for the cost of travelling for 
an impairment assessment in circumstances where there is no ready 
access to an approved medical specialist� ���������������������������������������������������92

R:61 It is recommended clause 17(1aa) of Schedule 1 [Payment of medical and 
other expenses] be amended to clarify workers’ entitlement for payment 
of AMS fees where the completion of an impairment assessment requires 
the involvement of multiple AMS�������������������������������������������������������������������93

R:62 It is recommended s146H [Outcome of assessment] be amended 
by deleting subsection (4) relating to limits on the use of impairment 
assessment certificates� �������������������������������������������������������������������������������94

R:63 It is recommended the Act be amended to implement common 
arrangements for panels determining medical and other questions 
arising within the workers’ compensation scheme subject to these 
arrangements maintaining the requirement for panels to have specific 
expertise in the matters to be determined� ���������������������������������������������������95

Dispute resolution

R:64 It is recommended the workers’ compensation dispute resolution 
framework be amended to:

(a) separate conciliation and arbitration functions;

(b) reduce initial documentation requirements and enhance active 
case management;

(c) facilitate early conciliation processes in all matters;

(d) introduce fixed timelines for conciliation and arbitration processes;  
and

(e) ensure improvements in performance and information data 
management and reporting� �������������������������������������������������������������� 112

R:65 It is recommended the Act be amended to create a head of power 
to facilitate WorkCover WA undertaking initial conciliation of workers’ 
compensation disputes� ����������������������������������������������������������������������������� 112

R:66 It is recommended the Act be amended to clearly delineate an arbitration 
function within WorkCover WA to undertake the determination (arbitration) 
of disputes not resolved through conciliation� ��������������������������������������������� 112

Recommendations
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Review process

Introduction
On 26 March 2009 the Minister for Commerce supported WorkCover WA 30� 
undertaking a review of Western Australia’s workers’ compensation legislation� 
The aim of the review is to create more flexible, responsive and modern workers’ 
compensation and injury management legislation�

To facilitate the review WorkCover WA established:31� 

a program office to undertake co-ordination;•	
an external Stakeholder Reference Group; and•	
an internal reference group�•	

Stakeholder Reference Group
The Stakeholder Reference Group (SRG) was established to provide advice 32� 
to WorkCover WA over the course of the review� The SRG was comprised of 
representatives of the following key stakeholders in the workers’ compensation 
scheme:

WorkCover WA (Chair)•	
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (CCI)•	
Insurance Council of Australia (ICA)•	
Australian Medical Association (AMA)•	
Chamber of Minerals and Energy (CME)•	
Unions WA•	
Law Society•	
Self-insurers Association (SIA)•	
Department of Commerce•	
Housing Industry Association (HIA)•	
National Insurance Brokers Association (NIBA)•	

Details of the members of the SRG and Internal Review group are provided 33� 
at Attachment 1� Additionally, members of the WorkCover WA Board had a 
standing invitation to attend Reference Group meetings�

WorkCover WA also consulted with the following specialist interest groups: 34� 
Master Builders Association, Australian Lawyers Alliance, Council of the 
Ageing, the National Seniors Association, the WA Division of the Australian 
Rehabilitation Providers Association and the Australian Psychological Society� 
One individual submission was also received�
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Review process

Terms of reference
The terms of reference for the review were approved by the Minister following 35� 
consultation with WorkCover WA and the SRG� The terms of reference for the 
review were:

Create an improved structure for the Act, to enhance the readability and 1) 
consistency of the legislation� 
Improve the efficiency of the legislation to respond to changing 2) 
circumstances� 
Address anomalies which have been identified through past experience in 3) 
the operation of the Act, including matters raised in the evaluation of the 
2005 reforms or by stakeholders�
Address specific policy issues, such as age discrimination, as identified  4) 
by stakeholders�

It should be noted the review did not involve a broad ranging examination 36� 
of benefits and entitlements, or other fundamental aspects of the design of  
the scheme�

Review methodology
The review commenced in June 2009� Meetings of the SRG were held monthly 37� 
from June to November 20091� The WorkCover WA Internal Review Group met 
as required throughout the period of the review�

The process of the review comprised:38� 

preparation of issue papers by WorkCover WA covering each of the terms •	
of reference;
initial consideration of issue papers by stakeholders;•	
WorkCover WA research and investigation of issues raised by stakeholders;•	
preparation of draft report by WorkCover WA;•	
stakeholder comment on draft report; •	
finalisation of report by the WorkCover WA Board; and•	
submission of final report to Minister�•	

1 Two meetings of the SRG were held in November 2009�
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Legislative structure,  
accessibility and flexibility

Terms of reference 1 and 2 are closely related and required consideration of:39� 

improving the structure, readability and consistency of the legislation; and•	
improving the efficiency of the legislation to respond to changing •	
circumstances� 

Current legislation
The current 40� Workers’ Compensation and Injury Management Act 1981 (WCIMA) 
has been amended on a piecemeal basis many times since its introduction� 
The result is highly prescriptive with many aspects of the scheme “hard 
coded” into the WCIMA making it difficult to adapt to changing circumstances 
or conditions� A number of current operational requirements in the WCIMA are 
consequently inflexible and could be dealt with through subsidiary legislation, 
in particular through regulation� The legislation is also cumbersome and 
unnecessarily complex� 

WorkCover WA and stakeholders agree the structure of the WCIMA lacks 41� 
coherence arising from the illogical grouping of unrelated issues� By way of 
example, regarding insurance, the provisions dealing with Premium Rates 
(currently Part VIII) sit between Medical Assessments and Injury Management, 
and before Part X, which addresses the bulk of insurance issues� Similarly, 
provisions relevant to scheme regulation and administration are scattered 
throughout the legislation� The provisions dealing with inspectors, their 
authorisation by WorkCover WA and powers are to be found in Division 3 of 
Part X entitled “Insurance” and the sections dealing with Infringement Notices 
and Modified Penalties sits between Insurance and Dispute Resolution�

Structural and legislative principles
Stakeholders endorsed the following principles to guide any restructure of  42� 
the legislation:

use of plain English;•	
the restructure and reordering of provisions to cluster similar concepts •	
commencing with the most fundamental issues;
incorporation of a “basic concepts” section describing the fundamentals of •	
the legislation; and
use of signposts or footnotes to identify linkages within the Act and facilitate •	
navigation through the Act�
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Legislative structure,  
accessibility and flexibility

In relation to term of reference 2, stakeholders expressed strong support for 43� 
the retention of the “fundamental” elements of the scheme in the primary 
legislation� While the potential benefits of delegation of certain powers to 
subsidiary legislation or administrative procedures were recognised, these 
were seen to be outweighed by the potential for the stability of the scheme to 
be compromised� Accordingly stakeholders supported only a small change in 
the balance between primary and subsidiary legislation�2

This approach means only limited progress will be able to be made on term 44� 
of reference 2 concerning the efficiency of the legislation in responding to 
changing circumstances� All future changes to benefits or claim processes 
would continue to require amendment by the Parliament�

Readability
A key issue is the extent to which the existing provisions of the WCIMA should 45� 
be redrafted to incorporate contemporary language and drafting conventions� 
The present WCIMA dates from 1981 (and even earlier) and contains provisions 
which are very difficult for lay and expert readers alike� Some of these provisions 
are fundamental to the operation of the legislation, e�g� the definition of ‘worker’ 
in s5�

The WCIMA compares unfavourably to the ‘modern’ workers’ compensation 46� 
legislation in some other jurisdictions� The Queensland Workers’ Compensation 
and Rehabilitation Act 20033 is an example of a well structured statute which 
uses contemporary and accessible language�

WorkCover WA has proposed consideration be given to a complete redrafting 47� 
of the legislation subject to a clear imperative that the intent of the law not 
be materially changed particularly in relation to compensation entitlements� 
This redrafting would require a thorough and effective stakeholder and public 
consultation process�

In considering this issue stakeholders, whilst noting the objective of preserving 48� 
the current intent of the legislation, expressed reservations about a “wholesale” 
redrafting of the legislation� Concerns related to:

the potential for unintended consequences as a result of changes to the •	
text of the legislation;
the potential for change to the scheme as a result of opening all aspects •	
of the legislation to stakeholder and parliamentary scrutiny including 
lobbying; 
the potential for disruption to court precedents and custom and practice as •	
a result of changes to the text of the legislation; and
resource and cost implications of undertaking the redrafting�•	

2 This involves moving the present Schedule 7 relating to noise induced hearing loss  
into regulations�

3 http://www�legislation�qld�gov�au/LEGISLTN/CURRENT/W/WorkersCompA03�pdf
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Legislative structure,  
accessibility and flexibility

On balance, while one stakeholder (CCI) opposed redrafting the legislation, 49� 
most stakeholders expressed cautious support for the proposal subject 
to preserving the intent of the legislation through a careful drafting process 
involving stakeholders�

WorkCover WA acknowledges there are ‘risks’ associated with undertaking a 50� 
full redraft of the legislation but believes it is timely to adopt a strategic view� 
While structural change would go some way to improving the accessibility 
of the legislation, maintaining the current outdated and complex language 
would limit the effectiveness of the legislation� Preliminary discussions with 
the Parliamentary Counsel’s Office have indicated that it is feasible to redraft 
the legislation using modern language and expression while maintaining the 
current entitlement and process elements of the scheme�

To further postpone the task of modernising the legislation will mean that it 51� 
becomes progressively more difficult to use� If not commenced as part of the 
current review it may be many years before the opportunity arises again� The 
healthy state of the scheme provides a good environment in which to undertake 
the extensive development and consultative processes required� 

It is recommended a complete redraft of the R:1 Workers’ Compensation 
and Injury Management Act 1981 is undertaken with the objectives 
of introducing contemporary language and drafting conventions 
whilst preserving the current intent of the legislation�

Proposed new structure
WorkCover WA and stakeholders support a restructure of the WCIMA based 52� 
on the indicative outline in Table 1� A detailed ‘map’ of the current provisions 
of the Act against the proposed structure is provided at Attachment 3� Further 
consultation on structural issues will be required during implementation of the 
restructure�

The proposed new structure reorders and reduces the number of parts of the 53� 
WCIMA and moves related provisions together in a division structure that aligns 
with the practical operation of the scheme� The restructured legislation would 
continue to contain a number of schedules; however, the clauses of a number 
of current schedules would be incorporated in the Act itself� In order to facilitate 
a ‘tidy’ repeal at some time in the future, it is proposed the 1993 common law 
scheme and permanent impairment provisions applying to claims lodged prior 
to 14 November 2005 be moved to a schedule of the restructured Act�

Implementation
It is proposed the new structure of the Act be implemented by repeal and 54� 
replacement of the present Act� This would involve extensive reordering or 
renumbering of the existing provisions as well as changes identified through 
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other elements of the review� It may also be appropriate to rename the statute 
to avoid confusion� One stakeholder suggested the name could be changed 
to the Workplace Injury Management and Compensation Act to reflect the 
emphasis in the scheme on injury management and return to work�

An alternative approach would be to transfer all provisions of the Act other than 55� 
those related to the ‘1993 scheme’ to a new statute� This would leave the Act 
in place for the runoff of pre-2005 claims and establish a new statute dealing 
with claims under the current scheme� Apart from a small number of policy and 
procedural matters, both schemes would continue to operate as at present�

While this alternative is feasible, the imperative to have a single and coherent 56� 
legislative base for the scheme supports an outcome delivering a fully integrated 
statute and a single point of reference for all issues relating to workers’ 
compensation and injury management in WA�

A major implication of the proposed restructure (however implemented) is 57� 
the renumbering of existing provisions� Even if the text of the provisions does 
not change materially, the longstanding section numbers familiar to scheme 
participants will change� This could lead to some transitional inconveniences 
as stakeholders adjust to the new legislation� Introduction of the restructured 
legislation should be accompanied by an education campaign and information 
resources to assist in the transition�

It is recommended the R:2 Workers’ Compensation and Injury 
Management Act 1981 be repealed and replaced with a statute in 
which the provisions of the Act are reordered and renumbered into 
a logical and coherent structure�

It is recommended the structure of the new statute be based on R:3 
the outline at Attachment 3 of this report�

The restructuring and redrafting of the legislation will be a major undertaking 58� 
which may take a number of years to implement� Significant technical work and 
consultation will be required develop and draft the new statute�

In addition to these far-reaching recommendations, this report contains 59� 
recommendations for many changes to the existing legislation to address 
anomalies and policy issues identified by stakeholders� Some of these changes 
will significantly improve the operation and effectiveness of the scheme�

It is proposed implementation of the recommendations in this report be 60� 
conducted in two stages� The first stage, to be implemented as soon as 
practicable, would involve the drafting and promulgation of amendment 
legislation to address current legislative anomalies and policy issues� This 
would include changes to the scheme’s dispute resolution arrangements�

Legislative structure,  
accessibility and flexibility
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The second stage of implementation would see the development of a new 61� 
workers’ compensation statute which preserves the intent of the current 
legislation but is based on contemporary language and drafting conventions� As 
noted elsewhere in this report, there is also potential for further consideration of 
dispute resolution arrangements during the second stage of implementation�

It is recommended the implementation of changes to the R:4 
legislation be undertaken in two stages comprising an initial set 
of amendments to address legislative anomalies and policy issues 
followed by a second stage in which a new workers’ compensation 
statute is developed and promulgated�

It is recommended each stage of implementation of the new R:5 
legislation be supported by education and information to assist 
stakeholders�

Legislative structure,  
accessibility and flexibility
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Table 1: Proposed new Act structure

PRELIMINARY
Introduction
Definitions
Application of the Act
COMPENSATION
Statutory compensation
General Account (safety net)
Permanent impairment
Settlement of claim (redemption)
Industrial diseases
INJURY MANAGEMENT
Employer, worker and insurer injury management obligations
Specialised retraining programs
MEDICAL ASSESSMENT
Approved medical specialists
Evaluation of impairment 
Medical assessment panels
DISPUTE RESOLUTION
Dispute Resolution Directorate
Dispute resolution
Questions of law and appeals
Offences
Costs
COMMON LAW
Choice of law
Access thresholds
INSURANCE
Employers’ insurance obligations
Exempt employers
Approved insurers
Premium rates
General
SCHEME REGULATION AND ADMINISTRATION
WorkCover Western Australia Authority
General Account
Inspection
MISCELLANEOUS PRE 2005 REGIME
Permanent impairment
Common law
REPEAL, SAVINGS AND TRANSITIONAL SCHEDULES
Compensation entitlements - permanent impairment
Specified industrial diseases
Specified losses of functions
Adjacent areas
Compensation entitlements - permanent impairment - pre 2005
INDEX

Legislative structure,  
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Legislative issues

Term of reference 3 requires consideration of anomalies which have been 62� 
identified through past experience in the operation of the Workers’ Compensation 
and Injury Management Act 1981 (WCIMA), including matters raised in the 
evaluation of the 2005 reforms or by stakeholders� In the course of the review 
the Stakeholder Reference Group (SRG) considered a range of issues related 
to the efficiency or effectiveness of the legislation� Please note the numbering 
of issues below reflects issue numbers used by the SRG – some minor issues 
considered have not been included in this report�

Preliminary

Issue 1.1 – Definition of “Worker”

The definition of “worker” excludes a member of the employer’s family living 63� 
in the home of the employer, unless coverage is expressly applied for� With 
the exception of the Australian Capital Territory and Northern Territory, other 
Australian states’ workers’ compensation legislation definitions do not exclude 
workers in this category�

Members of the Stakeholder Reference Group supported removal of this 64� 
exclusion�

It is recommended s5 [Definitions] be amended to remove R:6 
exclusion of a member of an employer’s family living in the home 
of the employer from definition of “worker”�

Issue 1.2 – Definition of Industrial Award

The current definition of “Industrial Award” does not reflect changes in constantly 65� 
evolving industrial legislation at a federal and state level�

It is recommended the definition of “industrial award” in s5 R:7 
[Definitions] be amended by:

replacing the reference to “certified agreement” with “enterprise (a) 
agreement”;
replacing the reference to “(b) Workplace Relations Act 1996” with 
“Fair Work Act 2009”; and
insertion of a provision providing for the definition to include “any (c) 
other workplace instrument as prescribed by regulation from time 
to time�”

Issue 1.3 – Overseas workers

The provisions of the Act relating to workers covered by the scheme but working 66� 
outside the state were amended in 2004 as part of an initiative to harmonise 
‘cross border’ arrangements across the Australian jurisdictions� While the new 
cross border provisions, based on the concept of ‘state of connection’, have 
worked well for determining coverage of workers within Australia, there is a lack 
of clarity in relation to coverage of overseas workers �
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Insurers and other stakeholders have advocated amendments to the legislation 67� 
to provide clarity around the length of time a worker can reside outside WA 
and continue to be covered by the WA scheme� Prior to 2004 this issue was 
covered by the now repealed s15 which had the effect of excluding coverage 
for workers who had been continuously resident outside the State for a period 
of more than 24 months at the time the injury occurred�

Stakeholders generally did not support the WorkCover WA proposal to reinstate 68� 
the 24 month limit on coverage of overseas workers� UnionsWA noted this could 
be seen as impinging on benefits and may therefore be outside the scope of 
the review� CCI believes this is a simplistic response to a very complex matter 
that goes beyond residency and recommended the development of a more 
detailed proposal� 

It is recommended the Act be amended to exclude from coverage R:8 
workers who have been continuously resident outside the State 
more than 24 months at the time the injury occurred�

Compensation

Issue 2.1 – Calculation of weekly payments for award workers

The calculation of weekly payments for award based workers has become 69� 
complex relative to the straightforward objective of ensuring injured workers 
have a fair entitlement to income replacement whilst they are unable to work 
due to workplace injury� The complexity of the award based provisions has 
led to administrative inefficiencies and disputes as parties seek to determine 
workers’ correct entitlements� There are a range of issues including:

definitions of awards and associated agreements have changed regularly •	
and the WCIMA has not kept up to date;
the implications of the new Federal award modernisation process are •	
unclear - by the end of December 2009 all existing Federal awards will be 
replaced by new “modern awards”;
uncertainty over entitlements where a recurrence of injury occurs;•	
where there is a recurrence of an injury, the first date of injury is used as the •	
reference point for weekly payment calculations which may not be fair for 
the worker; and
uncertainty over the status of awards no longer in operation or which have •	
been replaced by another award – there is no provision for this replacement 
award, only a fall back to the minimum wage�

Stakeholders acknowledged the prevalence of difficulties associated with the 70� 
calculation of weekly payments for award workers and agreed to consider a 
single approach to calculating compensation entitlements based on pre-injury 
earnings (i�e� the current approach for non-award workers)� This approach 
would see the removal of award based elements in clause 11 of Schedule 1 
with the effect that the entitlements of all injured workers are determined on the 
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basis of workers’ pre-injury earnings� All other aspects of benefit entitlements 
would remain unchanged including the cap on weekly earnings, step down to 
85% at week 14, the prescribed amount and lump sum entitlements�

The major barrier to implementing this option is that award workers with over 71� 
award wage payments, allowances, overtime and bonuses comprising less 
than 15% of their pre-injury earnings would be disadvantaged by the proposal� 
There is presently no step down in award wages and regular over award 
payments in clause 11, with award workers losing only non-regular allowances, 
overtime and bonuses from week 14�

These difficulties could be addressed through adding a proviso to the step 72� 
down arrangements such that a worker’s award wage and regular over award 
payments constitute a minimum weekly payment� The step down to 85% of 
pre-injury earnings at week 14 could apply only to the extent the worker’s 
reduced weekly payments were equal to or more than the applicable award 
wage� This would preserve the current situation for workers whose income 
consists only of award wages and regular over award payments while applying 
the pre-injury earnings and 85% step down model to all other workers� While 
this option would not completely address the complexities associated with 
calculating weekly payment entitlements for award workers, for the majority 
of (award and non-award) workers the determination of entitlements would be 
considerably simplified�

Stakeholders expressed cautious and qualified support for this proposal noting 73� 
that further modelling of the impact of the proposed changed needs to be 
undertaken� Stakeholders also noted that separate from any change to the 
status of awards in the calculation of weekly payment entitlements, there is a 
need to address the implications of the decision in Fremantle Hospital v June 
Caroline Owens [2009] WACC C11-2009 relating to inactive or otiose awards�

It is recommended the Act be amended to remove award based R:9 
elements in clause 11 of Schedule 1 [Weekly earnings] with the 
effect that the weekly payment entitlements of all workers are 
determined on the basis of their pre-injury earnings subject to 
the introduction of a minimum amount of weekly compensation 
consisting of a worker’s award wage� All other aspects of 
entitlements would remain unchanged including the cap on weekly 
earnings, step down to 85% of pre-injury earnings at week 14, the 
prescribed amount and lump sum entitlements�
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It is recommended clause 11 of Schedule 1 [Weekly earnings] be R:10 
amended to address the implications of the decision in Fremantle 
Hospital v June Caroline Owens [2009] WACC C11-2009 relating 
to the status of inactive or otiose awards in the calculation of 
weekly payment entitlements�

Issue 2.2 – Early notification of claims

Section 57A encourages insurers to process claims expeditiously� However, 74� 
there is no mechanism to ensure employers forward claims to insurers within 
the required 3 working days and none of the consequential offence provisions 
of s57A apply to employers� (See McGowan v Castrum Pty Ltd [2005] WASCA 
198, where the Supreme Court of WA, Court of Appeal expressly criticised the 
claims procedure)�

WorkCover WA’s scheme performance reports indicate improvement in the 75� 
average time taken for employers to lodge claims with their insurer� The current 
average period for claims with weekly payments is 6 working days (see Figure 
1) with a continuing downward trend�4

Figure 1: Average insurer lodgement period - income claims

To address this issue WorkCover WA proposed amendment to s57A(2) by 76� 
creation of an offence and penalty upon employers� It was proposed the 
penalty of $1000 as applied to an insurer for failing to meet requirements under 
s57A(3) be applied to an employer for failure to forward claims to insurers within 
3 working days� 

Consultation with Stakeholder Reference Group members about this issue 77� 
highlighted the following concerns: 

early reporting of claims was an important factor in achieving positive return •	
to work outcomes;

4 See http://www�workcover�wa�gov�au/Publications+And+Forms/
Reports+and+performance/
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introduction of a penalty may not achieve the desired result of ensuring •	
workers’ receive entitlements expeditiously; 
administrative management may be difficult;•	
the desired outcome is a change in employer behaviour; and•	
failure by employers to comply with this requirement results from lack of •	
knowledge in this regard�

Suggestions from the Stakeholder Reference Group centred on identification 78� 
of incentives to increase employer awareness and compliance, and improving 
and simplifying claims processes, rather than imposition of a penalty�

Stakeholders considered an approach to this issue contained in the 79� Workers’ 
Compensation Act 1951 of the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) designed to 
encourage early notification of workplace injury� The ACT legislation provides 
(s93) an injured worker must tell their employer of a workplace injury “as 
soon as possible after being injured” and an employer must give the insurer 
notice of the injury within 48 hours after becoming aware of a workplace 
injury� Where an employer does not give the insurer notice within the 48 hour 
period, the employer is liable to pay the worker weekly compensation until the 
employer gives the insurer notice and insurers are precluded from indemnifying 
employers in this situation (s95)� This approach avoids the need for a penalty 
provision while providing a strong incentive for employers to ensure timely 
notification of claims�

The CCI was strongly opposed to the imposition of penalties on employers related 80� 
to the timeliness of the lodgement of claims� The CCI noted that in practice, 
many employers notify their insurer by other means prior to the lodgement 
of documents� Lodgement of documents with an insurer is not necessary 
for the injured worker to seek medical treatment or for injury management to 
commence� For some employers complying with the requirement to make 
a claim within 3 working days can be difficult� The requirement in s57A(2) is 
seen as an administrative function and not necessarily related to good claims 
management� CCI does not support either implementation of the ACT approach 
or the application of a penalty even if the lodgement period were extended�

Other stakeholders also expressed reservations about the applicability of the 81� 
ACT approach in WA and commented that if implemented any requirements 
should:

be based on requirement to “notify” the insurer of a claim as opposed to •	
“lodgement”; and
include a “reasonably practicable” test to ensure employers are not  •	
unfairly penalised�

On the basis of stakeholder comments concerning the equity and practicability 82� 
of the ACT approach, WorkCover WA considers the most effective means of 
reinforcing the importance of early reporting of claims is to attach a penalty to 
the existing statutory requirement to report claims within a relatively short time 
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period� A penalty of $1,000 would be consistent with penalties attaching to 
other aspects of the claim process established by s57A (e�g� subsections (3), 
(3a), (4) and (8))� A penalty provision would allow WorkCover WA to:

continue to encourage employers to lodge claims with insurers as early as •	
possible; and
where appropriate, take enforcement action against employers who •	
disregard the statutory requirement�

In recognition of the practical challenges associated with lodgement of claims 83� 
in a large state there is a strong argument that the existing requirement for 
employers to lodge claims within 3 working days is too onerous and should be 
extended� One week (5 working days) is an appropriate lodgement period�

It is recommended s57A(2) [Claims procedure – insured employer] R:11 
be amended to:

increase to five full working days the time period by which (a) 
an employer is required to lodge with an insurer a claim for 
compensation received from a worker; and 
attach a penalty of $1,000 to a failure to comply with the (b) 
provision�

It is recommended WorkCover WA undertake an awareness R:12 
campaign to promote early notification of claims by employers�

Issue 2.3 – Decisions on liability

Under s57A(3)(c) and s57B(2)(c) an insurer or self insured employer is required 84� 
to notify the worker and DRD Director when a decision regarding liability is 
unable to be made within the specified timeframe� If after the expiration of 10 
days following this notification the insurer or employer has not made a decision 
on liability, s57A(3a) and s57B(2a) provide the claim is automatically deemed to 
be in dispute� Circumstances have arisen where workers have been unaware of 
their claim being in dispute by virtue of these provisions and of the opportunities 
to have the issue considered by an arbitrator� There is no requirement for 
insurers or employers to notify workers where such claims become disputed�

To address this issue WorkCover WA proposed that after the expiration of the 85� 
10 day period, without commencement of weekly payments or notification that 
liability is disputed, the employer or insurer is required to inform the worker the 
claim is deemed to be in dispute and notify the worker of their rights under s58 
and s181 of the Act� An alternative approach is to amend prescribed Forms 
3C – Insurer’s Notice Where No Decision About Liability and 3E – Uninsured 
or Self-Insured Employer’s Notice Where No Decision About Liability to include 
information about workers’ rights if no decision is made on liability within 10 
days of the notification under s57A(3)(c)�
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Consultation with stakeholders about this issue indicated:86� 

concern standardised responses may not be a suitable resolution to  •	
the issue;
workers’ require greater certainty regarding whether liability is accepted or •	
disputed, including advice about their rights if liability is disputed; and
the intent of the amendment is supported but the process to achieve this •	
requires careful consideration to avoid unintended consequences�

It is recommended Forms 3C and 3E [Notice where no decision R:13 
about liability] be amended to include information on the rights of 
the worker under s58 [Arbitrator may determine liability] and s181 
[Arbitrators to determine disputes] if no decision has been made 
after 10 days�

Issue 2.4 – Failure to pay weekly payments

The requirements for commencement and maintenance of weekly payments 87� 
by employers to workers are established in s57A(7) and (8)� However, if the 
employer fails to comply with these requirements no offence is committed�

s57A(8) provides for the circumstance where an insurer makes a payment 88� 
to the employer in respect of their liability for weekly payments to the worker 
and the employer subsequently fails to make weekly payment to the worker in 
accordance with s57A(7)� However, in this scenario failure to comply is an offence 
and a penalty of $2000 applies� WorkCover WA proposed s57A(7) be amended 
to create an offence and penalty for failing to make weekly payments�

The introduction of an offence and penalty was supported by stakeholders with 89� 
the CCI advocating that any amended provision only apply where the employer 
has received a direction from the insurer or arbitrator to commence payments 
but not in any other circumstance�

It is recommended s57A [Claims procedure – insured employer] be R:14 
amended to introduce an additional offence for failure to comply 
with s57A(7) where an employer has received a direction from an 
insurer or arbitrator to commence payments in respect of liability 
to make weekly payments to a worker� 

Issue 2.5 – Medical expense claims

Although the compensation entitlement established in Clause 9 of Schedule 1 90� 
makes provision for payment of medical expense claims only, s57A and s57B 
deal with the claims procedure for weekly payments only and do not make 
provision for acceptance and payment of medical expense claims only� 
Approximately 55% of claims are for medical expenses only�

Legislative issues
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To resolve this issue WorkCover WA proposed amendment to s57A and 91� 
s57B to enable claims for medical expenses only as facilitated by Schedule 1, 
Clause 9� The amendments would also address circumstances where weekly 
compensation was subsequently payable for a claim initially lodged for medical 
expenses only� To facilitate this process introduction of a prescribed form 
in the Workers’ Compensation and Injury Management Regulations 1982 is 
also proposed� 

The proposals outlined were supported by stakeholders with the exception 92� 
of the CCI� The CCI considers the need for change is questionable as current 
arrangements appear to be working and a change raises a number of practical 
issues that would need to be addressed� The ICA noted there was a need to 
consider the administration requirement and possible liability implications of a 
claim going from medical expenses only to lost time (i�e� whether the time frame 
for a liability decision starts again when a lost time claim form is completed and 
received)� The impact of the adoption of Recommendation 7 also needs to be 
considered in this context� For example, the change may impact upon 93O, 
93M, Schedule 1 clause 10 and dispute resolution�

It is recommended s57A [Claims procedure – insured employer] R:15 
and s57B [Claims procedure – self-insurer or uninsured employer] 
be amended to make provision for claims for payment of medical 
expenses only having regard to consequential amendments which 
may be required�

It is recommended a prescribed form be added to the R:16 Workers’ 
Compensation and Injury Management Regulations 1982 to 
facilitate medical expense only claims�

Issue 2.6 – Recurrence of injury

While s57A and s57B make provision for claims resulting from recurrence of an 93� 
injury, procedures to facilitate claims in this regard are unclear�

WorkCover WA proposed clarifying the claims procedure for recurrence of 94� 
injury, including introduction of a prescribed form in the Workers’ Compensation 
and Injury Management Regulations 1982 or amendment of an existing form to 
facilitate recurrence of injury claims�

The proposals outlined were supported by stakeholders�95� 

It is recommended the R:17 Workers’ Compensation and Injury 
Management Regulations 1982 be amended to insert a new 
subsection under regulation 6AA [Form of claim for compensation] 
outlining the claims procedure for recurrence of an injury and to 
prescribe a form to be used�
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Issue 2.7 – Furnishing medical reports

At s70 of the WCIMA requirements are established by which reports of medical 96� 
examinations under s64, s65 or s66A must be provided to the worker� Some 
stakeholders expressed concern these sections as currently prescribed do not 
contemplate situations where more than one report is sought and this appears 
to be contrary to the open and transparent exchange of information the section 
endeavours to achieve�

Initially, WorkCover WA proposed amendments to s70(1) and (4) to require 97� 
any report, whether it is the principal report or a supplementary report, to be 
furnished within 14 days of receipt of the report�

Consultation with the SRG highlighted that:98� 

increased clarity around the definition of a medical report under s70 is •	
required; and
there may be implications associated with confidentiality and privacy on •	
medical matters not related to the claim if a worker is required to disclose 
detailed information about day to day medical treatment�

Further analysis revealed that, in accordance with both the Act and the 99� Workers’ 
Compensation and Injury Management Regulations 1982, periodical medical 
examinations are addressed within s65 and s70 and require any reports 
relating to those examinations be furnished� Furthermore, in the event additional 
medical information is required an arbitrator can request the provision of such 
information�

WorkCover WA has not proposed amendments to s70�100� 

Issue 2.8 – Recovery of payments

Questions and uncertainty have been raised as to the meaning of the phrase 101� 
“not lawfully entitled” (see s63 and s71) and, therefore, whether an employer 
may seek recovery of compensation when it is retrospectively determined – by 
appeal or otherwise – that the employer was not liable to pay� Consideration 
needs to be given to including express criteria in relation to the exercise of the 
arbitrator’s discretion under s71�

It is recommended s71 [Recovery of payments] be redrafted to R:18 
clarify the recovery entitlements of employers in circumstances 
where it is retrospectively determined – by appeal or otherwise – 
that an employer was not liable to pay�
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Issue 2.9 – Disputes between employers and between insurers

At ss73, 74 and 74A the WCIMA enables an arbitrator to order one employer to 102� 
make contribution towards the compensation paid by another in the case of a 
partial or full recurrence of an earlier compensable injury (subject to s74A) and 
for orders to be made for the reimbursement of one insurer by another, but no 
criteria are specified for the making of relevant apportionments�

It is recommended the Act be amended to include criteria to R:19 
determine when employer contributions or insurer reimbursement 
are required in respect to s73 [Worker entitled but dispute 
between employers], s74 [Dispute between insurers] and s74A 
[Apportionment under s73 and s74]�

Issue 2.10 – Wilful and false representation

At s79 the Act aims to preclude an employer’s liability to pay compensation 103� 
where a worker suffers an injury whilst in the employ of one employer, changes 
employment and does not disclose the injury to the new employer, and then 
claims compensation for the injury from the new employer� This is a long standing 
provision with a clear intent in relation to a specific injury� However, there has 
been some uncertainty over the application of the provision to recurrent or new 
injuries related to previously compensated permanent impairment�

Research by WorkCover WA indicates no reported decisions of the 104� 
Compensation Magistrates Court or the Commissioner of the DRD relating 
to this section� The Workers Compensation Board considered the operation 
of the section in Hatch v Skilled Engineering (Contract) Labour Pty Ltd 
(95/1983)� In Hatch the worker suffered a previous back strain and on being 
certified fit to work commenced new employment and subsequently claimed 
workers compensation from the new employer for a back strain� After carefully 
considering the matter the Board found the worker had in fact suffered a fresh 
injury and was entitled to compensation�

It is clear from the wording of the section there is a requirement the 105� 
representation be both “wilful and false” and this involves careful and thorough 
consideration as to whether the worker formed an intention and embarked on a 
course of conduct  “���to mislead deliberately”, further “an innocent or negligent 
representation would not fall within this category”�5

Accordingly, the circumstances in which the operation of this section arises are 106� 
extremely narrow� Importantly, the evidence required to trigger the operation of 
this section is substantial� The evidence would need to clearly prove a wilful and 
false course of conduct which succeeds in deliberately misleading� Informal 
advice from the State Solicitors Office indicates the provision is effectively 
incapable of being enforced and should be considered for repeal�

5 See Workers’ Compensation Western Australia, LexisNexis at 2461�
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WorkCover WA has not proposed any amendment to s79�107� 

Issue 2.11 – Employer to keep position available during worker’s 
incapacity

Section 84AA requires an employer to keep an injured worker’s position available 108� 
for 12 months from the date of entitlement to weekly payments of compensation� 
A penalty of $5000 is applicable to employers for failure to comply with this 
requirement� Although a penalty is applicable to the employer for breaching this 
provision there is no remedy for the worker if the provision is breached�

There is also a requirement at s84AB for an employer to notify WorkCover WA 109� 
of an intention to terminate a worker’s employment and sanctions apply where 
there is a breach�

WorkCover WA proposed s84AA be amended by deleting the offence 110� 
provision and inclusion of a new section creating an offence and penalty within 
the civil jurisdiction and providing remedies for an affected worker, including 
reinstatement, re-employment or compensation� 

Consultation with stakeholders identified the following issues:111� 

potential industrial relations implications with the proposed amendment;•	
the need for protection and remedies for workers’ who may be dismissed •	
under these provisions; and
the lack of prosecutions under this provision�•	

Changes were proposed to the 112� Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) under the 
previous Labor government to empower the Industrial Relations Commission to 
hear and dispose of claims of unfair dismissal related to workers’ compensation 
matters� However, the Bill giving effect to these changes has since lapsed 
pending a review of the state’s industrial relations system�

As it currently stands s84AA has deterrent value� Section 84AB(3) also 113� 
stipulates any other obligation of an employer or rights of a worker under the 
WCIMA, or any other written law, are not limited by the operation of that section� 
Consequently, this also provides workers with opportunities to seek recourse 
for unfair dismissal through the industrial relations system�

WorkCover WA has not proposed any amendment to s84AA�114� 

Issue 2.12 – Return to remunerated work with another employer

The Act provides (s59) a worker receiving weekly payments who commences 115� 
remunerated work with a new employer must notify an employer with whom 
they have a claim or that employer’s insurer within 7 days of commencing 
such employment� The worker may also be required to provide details of the 
remunerated work and, on the basis of this information, the employer or the 
employer’s insurer may discontinue or reduce the worker’s weekly payments�
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Insurers have noted that if a worker fails to provide the details required under 116� 
s59 the employer and insurer cannot discontinue, suspend or reduce payments 
without seeking an order from an arbitrator under s61� Insurers maintain the 
requirement to obtain an order from an arbitrator through a full Part XI dispute 
resolution process in these circumstances is inefficient as these processes 
can take some time during which the worker continues to receive both weekly 
payments and other remuneration� Recovery of overpayments from workers is 
often impractical�

Insurers advocate this issue be addressed by empowering the employer/insurer 117� 
to suspend weekly payments where the worker has failed to provide details 
of other remunerated work as required under s59� Workers would continue 
to have the right to seek an order from an arbitrator if the discontinuation or 
reduction is disputed�

Most stakeholders supported a WorkCover WA proposal for changes to s59 118� 
subject to a clear process for discontinuance, suspension or reduction of 
payments� The position of UnionsWA is that the discontinuation provisions of 
s61 are sufficient to deal with this issue�

It is recommended s59 [Information as to remunerated work] be R:20 
amended to provide that where a worker does not respond to a 
request for particulars under s59(5) within 28 days, the employer/
insurer may discontinue or reduce weekly payments subject to 
providing the worker with notification of this intent to the worker’s 
last known address and the discontinuation, suspension or 
reduction in weekly payments taking effect 7 days after the posting 
of the notification�

It is recommended the Act be amended to insert a provision R:21 
requiring workers with an open claim against an employer to notify 
the employer and insurer of any change in their residential and 
postal addresses�

Issue 2.13 – Suspension of entitlements – failure to undergo medical 
examination or participate in a return to work program

The WCIMA provides (s72A and s72B) for an injured worker’s entitlement to 119� 
compensation to be suspended by an order of an arbitrator if the worker fails to 
undergo a medical examination required under ss64, 65 or 66A or participate 
in a return to work program as ordered by an arbitrator� Insurers maintain the 
requirement to obtain a suspension order from an arbitrator through a full Part 
XI dispute resolution process is inefficient as these processes can take some 
time during which the worker continues to receive compensation�
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Insurers advocate this issue be addressed through:120� 

a fast track process for resolution of these matters; and•	
workers to be liable for the cost of any cancellation fee for failure to attend •	
a medical appointment in the absence of a reasonable excuse�

Stakeholders were broadly supportive of the view that a Part XI dispute process 121� 
was not necessary to resolve all s72A and s72B matters� While legislative 
change was not seen as necessary there was general support for a fast track 
process� UnionsWA noted there are a range of matters for which expedited 
dispute resolution processes are relevant� With the exception of UnionsWA 
stakeholders also agreed workers should be liable for the cost of cancellation 
fees for failure to attend appointments where there is no reasonable excuse�

It is recommended WorkCover WA request the Commissioner R:22 
of the DRD to consider amending the DRD Rules to implement 
a fast track process for dealing with applications under s72A 
[Suspension or cessation of payments for failure to undergo 
medical examination] and s72B [Suspension or cessation of 
payments for failure to participate in return to work program]�

Issue 2.14 – Medical certification to support weekly payments

Employer and insurer representatives have raised concerns over inefficiencies 122� 
arising from the lack of clarity in the legislation regarding requirements for 
medical certification of continuing incapacity to work� The Act specifies 
requirements for initial and final medical certification but does not expressly 
require an injured worker to submit ‘progress’ medical certificates covering a 
period of incapacity� Notwithstanding the lack of a statutory basis, progress 
medical certificates are routinely used within the scheme as an intrinsic aspect 
of claim and injury management processes�

Where a worker fails to provide a progress medical certificate but continues to 123� 
seek weekly compensation the insurer can require the worker to be examined 
by a medical practitioner (s64)� Where a medical certificate indicates partial or 
total capacity for work the insurer can discontinue weekly payments provided 
the worker is given a copy of the certificate and 21 days notice� The worker 
may object and refer the matter to an arbitrator� Resolution of these matters 
can take some weeks during which the worker usually continues to receive 
weekly payments�

Insurers have proposed injured workers be required to provide medical 124� 
certification of incapacity with a specified number of days (e�g� 14 days) after 
being required to do so by the insurer� Failure to provide this certification would 
enable insurers to suspend weekly compensation� A further option would be to 
formalise the requirements for provision of progress medical certificate�
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Stakeholders did not reach a consensus on this proposal� While most 125� 
stakeholders endorsed the principle of weekly payments being supported by 
ongoing medical certification, the practicality of obtaining ad hoc appointments 
with medical specialists within short timeframes (particularly for workers in 
remote areas) was identified as a difficulty with this proposal, as was ensuring 
workers receive the request for certification� UnionsWA considered the issues 
were satisfactorily dealt with by the existing s61�

There does not appear to be a compelling case for changing the present 126� 
arrangements relating to medical certification� For the vast majority of claims 
progress medical forms are currently provided as a matter of course� Insurers 
have the capacity to alter weekly payments in the absence of medical 
certification through the processes of s60 or by requiring a medical examination 
to determine capacity for work� While this may not be a quick process it 
nevertheless safeguards the interests of injured workers who otherwise may 
have their weekly payments discontinued unduly�

WorkCover WA has not proposed any change to medical certification 127� 
requirements�

Issue 2.15 – Common law time limits and termination date

While changes were made to the legislation in 2004 which attempted to clarify 128� 
the calculation of the final date by which a worker must elect to pursue common 
law damages (the ‘termination date’), stakeholders have indicated this continues 
to be problematic� The WCIMA provides a worker has 12 months6 from the 
date a claim for weekly compensation is made to elect to pursue common law 
damages� Employers are required to notify a worker six months in advance of 
the termination date�

Some stakeholders sought simplification of the calculation of the termination 129� 
date to address circumstances where there is uncertainty in the date of the 
claim, where the worker does not claim compensation for weekly payments or 
where such a claim is made well after the initial injury� A further issue relates to 
workers failing to receive employers’ notifications of the termination date�

In the course of the review stakeholders considered a number of potential 130� 
operative dates including:

date the worker signs the initial claim form;•	
date of acceptance of liability for a claim for weekly payments by an insurer •	
or an order to same effect by an arbitrator; or
date of commencement of weekly payments�•	

No consensus was reached by stakeholders on this issue� On the basis of the 131� 
shared interest of all parties in achieving a precise and unambiguous operative 
date for the calculation of the termination date, the date on which liability for 

6 This may be extended in some circumstances�
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a claim for weekly payments is accepted or otherwise determined is the most 
appropriate date� This date is a well established milestone within the claim 
process which is documented by way of a letter to the worker (Form 3A) and 
recorded in the WorkCover WA database� There may be a need for consequential 
amendments to s57A and s57B to require insurers to issue a further notification 
of acceptance of liability where a claim for medical expenses only subsequently 
involves time lost from work and associated weekly payments�

It is recommended s93M [Termination day] and s93O [Employer R:23 
to give worker notice of certain things] be amended to provide for 
the termination date to be calculated as the last day of the period 
of one year after the day on which:

an insurer or self insurer issues a notice under s57A or s57B that (a) 
liability for a claim for weekly compensation is accepted; or
an arbitrator determines a question of liability in accordance with (b) 
s58�

It is recommended s57A [Claim procedures – insured employer] R:24 
and s57B [Claim procedure – self-insured or uninsured employer] 
be amended to require insurers and self insurers to advise a worker 
of acceptance of liability or otherwise in circumstances where a 
claim for medical expenses only subsequently involves time lost 
from work and associated weekly payments�

It is recommended s93O(1) [Employer to give worker notice of R:25 
certain things] be amended to require insurers to send notification 
of the termination date for common law election to a worker’s last 
known postal and/or residential address�

Issue 2.16 – Claims procedure for noise induced hearing loss

The Act provides (s24A and s31E) determination of the extent of a worker’s 132� 
noise induced hearing loss (NIHL) is to be measured in accordance with 
Schedule 7� The Schedule sets out requirements for conducting and recording 
the results of audiometric tests and, at clause 8, the process for determining 
hearing loss� Clause 8 does not establish a complete process and, in particular, 
does not require an insurer to notify a worker within a specified timeframe of 
their decision if they do not agree with the election made by the worker, under 
s24A or s31E�
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Stakeholders supported proposals from WorkCover WA to amend clause 8 of 133� 
Schedule 7 to clarify timelines for the claim process� Stakeholders also noted 
the intention of WorkCover WA to undertake a more comprehensive review of 
the claims procedure for NIHL claims in 2010�

It is recommended clause 8 of Schedule 7 [Determination of R:26 
hearing loss] be amended to establish timelines for decision 
making following an election by a worker to seek a lump sum 
payment for noise induced hearing loss�

Issue 2.17 – Voluntary payment of additional medical expenses

Clause 18A of Schedule 1 provides where a worker has incurred reasonable 134� 
expenses in excess of the prescribed maximum amount for expenses (currently 
$53,414) an arbitrator may order (cl 18A(1)) an additional sum to be paid up to 
a maximum of $50,000 (cl 18A(1c))�

Concerns have been raised over the status of payments above the prescribed 135� 
maximum amount that are voluntarily made by insurers in recognition of a 
worker’s need for ongoing medical treatment� In at least one case, workers’ legal 
representatives have argued an arbitrator is able to award a further $50,000 to 
the worker as the initial additional $50,000 was not paid pursuant to an order 
of an arbitrator and cannot, therefore, be a payment of the kind allowed under 
the clause� If this position is sustained it is likely to lead to a situation where no 
insurer will voluntarily pay medical expenses above the prescribed amount as 
they could be required to pay up to a further $50,000 over and above whatever 
amount they have paid voluntarily� 

This outcome would result in an unknown number of new disputes where 136� 
workers were forced to come to the DRD for orders for additional amounts 
even where the insurer has agreed to the payment and this would impose 
additional costs on the parties and the DRD�

Stakeholders supported a WorkCover WA proposal for arbitrators to be required 137� 
to take into account voluntary payments made by insurers and self insurers in 
excess of the prescribed amount when considering applications for additional 
payments under clause 18A of Schedule 1�

It is recommended clause 18A of Schedule 1 [Payment of additional R:27 
expenses] be amended to require an arbitrator to offset additional 
awards of medical expenses by voluntary payments already made 
in excess of the prescribed amount by insurers and self insurers�

Issue 2.18 – Pleural plaques - presumption of liability

A consequential amendment is required following the recent gazettal of pleural 138� 
plaques as a specified occupational disease under Schedule 3 (Specified industrial 
diseases) of the WCIMA� This was based on advice from WorkCover WA’s 
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Medical Advisory Committee, following consideration of research suggesting a 
direct causal link between pleural plaques and exposure to asbestos�

The pleura is the membrane lining the lung, and pleural plaques are areas of 139� 
scar tissue or fibrosis present on the inner surface of the ribcage and diaphragm 
that are often partly calcified� 

The listing in Schedule 3 of the Act creates a presumption in favour of the 140� 
worker with regard to pleural plaques� Presumptive legislation reverses the onus 
of proof by placing an obligation on the employer to establish an occupational 
disease is not related to the occupation or occupational processes in which an 
injured worker was engaged� That is, if a worker contracts the disease, and has 
been involved in a work-process established as correlating with contraction 
of the disease, the disease is deemed to have been due to the nature of 
employment�

Although s45 allows additions to Schedule 3 through an Order in Executive 141� 
Council, the current s32, requires the injured worker presenting with pleural 
plaques to have been employed in an industry that exposed them to asbestos 
“��� within one year previous to the date of being so rendered�”

The only exception to this is in relation to pneumoconiosis, mesothelioma or 142� 
lung cancer, which, by virtue of s33, are automatically deemed to be covered 
where the disease is due to the nature of any employment in which the worker 
was employed at any time previous to the date of being so rendered [unable 
to work]”�

Given the decision to recognise pleural plaques as a specified occupational 143� 
disease under Schedule 3 where exposure to asbestos has occurred, and 
its relationship to pneumoconiosis, mesothelioma or lung cancer, there is a 
case for amendment to s33 to provide an automatic presumption of favour to 
the injured worker if they can demonstrate they were employed in work that 
exposed them to asbestos “��� at any time previous to the date of being so 
rendered”, rather than imposing a one-year limit� The amendment would not be 
retrospective and would apply to claims made after 18 September 2009 when 
the gazettal of pleural plaques came into effect�

The CCI did not agree with the WorkCover WA proposal for automatic 144� 
presumption of liability without the provision of sound medical research to 
indicate that work is the sole or primary cause of this condition� CCI notes that 
this approach has only been adopted in one other jurisdiction�

It is recommended s33 [Pneumoconiosis, mesothelioma or R:28 
lung cancer] be amended to add pleural plaques to the types of 
industrial disease for which there is an automatic presumption of 
liability in favour of workers if they can demonstrate they have the 
disease and were previously employed in work that exposed them 
to asbestos�
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Issue 2.19 – Effective date of redemption

The WCIMA provides for claims to be redeemed by way of lump sum payments 145� 
but is not clear on the effective date of agreements or the timeframe by which 
redemption payments should be made to the worker� There have been disputes 
about when payments of compensation should cease when a redemption 
agreement is reached� All stakeholders supported amendment of the WCIMA 
to resolve this issue�

The Commissioner of the DRD has also highlighted difficulties with the 146� 
construction of the provisions relating to redemptions and settlement of claims 
in s67 and s767�

Stakeholders supported a WorkCover WA proposal that the provisions relating 147� 
to redemptions be redrafted to clarify the intent concerning the effective date of 
agreements and requirements concerning the payment of settlements� The ICA 
and CCI noted account needs to be taken of practical considerations which 
mean insurers and self insurers often cannot release settlement funds quickly 
because they are awaiting the required Centrelink Notice�

It is recommended s67 [Lump sum in redemption of weekly R:29 
payments] and s76 [Registration of memorandum of agreement] 
be redrafted to simplify and clarify the legislative intent concerning 
redemptions and settlements and to establish that, unless 
otherwise provided for in an agreement:

the effective date of a lump sum redemption is the date on which (a) 
the relevant memorandum of agreement is registered by the 
Director of the DRD; and
payment of the lump sum payment to the worker is to be made (b) 
within 14 days of registration of the agreement subject to all 
documentation being made available to the insurer or self insurer�

Injury management

Issue 3.1 - Notification of injuries requiring injury management

At s157A an insurer or self-insurer is required to notify WorkCover WA in writing 148� 
within 7 days of acquiring knowledge that a worker’s period of incapacity has: 

exceeded 4 consecutive weeks; or•	
in sum, exceeded 12 weeks during any period of 12 months or less�•	

WorkCover WA can use these notifications to facilitate communication with the 149� 
worker, the worker’s employer or the employer’s insurer to determine whether 
a return to work program should be established for the worker� WorkCover WA 
may exempt an insurer or self-insurer from complying with the requirement 

7 See Kennedy v Brodun Construction Ltd [2008] WACC C28-2008 and Spotless Services 
Ltd v Covic [2008] WACC C21-2008�
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under s157A(3) and s157A(2) outlines the circumstances where the requirement 
to notify does not apply�

WorkCover WA proposed deletion of s157A(1), (2) and (3) as all insurers and 150� 
self-insurers have obtained exemptions from the requirement to notify� These 
exemptions are based on the implementation of WorkCover WA monitoring 
and notification systems which automatically identifies claims with durations of 
four weeks or more�

Stakeholders supported the deletion of s157A (1), (2) and (3), and agreed 151� 
s157A(4) relating to the role of WorkCover WA should be retained and relocated 
to s155C regarding establishment of return to work programs for individual 
workers�

It is recommended s157A(1), (2) and (3) [Early identification of R:30 
injuries] be repealed�

It is recommended s157A(4) be relocated to s155C [Establishment R:31 
of return to work programs] and amended as required to enable 
WorkCover WA to continue to be able to communicate with 
workers, employers and insurers to determine whether return to 
work programs should be established�

Issue 3.2 – Change from ‘Vocational rehabilitation’ to ‘Workplace 
rehabilitation’

In October 2009 WorkCover WA signed an agreement to implement a 152� 
nationally consistent approval framework for workplace rehabilitation providers� 
The purposes of the framework include the establishment of an agreed and 
understood model of workplace rehabilitation and implementation a robust 
provider approval system across workers’ compensation authorities� 

The national agreement adopts the terminology of ‘workplace rehabilitation’ in 153� 
preference to ‘vocational rehabilitation�’ There does not appear to be a material 
difference between the two terms� The review of the legislation provides an 
opportunity to contribute to harmonisation in this area by changing references 
to vocational rehabilitation to workplace rehabilitation through the WCIMA�

Stakeholders did not support the proposed change in terminology� CCI 154� 
noted workplace rehabilitation is generally considered to be part of the injury 
management process not necessarily including vocational rehabilitation� 
Additionally, vocational rehabilitation is not always provided at the workplace� 
Most stakeholders considered changing the term will be confusing to parties 
within the scheme without providing any practical benefits� National uniformity 
was not seen as a sufficient reason for the change� WorkCover WA also 
consulted with the WA division of the Australian Rehabilitation Providers 
Association which indicated its support for the proposed change in order to 
keep terminology consistent across all jurisdictions�
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Consistent with the views of stakeholders WorkCover WA has not proposed 155� 
adoption of the term ‘workplace rehabilitation’ in WA�

Issue 3.3 – Specialised retraining programs - qualification criteria

The entitlement to access specialised retraining programs is limited to workers 156� 
with a whole person impairment of at least 10% but less than 15%� Some 
stakeholders have questioned the basis of the upper access limit and suggested 
these programs should also be available to workers with greater than 15% 
whole person impairment provided the worker does not pursue common law 
damages�

No specialised retraining programs have been accessed since the entitlement 157� 
was introduced in the 2004 reforms and some stakeholders have questioned 
whether the entitlement is needed at all� Other stakeholders noted this issue 
relates to entitlements and is therefore beyond the scope of the present 
review�

WorkCover WA has not proposed amendment of the entitlement to access 158� 
specialised retraining programs�

Dispute resolution

Issue 4.1 – Notice of injury and claim

The Act provides in s178(1)(a) and (b) claims under the Act are not maintainable 159� 
unless notice of the occurrence of the injury has been given as soon as 
practicable after the occurrence of the injury and a claim for compensation 
with respect to the injury has been made within 12 months from the occurrence 
of the injury�

S178(1)(c) and (d) protect workers and afford them the ability to pursue a claim 160� 
for compensation following injury where they may not have complied precisely 
and fully with the notice and claim process� Subsection (d) provides:

the failure to make a claim within the period mentioned in paragraph (d) 
(b) [12 months] is not a bar to the maintenance of such proceedings, if 
it is shown that the employer has not been prejudiced in defending the 
proceedings by such failure, or if it is found that the failure was occasioned 
by mistake, absence from the State, or other reasonable cause�

The “safety net” circumstances outlined in s178(1)(c) and (d) revolve around 161� 
notions of “mistake”, “absence from the state”, “prejudice” and “other reasonable 
cause” and enshrine the concept of fairness when considering issues relating 
to s178(1)(a) and (b)� However the construction of subsection (d) has been 
interpreted by the courts to mean that the worker has only to account for 
prejudice to the employer for the first 12 months of any period during which a 
claim was not made – regardless of the actual length of this period�
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WorkCover WA initially proposed s178(c) and (d) not be amended or removed� 162� 
However advice from the State Solicitors Office has confirmed that an 
amendment is required to ensure the intent of the provision is maintained� 
UnionsWA indicated its strong opposition to any amendment to s178 on the 
basis that it may affect the entitlements of workers and is therefore outside the 
scope of the present review�

It is recommended s178(1)(d) [Notice of injury and claim] be R:32 
amended to require a worker to account for entire period of the 
failure to make a claim within the 12 month time limit established 
in s178(1)(b)�

Issue 4.2 – Appointment of litigation guardian

There is currently no provision in the Act for the appointment of a litigation 163� 
guardian for workers without legal capacity through brain injury or other reason� 
The Act does empower (s196) an arbitrator to appoint a litigation guardian for a 
child who is a party to a dispute resolution proceeding�

The Guardianship and Administration Act 1990164�  grants the State Administrative 
Tribunal the power to appoint legal guardians to persons over the age of 18� 
The function of the Office of the Public Advocate is to investigate the legal 
capacity of persons over the age of 18, for whom there may be a need for a 
guardianship application� In the absence of another responsible person, the 
Public Advocate can act as legal guardian for such persons�

The Supreme Court of WA is the only other authority able to appoint a guardian 165� 
to a person over the age of 18� While the Magistrates Court is not empowered to 
appoint legal guardians for persons over the age of 18, s21(3) of the Magistrates 
Court (Civil Proceedings) Act 2004 enables a magistrate to request the Public 
Advocate to investigate whether a party is in need of a legal guardian�

Rule 25 of the 166� Workers Compensation (DRD) Rules 2005 already enables 
arbitrators to adjourn proceedings involving a person over 18 until such a 
time as a litigation guardian has been appointed under the Guardianship and 
Administration Act 1990 or otherwise� However, Rule 25 presumes another 
responsible person will act to apply for guardianship through the State 
Administrative Tribunal� Where no such person exists, it is unclear how a person 
suspected of being in need of legal guardianship would proceed to obtain it�
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Stakeholders advocated any changes related to guardianship matters should be 167� 
consistent with the relevant legislation and the practice of other jurisdictions�

It is recommended WorkCover WA request the Commissioner R:33 
of the DRD to consider amending Rule 25 to provide that 
where an arbitrator suspects on reasonable grounds a party to 
a dispute resolution proceedings may be in need of a guardian 
or administrator under the Guardianship and Administration Act 
1990 the arbitrator may request the Public Advocate to investigate 
whether the party is in such need and adjourn proceedings until 
advice is received from the Public Advocate�

Issue 4.3 – Referral of noise induced hearing loss matters to medical 
assessment panel

The Act provides (s210) for arbitrators to refer certain medical issues to a medical 168� 
assessment panel for determination� This power of referral does not expressly 
provide for an arbitrator to refer a question regarding conflicting medical 
opinion concerning noise induced hearing loss to a medical assessment panel 
if such a dispute is successfully referred to an arbitrator� This is inconsistent 
with clause 6 of Schedule 7 which provides an arbitrator may refer a question 
that arises under s24A or s31E regarding audiometric testing or hearing loss, 
including whether or to what extent hearing loss is noise induced hearing loss, 
for determination by a medical assessment panel�

Stakeholders supported the WorkCover WA proposal for arbitrators to have an 169� 
express power to refer NIHL matters to a medical assessment panel�

It is recommended s210 [Referral of medical dispute for R:34 
assessment] be amended to provide an express power for an 
arbitrator to refer a question that arises under s24A or s31E 
[Lump sum compensation for noise induced hearing loss] 
regarding audiometric testing or hearing loss, including whether 
or to what extent hearing loss is noise induced hearing loss, for 
determination by a medical assessment panel�

Issue 4.4 – Statutory expenses - travelling expenses

For the purposes of interim orders and minor claims s226 of the WCIMA defines 170� 
‘statutory expenses’ as those compensation entitlements established in clause 
17 of Schedule 1� This definition excludes travelling expenses provided for in 
clause 19 of the Schedule� It does not appear to be the intention of the Act to 
bar workers from obtaining interim orders which include travel expenses� 

Stakeholders supported the WorkCover WA proposal to clarify the status of 171� 
travelling expenses� This would require amendments to clause 17 of Schedule 1 
and s226 to include ‘travelling expenses’ which would become part of workers’ 
statutory entitlement�
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It is recommended clause 17 of Schedule 1 [Payment of medical R:35 
and other expenses] and s226 [Interim payment orders and minor 
claims] be amended to include travelling expenses as specified in 
clause 19 of Schedule 1 [Travelling] as part of workers’ statutory 
entitlement and accordingly as expenses which may be included 
in an interim payment order or minor claim�

Issue 4.5 – Referral of Part XII matters to Commissioner

Under s227(4) Part XII matters (interim orders and minor claims) are not 172� 
amenable to appeal or judicial review� The object of this provision is clear in 
relation to interim payment orders (s232) but is less apparent in relation to 
minor claim orders (s241)� There is no provision which facilitates contentious 
issues of public importance (such as the construction of s234(1)) arising out of 
interim payment orders or minor claim orders being authoritatively ruled upon� 
Arbitrators are not required to give reasons for decision in relation to Part XII 
matters (s227(3)), which means that a reasoned body of precedent cannot 
develop�

Part XII matters can involve large sums of money – 12 payments in excess of 173� 
“weekly earnings” calculated as Amount A in clause 11(2) could total in excess 
of $20,000�

It is recommended s246 [Reference of question of law to R:36 
Commissioner] be amended to enable both Part XI [Dispute 
resolution] and XII [Interim payment orders and minor claims] 
matters to be referred to the Commissioner�

Issue 4.6 – Limits on interim payment orders

Under s234(1) an arbitrator is not able to make an interim order for payment 174� 
of weekly payments of compensation for a period that exceeds 12 weeks� 
An issue has arisen as to whether this limitation applies to any single interim 
order (so that multiple orders may be made which exceed 12 weeks in the 
aggregate) or whether the 12 week period relates to the aggregate of two or 
more interim payment orders�

It is recommended s234 [Limits on interim payment orders] be R:37 
amended to clarify the application of the limits on interim payment 
orders� 
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Issue 4.7 – Appeal against decision of arbitrator – entitlement 
thresholds

The Act provides (s247) appeals against decisions of arbitrators cannot be made 175� 
unless the quantum of the appeal is at least $5,000 and the amount at issue 
is at least 20% of the amount awarded� There is the potential for the monetary 
threshold to be circumvented by appellants who simply dispute more of the 
award amount in an attempt to fall within the required monetary threshold�

Advice from the Commissioner of the DRD indicates in practice there have 176� 
been no difficulties with the operation of this provision which, in any event, 
is irrelevant where the appeal is by a worker against the dismissal of a claim 
or if for any other reason an amount of compensation was not awarded� 
There was no consensus on the need for change to the appeal entitlement by 
stakeholders� The Law Society supported the removal of the appeal thresholds� 
UnionsWA argued it is important the ability for a decision to be appealed on 
the basis of ‘public interest’ (s247(2)(b)) be maintained� CCI expressed concern 
that changes to the appeal thresholds could see an increase in the number of 
appeals�

WorkCover WA has not proposed any change to the appeal entitlement 177� 
thresholds in s247� The Chamber of Minerals and Energy has suggested 
consideration be given to indexing the monetary threshold for appeals�

Issue 4.8 – Appeal against decision of arbitrator – time limits

The Act provides (s247) appeals against decisions of arbitrators cannot be 178� 
made later than 28 days after the making of the relevant decision� As the 28 
day period commences from the making of decision, the appeal period may 
expire before the reasons for the decision are issued by an arbitrator� In these 
circumstances the party seeking to lodge an appeal is not in a position to 
clearly articulate the grounds of appeal�

Stakeholders considered a proposal to address this issue by allowing for an 179� 
extension of time in circumstances where a party seeking to appeal a decision 
of an arbitrator has requested reasons for the decision under s213 but has not 
yet received them� Parties to a dispute have 14 days in which to request written 
reasons for decision�

Stakeholders agreed it was appropriate for the appeal period to commence 180� 
from the date written reasons for decision are “issued”� Stakeholders noted in 
any event it was desirable for reasons to be published as soon as possible after 
they are requested�

It is recommended s247(4) [Appeal against decision of arbitrator] R:38 
be amended to provide the 28 day period for lodgement of appeals 
against decisions of arbitrators commences from the ‘Date of 
Publication’ recorded on arbitrators’ Reasons for Decision�
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Issue 4.9 – Remit of appeal matter to arbitrator

The Commissioner of the DRD has noted the Act does not expressly provide 181� 
for an appeal matter to be remitted or returned to an arbitrator� The Court of 
Appeal has such a power in relation to decisions of the Commissioner (s254(3)
(c))�

Most stakeholders supported a proposal for express powers for the 182� 
Commissioner to remit appeal matters back to an arbitrator� The CCI did not 
support the recommendation on the basis it is likely to create further delays to 
a decision�

It is recommended s247(7) [Appeal against decision of arbitrator] R:39 
be amended to expressly provide that in addition to the existing 
powers for disposing of appeals against a decision of an arbitrator, 
the Commissioner of the DRD have the power to remit matters 
back to the arbitrator for reconsideration, either with or without the 
hearing of further evidence, in accordance with any directions or 
recommendations the Commissioner considers appropriate�

Issue 4.10 – Non compliance with Part XII orders

Section 255(1) states a “person who fails to comply with a decision of a dispute 183� 
resolution authority commits an offence�” The offence carries a maximum 
penalty of $5,000� However, by virtue of s255(2)(c), this does not apply where 
the decision is an order requiring the payment of money�

As a result of s255(2)(c) failure by an employer to pay an interim payment order 184� 
or minor claim under Part XII is not an offence and there is no ready remedy for 
a worker if an employer refuses to pay such an order, aside from enforcement 
through the Courts (s219)� This appears to undermine the intention of the Act, 
particularly with regard to interim payment orders, which is to provide speedy 
interim relief to workers� While a monetary order of an arbitrator is enforceable 
in a court of competent jurisdiction and may be enforced using powers of 
execution available to the court, this may take some time during which the 
worker may be without income�

A number of options to address this issue were considered by stakeholders:185� 

insertion of a penalty provision in the Act for employers who fail to pay an •	
interim payment order� 
insertion of a provision in similar terms to s58(5) whereby an arbitrator has •	
the discretion to order that an interim payment order be paid out of the 
General Account and WorkCover WA has the power to recover the monies 
from the employer, together with a 10% surcharge�

No consensus was reached by stakeholders on this issue� The CCI argued 186� 
against penalty provisions and held existing remedies were sufficient, a view 
held by some other stakeholders� UnionsWA and the ICA indicated support 
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for measures to address the issue including sanctions if necessary� Most 
stakeholders were of the view an expedient solution should be sought focused 
on ensuring the worker receives interim award payments rather than imposing 
punitive measures�

With regard to the initial options there does not seem to be a significant barrier 187� 
to excluding interim payment orders from the provisions of s255(2)(c) and 
thereby introducing a penalty� However, it is questionable how such a penalty, 
which would need to be enforced by way of a prosecution, would ensure the 
prompt payment of interim payments�

A second option involves unpaid interim payment orders to be paid out of the 188� 
General Account with WorkCover WA seeking recovery of the monies from the 
employer plus a 10% surcharge� This would require supplementation of the 
General Account’s funding and recognition there is a high probability recovery 
would be problematic�

A third option is to amend the Act so that in the event the employer fails to 189� 
make the payments responsibility for payment of the interim order to the 
worker shifts to the insurer� While this would be an imposition on insurers, 
who otherwise do not make payments direct to workers, this would meet the 
objective of ensuring timely payment to injured workers in the relative small 
number of cases where the employer does not comply with an arbitrator’s 
interim payment order� The ability of insurers to refuse to indemnify employers 
in some circumstances (s174A) may need to be taken into account if this option 
were to be implemented�

Most stakeholders supported a WorkCover WA proposal that where an employer 190� 
fails to make interim payments ordered by an arbitrator responsibility for payment 
of the interim order to the worker shifts to the insurer� The ICA noted making 
insurers responsible to pay the interim payment direct to the worker presents 
administration issues for insurers� In these cases an insurer would have to obtain 
a tax declaration from the worker, deduct tax at the appropriate rate and forward 
payment to the ATO and then issue a Group Certificate to the worker at the end 
of the financial year� The ICA argued that if this recommendation is maintained 
there be penalty similar to that proposed for s57A(8) (Recommendation 11) to 
encourage employers to meet their obligations� The ICA also noted the proposed 
change may require consequent amendment to s173(1) as a requirement for an 
insurer to pay an interim order may be at odds with the circumstances in this 
section (section 173 describes the circumstances where an insurer is able to 
make direct payments to a worker)�

It is recommended the Act be amended to provide that where an R:40 
employer fails to make interim payments ordered by an arbitrator:

responsibility for payment of the interim order to the worker shifts (a) 
to the insurer; and
the employer is liable to a penalty�(b) 
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Issue 4.11 – References to Workplace Relations Act

The Act refers to the Commonwealth 191� Workplace Relations Act 1996 in a number 
of locations� This Act was replaced by the Fair Work Act 2009 with effect from 
1 July 2009�

It is recommended the Act be amended to replace all references to R:41 
the Commonwealth Workplace Relations Act 1996 with references 
to the Fair Work Act 2009�

Issue 4.12 – Time limit on commencing common law court 
proceedings

Legal practitioner stakeholders, including The Law Society of WA, have asked 192� 
WorkCover WA to consider the potential impact on injured workers of the 
current operation of s93K(4) of the WCIMA�

Section 93K(4) provides: 193� 

“Damages in respect of an injury can only be awarded if –

the worker elects, in the manner prescribed in the regulations, to retain the (a) 
right to seek damages;
the Director registers the election in accordance with the regulations;(b) 
court proceedings seeking the damages are commenced within –(c) 

the period of 30 days after the Director gives the worker written notice (i) 
that the Director has registered the election; or
any further time provided for in the regulations to allow for things to be (ii) 
done before court proceedings are commenced; and

the court is satisfied that the workers degree of permanent whole of person (d) 
impairment is at least 15%�”

Of concern to stakeholders is the manner in which 93K(4) limits the time 194� 
within which proceedings for common law damages must be commenced� 
Specifically stakeholders consider the 30 day time limit contained in s93K(4)(c) 
is too short and the inability to extend the time limit, even in the most deserving 
of cases, is unfair�

Access to common law damages under the WCIMA is, broadly speaking, limited 195� 
by three major factors, firstly the injury suffered must satisfy the impairment 
threshold regime, secondly the worker must commence court proceedings 
within 30 days “���after the Director gives the worker written notice that the 
Director has registered the election�” and thirdly the worker must succeed in 
proving his or her employer was negligent and that the act or acts of negligence 
resulted in the injury and impairment� Further, the WCIMA imposes significant 
legal costs considerations upon workers who decide to commence and then 
progress a common law damages claim in the District Court�

Legislative issues
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At the stage of a claim where consideration is being given to commencing 196� 
common law proceedings almost all workers are legally represented� If the 
time limit contained in s93K(4) is not complied with due to the negligence of 
the worker’s lawyer the worker may pursue a claim against their lawyer for 
damages representing the damages they would have received in District 
Court proceedings� Lawyers in WA are required to hold professional indemnity 
insurance to cover claims up to 2 million dollars�

However, in circumstances where workers are not legally represented at the time 197� 
the provisions of s93K(4) impact on their claim non compliance with the 30 day 
time limit will leave them without recourse, even if there are compelling reasons 
why they should be permitted access to commence a common law action�

The options to make changes to the operation of these provisions of the WCIMA 198� 
revolve around considerations including:

extending the 30 day time limit in s93K(4);•	
introducing change via regulations; and •	
introducing a new provision or provisions allowing an extension of time •	
within which to commence proceedings if circumstances exist which would 
satisfy a fair minded person that an extension of time should be granted�

WorkCover WA initially proposed s93K(4) be amended by removing the 199� 
current wording of s93K(4)(c)(ii) and replacing that wording with a provision 
allowing a worker the right to apply to the District Court for leave to commence 
proceedings beyond the period of 30 days and that a new s93K(4)(c)(iii) be 
added prescribing the circumstances in which leave may be granted, for 
example, modelled on the wording of s47A of the former, Limitation Act 1935� 
While most stakeholders acknowledged the issues associated with the time 
limit for commencing common law action there was no consensus as to the 
best means of addressing these issues� While UnionsWA, the Law Society and 
the AMA supported giving the District Court the ability to grant leave, other 
stakeholders were concerned that this approach could undermine the intent of 
the provision to promote the timely consideration of common law matters�

On balance WorkCover WA considers maintaining the effectiveness of the 200� 
present common law process as a key consideration and has accordingly 
recommended that the issue be addressed by extending the period of 
commencement of common law action from 30 to 45 days rather than by 
increasing the discretion of the courts to allow matters to be commenced 
outside the statutory time period�

It is recommended s93K [Restrictions on awarding, and amount of, R:42 
damages] be amended to increase the period by which a worker 
must commence common law proceedings from 30 to 45 days 
after the Director of the DRD registers the worker’s election�
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Insurance

Issue 5.1 – Worker’s rights against insurer

The claim processes established in s57A and s57B are contingent on an 201� 
employer making a claim on their insurer following receipt of a claim for 
compensation from a worker� Other than in the limited circumstances of s173, 
the Act does not provide for the worker to serve claims directly on insurers�

The Supreme Court of WA, Court of Appeal has held202� 8 the Act is deficient in 
that there is no obvious remedy for the worker if an employer fails to respond 
to the worker’s claim for compensation� While s173 gives a worker a remedy 
in circumstances in which an employer is liable to a worker for the payment of 
compensation but has died or is otherwise not able to be contacted it does not 
deal with a failure of the employer to respond to the claim�

Stakeholders supported a proposal from WorkCover WA that the problems 203� 
identified by the Court of Appeal be addressed by amendment to s173 to 
provide for all circumstances where an employer is unable or otherwise fails to 
respond to a claim� Further consultation with stakeholders will be undertaken 
in the drafting of this amendment�

It is recommended s173 [Worker’s rights against insurer] be R:43 
amended to rectify the specific drafting problem identified by the 
Court of Appeal of the Supreme Court of WA in Woolcock v Bant 
& Babel (2005) WASCA 80�

Administration

Issue 6.1 – Authorisation of inspectors

The Act requires the Chairman of WorkCover WA’s governing body to authorise 204� 
persons as inspectors for the purposes of the Act� Stakeholders supported 
a proposal from the WorkCover WA Board that it would be more efficient 
for inspectors to be appointed by the CEO rather than the Chairman of 
WorkCover WA�

It is recommended s175A(4) [Authorisation of inspectors] be R:44 
amended to enable the WorkCover WA CEO to authorise persons 
as inspectors for the purposes of the Act�

8 Woolcock v Bant & Babel [2005] WASCA 80
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Schedules

Issue 7.1 – Designation of adjacent areas

The Act covers workers whose employment is connected with the State (s20) 205� 
and defines certain ‘adjacent areas’ that are included in the definition of the 
State of Western Australia� The current definition of ‘adjacent area’ refers to 
the Commonwealth Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act 1967, which has been 
repealed and replaced with the Commonwealth Offshore Petroleum Act 2006�

It is recommended all references to the CommonwealthR:45  Petroleum 
(Submerged Lands) Act 1967 be replaced with references to the 
Commonwealth Offshore Petroleum Act 2006�
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Age based entitlements

Background
The 206� Workers’ Compensation and Injury Management Act 1981 (WCIMA) 
contains two areas that limit entitlements for workers aged 64 years or more: 

s56 of the Act limits the payment or continuation of weekly payments of •	
compensation to workers aged 64 years or more;
s24A and s31E exclude compensation for noise induced hearing loss •	
incurred after age 65 years�

Age based entitlements related to work related injuries may be summarised:207� 

workers injured at any age over 64 years are entitled to payment of weekly •	
compensation for up to twelve months from the date of injury;
there are no age limits for access to payment of reasonable medical and •	
related expenses, up to the maximum amount set by the WCIMA;
workers over the age of 65 years are entitled to a weekly supplementary •	
amount which may be paid to the age of 70 years, after normal weekly 
compensation payments have ceased, if it can be proven that the person 
would have continued working after the age of 65, had they not been 
injured�

In the three years to 2007-08 only 0�02% of claims involved a worker aged more 208� 
than 65 years receiving weekly compensation for one year�

Prior to the passage of the WCIMA in 1981 there were no age based entitlement 209� 
limitations in Western Australian workers’ compensation legislation� Section 56 
was introduced following a recommendation of the Dunn Report that it would 
not be appropriate for a worker to receive both the age pension and workers’ 
compensation�9 The age 65 reference in the current legislation reflects the 
eligible age criteria for the aged pension, and the supplementary amount is 
based on the amount a person on an aged pension may earn before their 
pension is affected� Changing this arrangement may result in a cost-shifting from 
the Commonwealth social security system to the State workers’ compensation 
scheme�

The age based entitlement limitations are discriminatory� However they do not 210� 
constitute unlawful discrimination as the provisions predate the introduction of 
the Equal Opportunity Act 1984�

With the exception of Queensland, all Australian workers’ compensation 211� 
schemes limit entitlements for older workers, based on traditional notions 
of a set retirement age of 65 years� A jurisdictional comparison is set out at 
Attachment 4� In 2007 the Heads of Workers’ Compensation Authorities did not 
support a proposal to develop a harmonised legislative framework to change 
compensation arrangements for workers over 65� 

9 Government of WA, Report of the Judicial Enquiry into the Workers’ Compensation Act of 
Western Australia, September 1978 – January 1979 (p�69)
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Age based entitlements

Workforce demographics

Workers are increasingly continuing in employment beyond 65 years:212� 

The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) projects that by 2011 Western •	
Australians aged 45 to 74 years will constitute nearly 45 per cent of the 
working age population, and this proportion will continue to increase along 
with life expectancy�
The Survey of Employment Arrangements, Retirement and Superannuation •	
200710 (SEARS 2007) indicates that about 310,000 people who were 
working in 2007 had previously retired (with no intention at the time of ever 
working again)� The most common reason for this group returning to work 
was financial need (36% of men and 42% of women)�

Nevertheless, it needs to be understood that retirement patterns are likely to 213� 
moderate the impact of the ageing workforce trends� For instance data from 
SEARS 2007 indicate:

the average age at retirement for people aged 45 years and over was 52 •	
years (58 years for men and 47 years for women);
28% of retired men and 60% of retired women had retired before the age of •	
55 years; and a further half of retired men in 2007 had retired aged 55–64 
years; and
the average age at which employed people intend to retire is 64 years� •	
However most people retire considerably earlier, most commonly due to 
health related reasons (their or someone else’s ill health)� 

There are significant differences in retirement patterns between occupations 214� 
and industry groups�11 For example:

labourers retire on average at age 55, while managers retire on average at •	
age 60; and
workers in the health care and social support services industry retire on •	
average at age 55�7, the general public service at age 57�1 years, and 
agricultural, fishing and forestry workers retire on average at age 60�5�

In summary, these statistics suggest that while the workforce is ageing, the 215� 
greater proportion of workers tend to retire well before age 65�

10 ABS 2008� 6361�0 - Employment Arrangements, Retirement and Superannuation, 
Australia, Apr to Jul 2007

11 ABS 6238�0 – Retirement and Retirement Intentions 2006-2007
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Age based entitlements

Injury rates for older workers
WorkCover WA data shows that from 2004-05 to 2006-07 workers aged 65 216� 
years or more made one per cent of total workers’ compensation claims� The 
65+ age group consistently has the lowest incidence rate compared with other 
age groups� Nationally, the ABS Work Related Injury survey shows that workers 
aged 55 years and over recorded the lowest rate of work-related injuries/ 
illnesses with 50 per 1,000 people compared with a rate of 78 per 1,000 people 
for the 15-19 year age group�12 

Despite the general ageing of the workforce, the Australian Public Service 217� 
Commission has previously found that limited workers’ compensation coverage 
does not appear to be a major disincentive for older employees or employers in 
terms of rejoining or remaining in the workforce�13

Other policy considerations
The recent 2009-10 Federal Government Budget announcement to phase in an 218� 
increase to the qualifying age for the aged pension from 65 years to 67 years by 
2023 may put further pressure on some workers to remain in the workforce�

The change to the pension age will also break the nexus which currently 219� 
exists between the eligibility for the aged pension and workers’ compensation 
entitlements�

Options
Stakeholders considered four options in relation to the age based limitations 220� 
on entitlements:

maintain the current limitations;•	
increase the age at which limits on entitlements apply;•	
retention of the current age criterion but increase the entitlement for weekly •	
payments from one to two years; and
removal of age based limits on entitlements�•	

WorkCover WA obtained actuarial advice221� 14 on the cost impact of two options 
for changes to the age limitations in the Act� The options were:

increasing the age at which limitations apply from 65 to 70 years; and•	
removing the age limitations in their entirety�•	

Both options will have an impact on insurance premiums paid by employers� 222� 
The estimated costs are set out in Table 2 following�

12 ABS 6324�0 - Work-Related Injuries, Australia, 2005-06

13 Australian Public Service Commission, Productive and safe workplaces for an ageing 
workforce, December 2003, http://www�apsc�gov�au/publications03/maturecomcare3�htm

14 PricewaterhouseCoopers Actuarial Pty Ltd, August 2008, Actuarial Assessment of Cost 
Impact of amending references to age – August 2008
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Table 2: Summary of estimated annual cost impact

Estimated 
initial cost 

impact

Estimated 
erosion 

component

Estimated 
cost  

after erosion
Increasing threshold to 70 years

Additional cost15 $8�8m + $4�8m = $13�6m

% of total cost16 1�31% + 0�72% = 2�03%

Removing the age limitations

Additional cost $12�8m + $9�2m = $22�0m

% of total cost 1�91% + 1�37% = 3�27%
1516

The actuary advises that the estimated initial increase in annual claim costs 223� 
(in both scenarios) would be low to moderate: $12�8 million if the age limit is 
removed and $8�8 million if the age limit is increased to 70 years�

The erosion costs refer to additional claims or costs that may occur under the 224� 
revised age entitlements over time, as a result of changing claimant behaviour� 
In relation to removing the age limitation, the actuary advises erosion could 
occur as:

s217(4)(a) applications for extensions beyond the prescribed amount are •	
still developing and have the potential to escalate rapidly;
claimants who stay on benefits longer due to an extended retirement age •	
may apply for other scheme benefits, e�g� enhanced medical benefits under 
clause 18A; and
the impact on system costs and claimant behaviour of major changes under •	
the 2005 reforms to the Workers Compensation and Injury Management 
Act 1981 have not yet fully emerged or matured�

Table 2 shows an annual cost after allowance for erosion of $22 million if the 225� 
age limit is removed and $13�6 million with an increase in the age threshold to 
70 years�

The actuary emphasises that in the long term the effect on claims costs may 226� 
prove more extensive than the initial erosion-based costs presented� The actuary 
expects that the variation will be upward rather than downward, due to: 

the variable nature of claims;•	
uncertain future common law claim frequency and cost; and•	
the occurrence of very large claims�•	

15 Additional cost: shown in dollar terms and based on projections of data utilised in the April 
2008 recommended premium rates report�

16 Percentage of total cost: the additional (or risk) cost, including management expenses 
and contingency margins, as a percentage of the estimated total costs for the 2008-09 
underwriting year� The total cost percentage assumes the management expenses and 
contingency margins are unaffected by the benefit change�
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Removing the age based entitlement limitations entirely is likely to initially 227. 
increase the average recommended premium rate by 1.91% (e.g. the current 
premium rate of 1.738% would increase to 1.770%) and by 3.27% if erosion 
was experienced (i.e. in 3-5 years). Increasing the limit to 70 years is likely to 
increase the premium rate by 1.31% (to 1.760%) initially and by 2.03% after 
erosion. However it is likely that the increase would not be uniform across all 
industry classifications as some may have increases and others no increase at 
all, depending on the employment patterns of older workers.

A further option is to increase the benefits available to injured older workers 228. 
whether or not the threshold age is changed. This would involve an increase in 
the current 12 month limitation on entitlement to weekly benefit to 24 months or 
some other period. It should be noted this option was not actuarially costed.

Stakeholder views
The issues outlined above were considered by stakeholders in July 2009. 229. 
WorkCover WA also undertook additional consultation with the Council of the 
Ageing and the National Seniors Association. These organisations advocated 
removal of the age based limits on entitlements.

The majority of stakeholders supported retention of the age based entitlement 230. 
limitations with an increase in the threshold age from 65 to 70 years. Of the 
eight stakeholders who indicated a position on this issue, two stakeholders 
supported repeal of the age based limitations; five supported increasing the 
threshold age from 65 to 70 years; and one argued for no change to the current 
limitations. Stakeholder comments included:

the limitations were clearly discriminatory and if they are to be maintained •	
need to be justified with reference to cost and stability implications for the 
scheme;
the age limitations in the Act reflect wider aspects of social and industrial •	
policy not directly related to workers’ compensation;
the potential for entitlements to be increased while retaining some limitations •	
should be considered;
cost implications of increasing entitlements or removal of limitations entirely •	
may be significant given concerns about the challenges of return to work 
strategies for older workers;
alternative non-legislative solutions for older workers should be considered; •	
and
the direct linkage of age based entitlement limits to the Commonwealth •	
pension age should be considered.

Age based entitlements
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Implementation issues
A legal opinion has been sought and received on the potential impact of the 231� 
Equal Opportunity Act 1984 (EEO Act) on a number of policy options for 
addressing the age discriminatory provisions in the WCIMA� The Act currently 
has ‘immunity’ from the requirements of the EEO Act as it was in force prior to 
the EEO Act coming into operation� In the context of the EEO Act’s prohibition 
on discrimination in employment on the basis of age, advice was sought on 
lawful ways to amend the relevant sections of the WCIMA to replace references 
to particular ages with alternative, older ages and/or to amend or introduce 
non-age related criteria into the relevant sections� 

The advice indicated amendment to the discriminatory sections of the WCIMA 232� 
will not mean that the statutory immunity from the EEO Act is lost� This indicates 
that proposals to increase the ages at which entitlement limits apply, increasing 
entitlements or introducing other criteria are viable policy options�

Advice was also sought on the implications of possible repeal and replacement 233� 
of the present Act in which the present discriminatory provisions were “carried 
forward” unchanged� The advice is less certain that the existing provisions 
would continue to retain their immunity since the new Act would post-date 
the EEO Act� However it is possible the existing provisions could be expressly 
saved so that they remain ‘in force’ for the purposes of the EEO Act�

Recommendation
Research and consultations conducted in the course of the legislative review 234� 
have indicated that while there is broad support for action to address the 
inequity associated with the current age based limits on entitlements, there is 
no consensus on the scope or nature of action to be taken�

Removal of age based limitations in their entirety would resolve equity issues 235� 
but increase scheme costs� Some stakeholders strongly supported this option 
on the principle older workers are entitled to the compensation and injury 
management support available to other workers, particularly in view of the 
relatively modest actuarial assessment of the cost of such a change� Other 
stakeholders acknowledge the equity issue but are concerned that changes 
in claimant behaviour could see a larger than estimated increase in costs and 
premiums as the workforce continues to age�

Most stakeholders support limited change through measures such as an 236� 
increase in the age at which the limitations apply or an increase in the (limited) 
benefits available to older workers� This approach recognises the linkage 
of benefits and entitlements is an issue which extends beyond the arena of 
workers’ compensation� Developments in social security, industrial relations and 
superannuation policy are relevant to the workers’ compensation scheme�
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While recognising the merit of each of the policy options canvassed in this report, 237� 
WorkCover WA considers the level of uncertainty over potential costs supports 
an incremental approach� WorkCover WA has recommended retention of the 
existing age threshold and an increase in the maximum period of entitlement 
to weekly payments from one to two years� Further consideration of removal 
of the age based limitations would be undertaken as part of the consultations 
associated with the second stage redrafting of the legislation�

This approach delivers significant improved entitlements to older workers whilst 238� 
minimising the risk of large increases in scheme costs� Implementation of the 
enhanced entitlements will enable any changes to claimant behaviour and cost 
trends to be assessed prior to any decision on complete removal of age based 
entitlements�

It is recommended s56 [Entitlement to weekly payments ceasing on R:46 
account of age] be amended to increase the period of entitlement 
to weekly payments for workers aged 64 years or more from one 
to two years�

Age based entitlements
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Common law safety net

Compulsory insurance is a fundamental aspect of the WA workers’ 239� 
compensation scheme� The Workers’ Compensation and Injury Management 
Act 1981 (WCIMA) requires all employers to hold insurance for the full amount 
of their liability to pay compensation under the Act (s160(1))� While the majority 
of employers have workers’ compensation insurance, the Act provides certain 
‘safety net’ arrangements in the event of an injury to a worker employed by an 
uninsured employer� The safety net is financed on a recurrent basis (as part of 
the General Account of WorkCover WA) through a levy which is paid directly by 
insurers and self insurers� Effectively, it is a small component of the premium 
rate charged to employers�

At present the safety net is limited to workers’ statutory entitlements� This 240� 
means a seriously injured worker whose employer is uninsured generally is not 
able to receive the common law compensation to which they may otherwise be 
entitled� The terms of reference for the legislative review required consideration 
of issues associated with allowing injured workers to access the General 
Account safety net in such circumstances�

What is the problem?

The Act currently limits safety net payments to entitlements for statutory 241� 
compensation and does not cover any award for common law damages against 
an uninsured employer� Subject to meeting the thresholds established in the Act 
(as indicated above), an injured worker whose employer is uninsured, can sue 
the employer at common law, but may find themselves in the situation where 
they are not able to obtain the benefit of any award made by the court if the 
employer is insolvent or bankrupt� In such situations, seriously injured workers 
will be left with access only to statutory benefits which may be insufficient to 
their needs�

The most likely scenario is where an employer has simply failed to take out 242� 
workers’ compensation insurance or common law liability insurance� As noted, 
workers’ compensation insurance is compulsory in Western Australia and 
the vast majority of employers readily comply with this requirement� Although 
the Act does not specifically require employers to take out insurance against 
common law claims, common law insurance is included as standard in the 
wording of Employer Indemnity Policies, as required by WorkCover WA17� If an 
employer has failed to take out compulsory worker’s compensation insurance 
it is likely that there is no common law insurance coverage�

In one case, a seriously injured worker was severely disadvantaged when 243� 
their employer had failed to take out any insurance at all� Despite offering 
to make restitution, independent assessment confirmed that the employer 
did not have the financial ability to meet the anticipated costs and damages 
associated with a common law claim, estimated to be over $1 million�  

17 http://www�workcover�wa�gov�au/NR/rdonlyres/EF524ED3-C1C9-46C4-8FB1-
14990048E8B3/0/StandardWordingEMLPolicyMar07�pdf
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Apart from the inadequate statutory entitlements under the safety net, there 
was no recourse available to the parties involved to meet this worker’s 
potential entitlement to common law damages� 

It should be noted that taking common law action against another party is 244� 
an option available to a plaintiff in a range of situations, not just workers’ 
compensation� In any such suit, there is a risk for a plaintiff that the defendant 
will have insufficient resources to meet an award of damages and costs ordered 
by the court� This raises significant questions about the role of the state and its 
place in public underwriting, in particular the extent of its civil responsibility in 
respect of problems created by private citizens and the underlying philosophy 
underpinning workers’ compensation legislation in Western Australia�

Interstate comparisons
Not all jurisdictions allow access to common law damages for workers’ 245� 
compensation claims� Three of the common law states (NSW, Victoria and 
the ACT) have established specific funds to meet all costs (including common 
law) associated with uninsured employers� However, only the ACT operates a 
privately underwritten scheme comparable to WA� The other two common law 
states have a managed or central fund from which the common law liabilities of 
all employers (insured and otherwise) are met� 

The case for change
Access to common law damages for seriously injured workers is an integral 246� 
part of the WA workers’ compensation scheme� The denial of access to those 
damages as a result of the actions (or inaction) of an employer, is arguably 
unfair and it is appropriate to consider policy options�

The first option is to allow access to the General Account specifically for the 247� 
purpose of paying injured workers’ common law damages in circumstances 
where the employer is uninsured and insolvent� The payment of these damages 
would be contingent on the worker being entitled to access the common law 
process and obtaining a civil judgment in their favour based on the negligence 
of the employer�

A second option is to create enhanced statutory entitlements for seriously 248� 
injured workers of uninsured employers payable out of the General Account� 
Access to these statutory benefits would be determined based on the injured 
workers potential access to common law and different levels of benefits would 
be available to the two common law threshold impairment categories� Access 
to such benefits would be premised on the basis that common law entitlements 
are not pursued�
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A third option is for Government to legislate to establish an account designed 249� 
specifically for the purpose of paying injured workers’ common law damages 
awards to the extent there is a shortfall between the amount of the order 
for damages and costs recoverable from the uninsured employer (in the 
circumstances described in either of the options outlined above)�

Cost implications of change
All the options noted above have costs implications for the scheme� 250� 
WorkCover WA obtained an actuarial assessment of allowing common law 
access to the General Account for claimants of uninsured employers18� The 
assessment is based on the assumption that the common law access to the 
General Account will not be retrospective, however a separate costing for 
providing access in respect of asbestos related disease (ARD) claims was 
obtained�

The results of this assessment are set out in Table 3� The data includes 251� 
estimates of:

the change in the direct cost of claims;•	
the change in the General Account levy;•	
the change in the total costs which is a measure of the change in •	
recommended premium rates; and
the once off cost changes for ARD claims which are a measure of the •	
impact on reserves for future ARD claim lodgements�

18 Actuarial Assessment of Cost Impact of Common Law Access to the General Fund – 
October 2009, PricewaterhouseCoopers
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Table 3: Actuarial Assessment of Impact of Common Law Access to  

General Account

Base initial cost 
estimate 

$

Cost estimate 
after erosion 

$
Current average annual 
cost – statutory claims 431,908 431,908

Estimated common law cost:

non-ARD claim:  –
annual 112,030 155,141

ARD claims; once-off – 1,063,205 1,311,286

Total 1,175,235 1,466,427

Current General Account 
levy rate 1.90% 1.90%

Estimated revised levy 
rate – first year 2.03% 2.07%

Estimated revised levy 
rate – subsequently 1.91% 1.92%

Average 2009/10 
premium rate 1.738%

Estimated revised RPR – 
first year 1.739% 1.739%

Estimated revised RPR – 
subsequently 1.738% 1.738%

 This assessment indicates the initial cost impact is estimated as an increase of 252. 
$1.175 million in the cost of uninsured claims leading to a 6.5% increase in the 
General Account levy rate from 1.90% to 2.03% and a very small increase in 
the average recommended premium rate from 1.738% to 1.739%. The impact 
of allowing access to the General Account in respect to ARD common law 
claims is once-off being on all future projected ARD claim lodgements. Once 
this ARD impact is funded, the annual ongoing impact subsequently is an 
estimated increase of between $112,000 and $155,000 on claim costs and the 
General Account levy rate increase is estimated at no more than 1%, moving 
from 1.90% to 1.91% and the average change in recommended premium rates 
is negligible.

Even after allowing for some behavioural change by claimants and some 253. 
erosion of the initial cost impacts, the ongoing increase in the General Account 
levy rate is marginal 2.00% to 2.02% and the average recommended premium 
rate further increase would continue to be negligible.
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Funding issues
There are three options for funding an enhanced safety net:254� 

extension of the current recurrent approach in which claim payments from •	
the General Account are funded by the levy applied to insurers’ premium 
income to fund the operations of WorkCover WA;
creation of a fund in which reserves would be placed and/or accumulated •	
to fully cover the estimated future cost of safety net claims; or
consolidation of the Industrial Diseases Fund and Employers’ Indemnity •	
Supplementation Fund to cover all safety net entitlements (e�g� industrial 
diseases, failed insurer and uninsured employer)�

The implementation of the first of these options would be administratively 255� 
straightforward based on well established methodologies for determining the 
General Account levy�

The second and third option could be implemented through a fund maintained 256� 
by a separate levy similar to that used for the Employers’ Indemnity 
Supplementation Fund�

Stakeholder views
Stakeholders considered the issue of the common law safety net at its 257� 
August 2009 meeting and did not reach a consensus position19� Stakeholders 
identified that:

Compliance with the requirements of the Act is important in any event with •	
appropriate penalties and enforcement strategies needed�
Insurer licence approvals include requirements for common law coverage to •	
be included in all policies issued� The issue is then one of evaluating options 
to adequately compensate injured workers of uninsured employers� It was 
noted that common law claims potentially have values in the millions�
The standard policy provides common law coverage for most employees •	
but may not protect deemed employees�
Protection of the General Fund through reinsurance would be needed to •	
reflect the potential value of the claims and would need to be greater than 
the present $1M�
If a solution is implemented, it must be funded transparently and not buried •	
in insurance premiums and include identified penalties applying to those 
that are not insured�
The possibility of extending the Supplementation Fund should be considered�•	

19 Note the SRG did not have access to information on the cost implications of the  
identified options�

Common law safety net
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Stakeholders agreed that:258� 

different views exist amongst the group; •	
some provision is needed for workers in this position; •	
if change is proposed then options need to be considered in light of costs, •	
benefits, quantum and who pays; and 
the input of stakeholder is needed in considering possible solutions in •	
more detail�

In view of the current potential for significant negative impacts on some 259� 
seriously injured workers and the relatively modest cost of addressing the issue, 
WorkCover WA recommends the extension of the General Account safety net 
to cover common law claims�

It is recommended the Act be amended to enable injured R:47 
workers employed by uninsured employers to receive common 
law compensation from the WorkCover WA General Account, 
subject to access not being retrospective other than for claims for 
asbestos related diseases�

It is recommended the extension of the General Account safety net R:48 
be funded by an increase in the levy applied to insurers’ premium 
income to fund the operations of WorkCover WA�

It is recommended a formal review be undertaken of the Industrial R:49 
Diseases Fund, Employers’ Indemnity Supplementation Fund 
and relevant aspects of the WorkCover WA General Account to 
consider the optimum structure for funding safety net aspects of 
the scheme�

Common law safety net
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Insurance issues 

Premiums payable in the contract chain
As part of an examination of insurance anomalies, the legislative review 260� 
considered issues associated with the payment of workers’ compensation 
premium related to contractors undertaking work in a contract chain�

The definition of worker in s5 of the 261� Workers’ Compensation and Injury 
Management Act 1981 (WCIMA) ‘extends’ the scope of a worker to include:

“(b) any person engaged by another person to work for the purpose of the 
other person’s trade or business under a contract with him for service, the 
remuneration by whatever means of the person so working being in substance 
for his personal manual labour or services“

Under s175 of the WCIMA liability for workers employed in a contractual chain 262� 
is ‘joint and several’� This means that if a person (the ‘principal’) contracts with 
another person (the ‘contractor’) both the principal and the contractor are 
deemed to be employers of the worker and are jointly and severally liable to pay� 
The principal is not liable unless the work on which the worker is employed at 
the time of the injury is directly related to the trade or business of the principal�

If the contractor in turn sub-contracts the work to one or more sub-contractors, 263� 
then all parties, including the principal, the contractor and any sub-contractors, 
are all jointly and severally liable for compensation payable to any workers sub-
contractors may employ, who are injured in the course of work directly related 
to the trade or business of the principal or contractor� This is referred to as the 
contract chain�

Principals are entitled to indemnity from the contractor� If one of the contractor’s 264� 
workers has an injury at work, a claim for compensation can be made on either 
the principal or the contractor – see paragraph 275 below relating to contractual 
indemnities� In practice, where the contractor has workers’ compensation 
insurance, almost all claims are made against the contractor rather than the 
principal�

Insurance policies and premiums

Section 160(1) of the Act requires every employer to obtain insurance for the full 265� 
amount of liability to pay compensation� This includes liabilities as a principal 
under s175� Sections 5 and 160(2) have the effect of requiring principals to 
declare the remuneration of the employees of contractors undertaking work 
related to the trade or business of the principal�

In practice, principals generally require contractors to obtain a policy of 266� 
insurance which extends coverage to the principal as co-insured under the 
policy� Section 175(6)(c) supports this practice in providing “a principal’s right 
to indemnity is a right against each contractor standing between the principal 
and the worker�”
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Insurance issues 

Some stakeholders have expressed concern that this creates a situation where 267� 
two or more employers in a contract chain may be declaring the remuneration 
and paying premiums for workers already covered� In theory, insurers could 
levy a full premium in respect of the same worker on the principal and any 
contractors in the contract chain�

Insurers have advised that remuneration declarations separately identify the 268� 
wages of contractors and that these wages are typically discounted by up to 50 
per cent in the calculation of the premium payable by the principal� Insurers may 
also apply a small additional levy (in the order of 5% of premium) to the policies 
of contractors in order to cover potential administrative costs associated with 
indemnifying principals�

Employers have maintained that discounts in the order of 50 per cent on the 269� 
declared wages of contractors are insufficient to reflect the insignificant risk to 
the principal where the contractor has workers’ compensation insurance for 
their workers� For example, the CCI has outlined the following scenario:

Contractor C has a business payroll of $500,000 (of which $100,000 is •	
derived under the contract with principal A)� C pays premium on $500,000; 
and
Contractor B has a business payroll of $1M ($250,000 is derived under the •	
contract with principal A)� B pays premium on $1,000,000; and
Principal A has a business payroll of $1,000,000 + Contractor B’s labour •	
costs $250,000 + Contractor C labour costs $100,000; resulting in Principal 
A paying a premium based on their payroll of $1,000,000 + $175,000 (i�e� 
50 per cent of the total contractor payroll)�

In this example, even though the workers’ compensation policies held by 270� 
Contractor B and Contractor C’s cover the full extent of their employees’ 
entitlements Principal A’s payment of premium results in a substantial “double 
dip”� Insurers have collected extra premium from the principal for a very small 
residual risk�

In this regard it should be noted that employers in the contract chain have the 271� 
ability to negotiate with insurers in relation to premiums� Insurers are not bound 
to set premiums only by reference to wages� Employers can and do negotiate 
premiums based on a range of commercial and risk factors� 
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Insurance issues 

Stakeholder views

Stakeholders considered this issue and reached a broad consensus that this 272� 
issue is not amendable to legislative change and should be addressed by 
education and information initiatives� No stakeholder argued for the removal of 
the deeming provisions of s175� Comments included:

the issue relates mainly to sole traders and small businesses;•	
where principals insist on evidence of subcontractors’ workers’ •	
compensation coverage, insurers do not require wages to be declared;
associated issues with working directors should be separately addressed •	
by providing clear opt in/opt out capability;
authoritative guidelines would address the issue;•	
WorkCover NSW has an extensive publication on wages declarations; and•	
the possibility of site specific insurance should considered by insurers and •	
principals�

Stakeholders noted potential non-legislative strategies include:273� 

Education of employers on these issues to enable effective negotiation in •	
premium setting;
Liaison with insurers to establish an agreed approach to determining •	
premiums for principals’ risks under s175; and
Continued compliance activity by WorkCover WA to ensure high levels of •	
insurance amongst employers providing contract services�

It is recommended WorkCover WA, in consultation with R:50 
stakeholders, develop and disseminate guidelines clarifying wages 
declaration requirements related to employees of contractors 
undertaking work related to the trade or business of a principal�

Contractual indemnities
Within the WA scheme it is common practice for principals to require contractors 274� 
to enter into contractual arrangements to indemnify the principal for workers’ 
compensation or common law liabilities� These contractual indemnities preclude 
the contractor from seeking recovery of costs resulting from injuries to their 
workers where the negligence of the principal has been a contributing factor� These 
indemnities are recognised by the contractor’s insurer through endorsements or 
amendments to contractors’ workers’ compensation policies� The indemnities 
do not limit or otherwise compromise the entitlements of workers�
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Insurance issues 

The WCIMA (at s175) provides that principals are entitled to be indemnified by 275� 
contractors�

175� Principal contractor and sub-contractor deemed employers

Where a person (in this section referred to as the principal) contracts (1) 
with another person (in this section referred to as the contractor) for the 
execution of any work by or under the contractor and, in the execution of 
the work, a worker is employed by the contractor, both the principal and 
the contractor are, for the purposes of this Act, deemed to be employers 
of the worker so employed and are jointly and severally liable to pay any 
compensation which the contractor if he were the sole employer would be 
liable to pay under this Act�
The principal is entitled to indemnity from the contractor for the principal’s (2) 
liability under this section�

The practice of principals requiring contractual indemnities has grown within 276� 
the WA workers’ compensation environment in recent years� The practice is 
not common in other jurisdictions� The widespread use of indemnities transfers 
significant costs to contractors who are sometimes required to pay legal costs 
of changes to workers’ compensation policies and contracts along with the 
insurance premium cost associated with such arrangements� It is preferable 
all parties in a contract chain bear costs appropriate to their potential liabilities 
with contractual and other issues between principals and contractors dealt 
with by way of recoveries with the assistance of the courts where required�

In practice contractual indemnities are not limited to workers’ compensation 277� 
liabilities and typically also apply to public liability policies� It may be argued the 
matter is primarily a public liability issue as an employee of a contractor injured 
on site is a third party to the principal�

A further concern is that contractors can provide indemnities by way of contract 278� 
obligations without adjustment to relevant workers’ compensation policies� This 
can lead to contractors being required to pay principals’ liabilities without the 
protection of insurance cover�

It should be noted this issue was not considered by stakeholders in the course 279� 
of the review� As the issue involves significant issues of law it is proposed 
WorkCover WA undertake further investigation into whether the right of 
principals to require contractual indemnities related to workers’ compensation 
can be prohibited�

It is recommended WorkCover WA investigate mechanisms to R:51 
prohibit principals requiring contractual indemnities related to 
workers’ compensation�
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Superannuation
As part of an examination of insurance anomalies, the legislative review 280� 
considered options for responding to ongoing uncertainty over the status of 
employer superannuation contributions in relation to wages declarations and 
the entitlements of injured workers�

The 281� Workers’ Compensation and Injury Management Act 1981 (WCIMA) is 
silent on whether employers should declare superannuation contributions when 
declaring gross wages for the purposes of obtaining a workers’ compensation 
policy� The Act also does not specify whether employers should be reimbursed 
by their insurer for superannuation contributions in respect of workers who are 
receiving weekly payments of compensation�

The WCIMA does not contain definitions of key terms such as “wages”, 282� 
“salaries” and “other remuneration” which are required to be declared for the 
purposes of setting premiums (s160)� In particular the term ‘other remuneration’ 
is ambiguous� It is not clear whether wages declarations should include non-
wage benefits such as compulsory superannuation payments, company cars, 
parking bays, as well as salary packaged benefits like health insurance and 
voluntary employee superannuation contributions� 

This has been a longstanding issue� In 1989, in an attempt to clarify the 283� 
matter for stakeholders, the then Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation 
Commission endorsed the following definition of wages, which is still the current 
WorkCover WA position:

“The word “wages” means all gross wages, salaries, remuneration, commissions, 
bonuses, overtime, allowances and the like, directors fees and all other benefits 
paid (whether at piecework rates or otherwise, and whether paid in cash or in 
kind) to or in relation to a worker before deduction of income tax�

You do not have to declare termination payments, retirement pay, retrenchment, 
pay in lieu of notice, superannuation payment(s), pensions, golden handshakes 
or weekly payments of compensation�”

Additionally, definitions provided to insurers for data collection for the premium 284� 
rating process make clear that superannuation should not be included in the 
wages definition�

The current WorkCover WA definition and premium setting instructions on 285� 
wages declarations reflect previous legal advice and case law that make 
clear superannuation should not be included in wage declarations in the WA 
workers’ compensation scheme� The 2004 case of Cystic Fibrosis Assoc -v- 
Williamson (CM WA) No� 197/03 supports this opinion, wherein it was held that 
superannuation contributions by an employer are not earnings of the worker for 
the purposes of the calculation of “weekly earnings” under the Act� In August 
2007 the High Court ruled that Northern Territory legislation, providing that 

Insurance issues 
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employers’ superannuation contributions should not be treated as earnings for 
workers’ compensation purposes, is constitutionally valid�

Other jurisdictions

All jurisdictions with centrally funded schemes (NSW, VIC, QLD, SA) include 286� 
superannuation in their ‘wages’ definition while the privately underwritten 
jurisdictions (WA, NT and ACT) exclude superannuation�

The issues surrounding the treatment of superannuation contributions is made 287� 
more complex by the fact that while some jurisdictions require superannuation 
to be declared as part of remuneration declarations, no jurisdiction provides 
compensation for superannuation contributions lost due to incapacity caused 
by work-related injury or illness� The 2008 Hanks review of the Victorian Accident 
Compensation Act noted:

“... the national superannuation guarantee scheme does not require employers 
to make superannuation contributions during periods of incapacity caused by 
work-related injury or illness. This is because superannuation contributions are 
calculated on the basis of “ordinary time earnings”, and workers’ compensation 
payments are not classified as ordinary time earnings.”20

This position is reflected in a recent (July 2009) Australian Tax Office 288� 
superannuation guarantee ruling21 that: 

Workers’ compensation payments made by an employer or on behalf of an 
employer (for example, by an insurance company) are part of an employee’s 
Ordinary Time Earnings only if they are ‘salary or wages’ paid in respect of 
ordinary hours of work. Any such payments are part of ‘salary or wages’ only 
if the employee actually performs work or is required to attend work: see 
paragraphs 68 and 76 of this Ruling.

Some workers continue to receive superannuation contributions during periods 289� 
of incapacity because the make-up pay provisions in their industrial awards 
or agreements require their employer to continue to make superannuation 
contributions for a specified period�

The Victorian Government has recently announced an intention to amend its 290� 
workers’ compensation scheme to pay superannuation contributions for injured 
workers receiving weekly benefits after 52 weeks, for as long as the worker is 
eligible to receive weekly benefits with the contributions being made directly to 
the worker’s chosen fund rather than reimbursing the employer� Payments will 
be based on the superannuation guarantee percentage (currently 9%) of the 
worker’s weekly benefit�

20 See Hanks, Accident Compensation Act Review Final Report, Vic 2008, pp 5�166-168

21 Superannuation Guarantee Ruling 2009/02: http://law�ato�gov�au/atolaw/view�
htm?docid=SGR/SGR20092/NAT/ATO/00001

Insurance issues 
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Issues

While the current WorkCover WA administrative definition and premium setting 291� 
instructions provide clear guidance that superannuation should not be included 
in declared wages there is continuing uncertainty about the status of both 
compulsory superannuation contributions by employers and voluntary salary 
packaged contributions by workers� This uncertainty has resulted in widely 
variant practices among employers and insurers�

The extent to which superannuation is currently included in wage declarations 292� 
is unknown� Actuarial analysis for purposes of the recommended premium rate 
is based on the assumption – in line with WorkCover WA directions – that 
compulsory superannuation payments are not being included in the wages 
declarations, and that the claims payments made to the employer also exclude 
superannuation payments�

A WorkCover WA review of insurer policy application and renewal forms 293� 
indicates that not all approved insurers expressly exclude superannuation 
in their ‘wages’ definition and supporting information� The review also 
highlighted varying practices in distinctions made between voluntary and 
compulsory superannuation contributions� There also appears to be a lack 
of consistency in practice even within individual insurers� Insurers have also 
indicated that obtaining wages declarations requires considerable resources 
particularly amongst small and medium sized enterprises� The uncertainty 
over the status of superannuation contributions can impact on the timeliness 
and accuracy of returns�

Options

There is a compelling case for uniformity in the declaration of wages across 294� 
the scheme� While superannuation is not the only ambiguity in this regard the 
pressing issue is whether the uncertainty associated with superannuation 
should be addressed through legislative change or by other means� A number 
of options are apparent:

Leave the legislation unchanged and:

implement improved communication strategies to raise awareness of the •	
agreed definition of ‘wages”; or
develop more comprehensive guidelines or standards related to the •	
declaration of wages using models from other jurisdictions�

Amend the Act to insert a definition of ‘wages’ to clarify whether superannuation 
contributions should be:

declared in workers’ compensation wages declaration to insurers; and •	
included in reimbursements to employers in respect of lost time injury •	
workers’ compensation claims�

Insurance issues 
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Stakeholder views

Stakeholders considered this issue and reached a broad consensus that 295� 
issues associated with compulsory superannuation should be addressed by 
education and information initiatives� Comments included:

the extent of the problem is difficult to determine;•	
some awards specifically address the issue of superannuation entitlements •	
for injured workers;
guidelines and summary tables from the Australian Tax Office relating •	
to superannuation may be of assistance in developing information for 
employers; and
it may be beneficial to target brokers when information is disseminated�•	

Unions WA argued for inclusion of compulsory superannuation in both wages 296� 
declarations and compensation entitlements on the basis that injured workers 
are disadvantaged when superannuation contributions are not made�

It is recommended the Act be amended to make clear compulsory R:52 
superannuation payments are not to be included in wages 
declarations and are not payable as an entitlement to workers�

Regulation of insurance brokers
The status of insurance brokers within the WA workers’ compensation scheme 297� 
was considered in the legislative review as an aspect of the appropriate regulatory 
role of WorkCover WA� The Workers’ Compensation and Injury Management 
Act 1981 (WCIMA) provides for the regulation of insurers, self insurers, medical 
and allied health providers, and approved vocational rehabilitation providers� In 
contrast, and despite active participation in the scheme, there is no capacity 
under the WCIMA (other than in relation to fees) for WorkCover WA to regulate 
insurance brokers (‘brokers’)�

Brokers play a very significant role in the Western Australian workers’ 298� 
compensation system, used by employers as intermediaries between 
themselves and insurers to negotiate insurance policies on their behalf� Brokers 
are involved in the placement of more than half of all workers’ compensation 
insurance policies in Western Australia� Brokers promote market competition 
within the scheme and by assisting employers obtain workers’ compensation 
coverage at competitive prices�

Until 2003, the activities of brokers were governed by the Federal299�  Insurance (Agents 
and Brokers) Act 1984 (‘the Broker’s Act’)� The Broker’s Act expressly forbade 
brokers from receiving ‘contingent commissions’ and placed great emphasis on 
the need for disclosure and openness regarding commission payments�

Insurance issues 
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Brokers are now regulated under s912A of the 300� Corporations Act 2001 as part 
of the Australian Financial Services (AFS) industry� Accordingly, all insurance 
brokers must obtain an AFS licence from the Australian Securities and 
Investments Commission (ASIC)� There are no licensing or other requirements 
on brokers specifically related to workers’ compensation�

The National Insurance Brokers Association (NIBA) is the relevant professional 301� 
organisation for insurance brokers� NIBA has a membership of approximately 
500 firms (of which approximately 90 are located in Western Australia) and 
2,600 Qualified Practicing Insurance Brokers� There are approximately 700 
broking firms in Australia� The vast majority of brokers are small to medium 
firms, with only a handful of large, transnational firms� 

Brokers and workers’ compensation 

The uncertain status of brokers within the scheme has been a longstanding 302� 
issue� The status of brokers was formally addressed in the 1978 Dunn Enquiry 
which established the present legislation and the 2001 Review of Insurance 
Arrangements conducted by the then Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation 
Commission� While there has been much consideration of the appropriate role 
of brokers within the scheme, the WCIMA has never regulated the underwriting 
process and insurers are free to implement underwriting delivery models of 
their choosing� These models include both direct relationships with employers 
and the use of intermediaries such as brokers�

Despite brokers playing a significant role within the workers’ compensation 303� 
system, the WCIMA makes no reference to brokers other than to provide for 
the power to make regulations to set the “maximum amount of commission or 
brokerage for insurance agents and brokers in respect of workers’ compensation 
insurance business” (s292(1)(l))� No such regulations have been made�

Commissions

A key issue concerning brokers has been the relationship between brokers and 304� 
insurers� Despite acting as the agent of the employer, some insurance brokers 
collect commissions from insurers� Data provided by insurers indicate that in 
2008-09 approximately $23 million was paid to brokers or other intermediaries 
in respect of workers’ compensation business�

Payment of commissions leads to a possible conflict of interest� NIBA’s position 305� 
is that acceptance of a commission represents a potential conflict of interest, 
and as such, the existence of such a potential conflict needs to be fully disclosed� 
NIBA retains the position that such potential conflicts can be dealt with by 
means of conflict management systems and full disclosure and that further 
legislation is not needed� A 2005 investigation by ASIC determined brokers 
are largely scrupulous in their dealings and there has been no widespread 
community concern regarding the practices of brokers�

Insurance issues 
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Under the 306� Corporations Act 2001, AFS licensees are not prohibited from 
receiving commissions from other parties� The Corporations Act mandates that 
brokers who obtain commissions do not describe their services as ‘impartial’ 
or unbiased’� Related issues associated with the business practices of some 
brokers which may impact on the workers’ compensation scheme include:

contingent commissions - insurer incentive payments to brokers for •	
achieving performance targets on business written;
‘steering’ - brokerage firms forming a special relationship with an insurer •	
and then providing financial (or other) incentives to its employees to ‘steer’ 
employers towards preferred insurers;

WorkCover WA issues

The absence of brokers from the legislation presents a number of operational 307� 
challenges for WorkCover WA� Where an employer uses a broker the 
employer often has limited direct knowledge of the specifics of their workers’ 
compensation insurance arrangements� This complicates interactions with 
WorkCover WA where policies lapse or coverage moves to another insurer� 
Employers often seek to refer WorkCover WA to their broker when requested 
to provide information related to employer statutory obligations�

WorkCover WA Compliance Officers are appointed as inspectors and have 308� 
authority under s175B to obtain information from “any person”� However other 
WorkCover WA officers who investigate lapsed policies are often refused 
information from brokers on the grounds that disclosure would breach privacy 
legislation� This situation causes delays in obtaining accurate data�

The operations and work practices of brokers also impact on the efficacy of the 309� 
WorkCover WA data collection systems� Where an insurer authorises brokers 
to manage the process of commencing and renewing policies, there can be 
significant delays in the transmission of policy data from the broker to the insurer 
and then to WorkCover WA� WorkCover WA has no ability to either regulate the 
terms on which insurers engage brokers or to regulate the timeliness of broker 
activities relevant to workers’ compensation�

WorkCover WA has had only limited engagement with insurance brokers� No 310� 
specific communication or partnership initiatives have been pursued in recent 
years�

Stakeholder Views 

Stakeholders considered a number of regulatory options in relation to brokers 311� 
ranging from continued self regulation through a code of conduct or best 
practice guidelines through to formal licensing and monitoring� Specific options 
considered included:

registration or accreditation of brokers;•	
legislative recognition of capacity for brokers to act (and supply information) •	
on behalf of employers;
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making brokers accountable for compliance where they act for the •	
employer;
requiring insurers to send cover notes, insurance policies or renewal notices •	
direct to the employer and for premiums to be paid direct to the insurer;
amendment of underwriting data specifications in Q1 to include data items •	
related to brokers;
prohibition of insurer commissions to brokers;•	
closer WorkCover WA engagement with broker representative bodies�•	

There was no support from stakeholders for formal regulation of brokers within 312� 
the scheme� While the important role of brokers was acknowledged, there was a 
shared view amongst stakeholders that non-legislative strategies were the best 
way to address issues associated with broker� There was strong support from 
all stakeholders for WorkCover WA to engage more effectively with brokers� 
It was also suggested that any uncertainty over the ability of WorkCover WA 
compliance officers to obtain information from brokers should be addressed�

The CCI indicated employers had particular concerns with the role of brokers 313� 
within the scheme and highlighted the need for:

role clarity through information and education by WorkCover WA and •	
brokers;
recognition of the conflict of interest inherent in commissions paid to brokers •	
by insurers; and
brokers to make employers aware of all costs involved in the placement of •	
a policy (i�e� brokers fee, commissions as well as premium)�

NIBA advised that the primary obligation of brokers is to serve the interests of 314� 
their clients (employers in this case) and that this was reflected in the business 
practices of brokers� NIBA supported the development of a code of practice or 
similar instrument designed to assist brokers to operate effectively within the 
workers’ compensation scheme�

Recommendations

It is recommended WorkCover WA actively seek to engage with R:53 
brokers through information, education and training initiatives�

It is recommended WorkCover WA and the National Insurance R:54 
Brokers Association collaborate in the development of a code of 
practice setting out guidelines for the operation of brokers within 
the WA workers’ compensation scheme�

Insurance issues 
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WorkCover WA has a central role within the WA workers’ compensation 315� 
scheme� As regulator, WorkCover WA aims to lead a contemporary, healthy 
and integrated scheme that is sustainable, fair, accessible and cost effective� 
In recent years it has become apparent the provisions relating to the role of 
WorkCover WA in the Workers’ Compensation and Injury Management Act 
1981 (WCIMA) do not adequately reflect the current activities of the authority 
in regulating the scheme� While the WCIMA establishes various specific 
operational responsibilities for WorkCover WA and enumerates a number of 
broad functions it does not provide a clear (or comprehensive) statement of the 
authority’s purpose, role and functions� In the context of the legislative review it 
is appropriate to consider amending the Act so that it sets out with clarity and in 
one place, appropriate heads of power for the range of activities and functions 
undertaken by WorkCover WA�

Functions of WorkCover WA

WorkCover WA’s role in ‘regulating the scheme’ is established in s100� The list 316� 
of functions set out in s100 does not fully capture the range of responsibilities 
scheme participants expect WorkCover WA to perform� It is a mixture of: 

highly specific process matters related to data collection;•	
issues that are related (but not fundamental) to regulating the scheme (e�g� •	
research, and accident prevention); 
administrative functions such as provision of advice to the Minister; and •	
some specific functions such as the promotion of injury management�•	

Missing from this list is any explicit reference to WorkCover WA having either the 317� 
‘function’ or ‘power’ generally to “regulate the workers’ compensation scheme” 
or ensure compliance with the legislation� Notwithstanding this, throughout the 
WCIMA there are various decision-making and process facilitation responsibilities 
WorkCover WA is required to perform� These functions include:

approval of scheme participants (insurers, self insurers, approved vocational •	
rehabilitation providers etc);
decision making in respect of compensation and injury management •	
entitlements;
process facilitation;•	
information collection and dissemination;•	
registration of decisions of scheme participants; and•	
standard setting�•	

The current provisions relating to the role of WorkCover WA contain a number of 318� 
clear inconsistencies� For example, while the WCIMA does not contain a clear 
head of power for compliance and enforcement activity, it provides for inspectors 
to be appointed with significant powers to carry out those activities� 

Role of WorkCover WA
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As the WCIMA currently stands, the head of power for WorkCover WA’s 319� 
regulatory activities primarily rests on implied coverage under the “catch all” 
authority set out in s101; the specific functions ascribed to WorkCover WA in the 
body of the WCIMA; and the general enforcement powers given to inspectors 
and authorised officers�

WorkCover WA has developed a list of new functions which aims to reflect 320� 
industry and community expectations of the regulatory role of WorkCover WA 
within the scheme 

Table 4 – Proposed WorkCover WA Functions

The functions of WorkCover 100� 
WA are to administer this 
Act and without limiting the 
generality of the foregoing —

to control and administer the (a) 
General Account and the 
Trust Account;

where necessary or (b) 
desirable, to participate in 
research into the causes, 
incidence, and methods 
of prevention of accidents, 
injuries, losses of functions, 
and diseases in respect of 
which compensation may be 
payable under this Act;

where necessary or (c) 
desirable, to assist in 
encouraging the prevention 
or minimising of accidents, 
injuries, losses of functions, 
and diseases in respect of 
which compensation may be 
payable under this Act;

[(d) deleted]

to promote injury (da) 
management;

to coordinate arrangements (e) 
generally to secure the care, 
supervision, and assistance 
of workers suffering 
injury in respect of which 

The primary function of 1� 
WorkCover WA is to regulate 
and administer the workers’ 
compensation scheme�

In enforcing this Act as the 2� 
regulator, the functions of 
WorkCover WA include the 
following —

to monitor the compliance a) 
of insurers, self insurers 
and other service providers 
with this Act;

to monitor the performance b) 
of insurers, self insurers 
and other service providers 
under this Act, including 
the consistent application 
of this Act;

to make recommendations c) 
to the Minister on 
applications relating to the 
licensing of insurers and 
self-insurers;

to accredit service d) 
providers under the Act;

to make determinations on e) 
compensation entitlements 
through an independent 
dispute resolution service;

CURRENT PROPOSED
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compensation is or may be 
payable under this Act;

to obtain from persons who (f) 
are insurers or self-insurers 
or are referred to in section 
292(2)(a) or (b) or (3) and 
from courts information and 
returns enabling WorkCover 
WA to compile and record 
such statistics, records, 
and reports as it considers 
desirable for the better 
administration of this Act;

to keep under review the (fa) 
sufficiency of the information 
provided to WorkCover WA 
by persons who are insurers 
or self-insurers or are 
referred to in section 292(2)
(a) or (b) or (3), and whether 
or not criteria developed by 
WorkCover WA or prescribed 
by the regulations for 
assessing the performance 
of those persons are being 
met;

where necessary or (g) 
desirable, to assist in 
investigating all matters 
relating to accidents, injuries, 
losses of functions, or 
diseases in respect of which 
compensation is or may be 
payable under this Act, to 
study the causes and various 
methods of treatment and 
the results of treatment of 
such accidents, injuries, 
losses of functions, and 
diseases;

[(h) deleted]

to support and oversee f) 
the efficient administration 
of medical assessment 
panels;

to undertake workplace g) 
compliance activities;

to collect data from h) 
insurers, self insurers and 
other service providers and 
maintain a database for 
scheme-wide reporting;

to promote injury i) 
management;

to promote prevention of j) 
accidents, injuries, losses 
of functions, and diseases 
in respect of which 
compensation may be 
payable under this Act;

to promote education and k) 
disseminate information 
about the workers’ 
compensation scheme;

to recommend premium l) 
rates and scales of fees 
under the Act;

to collect fees under the m) 
Act;

to administer grants under n) 
the Act;

to undertake research o) 
under the Act;

to control and administer p) 
the General Account, 
Workers’ Compensation 
and Injury Management 
Trust Account, and the 
Employers’ Indemnity 
Supplementation Fund;

CURRENT PROPOSED
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to provide support services (i) 
to any medical panel 
established under section 
36 and to any medical 
assessment panel, approved 
medical specialist panel 
or specialised retraining 
assessment panel;

to collect such statistics, (j) 
records, reports, and other 
information as it may require 
to enable it to perform its 
obligations under section 
151(a), and ensure that its 
functions under Part VIII are 
performed efficiently; and

to advise the Minister on —(k) 

matters to do with (i) 
insurance that is 
required by this Act;

WorkCover WA’s (ii) 
functions under this Act;

the policy to be (iii) 
followed in the State 
with regard to workers’ 
compensation; and

any other matter referred (iv) 
by the Minister to 
WorkCover WA for its 
advice�

to advise the Minister on —q) 

matters to do with (i) 
insurance that is 
required by this Act;

WorkCover WA’s (ii) 
functions under this 
Act;

the policy to be (iii) 
followed in the State 
with regard to workers’ 
compensation; and

any other matter (iv) 
referred by the Minister 
to WorkCover WA for 
its advice�

CURRENT PROPOSED
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Stakeholder Views

Stakeholders considered a proposal from WorkCover WA regarding the 321� 
statement of functions in October 2009 and supported the substantial 
amendment of the statement of the functions to more accurately reflect the 
current activities of WorkCover WA and community expectations of its role as 
a regulator� Key stakeholder comments were:

All stakeholders agreed on the importance of maintaining the independence •	
of the Dispute Resolution Directorate (DRD) in relation to decision making� 
There was also support for the functions to include a role for the authority 
to support and assist the efficient administration of the DRD�
Stakeholders questioned whether WorkCover WA should have a direct role •	
in research and the prevention of work related injuries and disease� There 
was support for the authority to “assist” and/or “promote” these activities�
The AMA indicated the functions of WorkCover WA should not include •	
authority to accredit or approve medical practitioners nor any capacity to 
direct clinical treatment of injured workers�

Recommendation

It is proposed to provide clarity in the scope of the Authority’s responsibilities 322� 
and accountabilities through amendment of the WCIMA to provide a new 
statement of functions�

It is recommended s100 [Functions of WorkCover WA] be amended R:55 
to include the proposed new statement of functions at Table 4 of 
this report�

Workers’ compensation scheme

In addition to a need to clarify the functions of WorkCover WA, there is arguably 323� 
a need to define, in a specific manner, the scope of the workers’ compensation 
scheme in Western Australia�

While WorkCover WA’s regulatory role is widely understood to be related to 324� 
administration of the workers’ compensation scheme, the WCIMA neither defines 
nor refers to a ‘workers’ compensation scheme’� The purposes of the WCIMA 
(at s3) encompass the major elements of a scheme and would need only minor 
adjustment to explicitly refer to a ‘scheme’ and establish the overarching role of 
WorkCover WA to regulate and administer it� Table 5 outlines WorkCover WA 
proposals for new provisions defining the workers’ compensation scheme�

Role of WorkCover WA
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Table 5 – Proposed Definition of Workers’ Compensation Scheme

This Act establishes a workers’ compensation scheme for Western 1� 
Australia providing benefits for workers who sustain injury in their 
employment, for dependants if a worker’s injury results in the worker’s 
death, and for other benefits delivered through compulsory insurance 
held by employers�

The scheme provides the following in respect of injuries sustained by 2� 
workers in their employment—

injury management directed at returning the injured worker to work;(a) 
compensation;(b) 
regulation of access to common law damages;(c) 
employers’ liability for compensation;(d) 
employers’ obligation to be covered against liability for (e) 
compensation and damages either under an insurance policy or 
under a licence as a self-insurer;
management of compensation claims by insurers;(f) 
assessment of injuries by appropriately qualified persons or by (g) 
independent medical assessment panels;
hearing and resolution of disputes under this Act�(h) 

This Act provides for the efficient administration of the scheme and of 3� 
this Act through the establishment of WorkCover WA�

Stakeholders generally did not support the WorkCover WA proposal to amend 325� 
the legislation to include reference to the workers’ compensation scheme� 
Stakeholders considered the existence of the scheme was self-evident from 
the provisions of the legislation itself� 

WorkCover WA has noted the views of stakeholders but considers there is 326� 
merit in including a specific reference to the ‘workers’ compensation scheme’ 
in the legislation� While the concept of a ‘scheme’ may be clear to workers’ 
compensation practitioners and stakeholders it is less so to workers and 
employers who generally have limited direct interaction with the legislation� 
A relatively minor amendment would improve the accessibility of the statute 
without materially affecting its operation� 

Tasmania’s recently introduced 327� Workers Rehabilitation and Compensation 
Amendment Bill 200922 inserts into the state’s Workers Rehabilitation and 
Compensation Act 1988 a statement of the objects of the legislation based 
upon the establishment of “a rehabilitation and compensation scheme for 
workplace injuries”�

It is recommended s3 [Purposes] be replaced with the definition of R:56 
the workers’ compensation scheme at Table 5 of this report�

22 See s5 of Tasmanian Workers Rehabilitation and Compensation Amendment Bill 2009
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Medical assessment of impairment is an important aspect of the WA workers’ 328� 
compensation scheme� Impairment assessment is used to determine workers’ 
entitlements to:

compensation for permanent impairment; and•	
commence civil (common law) damages through the Courts�•	

Management of medical assessment processes in the WA workers’ 329� 
compensation scheme is delivered through the following mechanisms:

approved medical specialists who undertake assessments of impairment •	
used to determine certain entitlements;
medical assessment panels of various kinds which make determinations •	
on a range of medical questions referred by an arbitrator or the CEO in the 
case of industrial diseases; and
the Medical Committee – an advisory committee (s100A) which approves •	
the WorkCover Guides and advises WorkCover WA on the assessment of 
matters of a medical nature�

The legislative review examined the efficacy of the existing administrative, 330� 
regulatory, monitoring and review capacities of WorkCover WA in relation to 
approved medical specialists and associated medical assessment processes� 
The terms of reference did not include consideration of the impairment 
assessment regime itself�

Monitoring of impairment assessments
The 331� Workers’ Compensation and Injury Management Act 1981 (WCIMA) 
provides (s146F) for appointment of approved medical specialists authorised 
to assess the degree of workers’ permanent whole of person impairment� This 
section requires WorkCover WA to:

appoint approved medical specialists;•	
monitor assessments prepared by approved medical specialists for •	
consistency and compliance; and
maintain a register identifying designated approved medical specialists�•	

WorkCover WA data indicates as at 8 October 2009 there are 178 designated 332� 
approved medical specialists (AMS)� In 2008-09 there were approximately 1,700 
assessments provided to WorkCover WA for the registration of permanent 
impairment claims and elections to commence civil (common law) proceedings�

While approval and registration processes are working well and the consistency 333� 
of impairment assessments has improved, WorkCover WA has experienced 
some difficulty in undertaking monitoring of impairment assessment and 
comprehensive monitoring has yet to commence� The legislation provides for 
monitoring arrangements to be implemented through written agreements with 
AMS under s146F(3) that, amongst other requirements, would commit AMS 
to providing information to WorkCover WA and participating in peer review 
processes� However, no agreements have been entered into in part due to 
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medical practitioner uncertainty over issues such as patient confidentiality, the 
scope of the monitoring process and the status of assessments undertaken 
but then not used by workers� The AMA has argued formal agreements are 
unnecessarily bureaucratic and would add little or no value to ensuring the 
quality and consistency of assessments�

WorkCover WA has established peer review systems to record impairment 334� 
assessments used by parties to access an entitlement under Schedule 2 or to 
elect to pursue common law� However, WorkCover WA does not have access 
to assessments that are obtained but not used by the parties�

Together, the matters above mean that WorkCover WA is unable to determine 335� 
the total number of assessments being undertaken and by whom, and 
consequently cannot monitor the compliance of all assessments with the 
requirements of the WorkCover WA Guides used to measure impairment�

WorkCover WA has considered options to address these limitations such 336� 
as amendment of s146H to require AMS to provide a copy of all impairment 
assessments to WorkCover WA, in addition to the current requirement for 
copies to be given to the worker and employer concerned� However, there are 
concerns this would have significant workload implications for WorkCover WA 
without necessarily improving the quality of assessments�

Stakeholder views

Stakeholders considered issues associated with monitoring the quality of 337� 
impairment assessments in October 2009� Stakeholders reinforced the 
importance of balancing the need to ensure the quality of assessments against 
the regulatory burdens associated with monitoring processes� Stakeholders 
acknowledged the limitations of the peer review approach to monitoring 
assessments but did not support requiring AMS to provide copies of all 
assessments to WorkCover WA� 

The AMA supported a peer review process for assessments related to common 338� 
law elections but considered extending the process to permanent impairment 
(Schedule 2) claims would add to bureaucratic processes without any real 
benefit� The AMA considered while the existing mechanisms to deal with 
contested assessments are sufficient to deal with Schedule 2 assessments 
common law matters raise other issues and it is appropriate for WorkCover WA 
to review assessments for common law access to identify assessments that 
are not performed correctly recognising the costs and implications for injured 
workers if such assessments are not sustained in court� 

Other stakeholder feedback related to WorkCover WA’s monitoring  339� 
obligations included:

WorkCover WA’s existing peer review process can be improved;•	
red tape that adds limited value should be avoided;•	
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WorkCover WA data collection processes could be based on short term •	
surveys rather than continuous reporting requirements;
monitoring processes need to be broadly applicable and not designed to •	
address perceived problems associated with a small number of AMS; and
consideration could be given to other professionals (such as nurse •	
practitioners) undertaking impairment assessments (this proposal was 
opposed by a number of stakeholders)�

WorkCover WA has not proposed any changes to the legislation related to the 340� 
monitoring of impairment assessments� The agency will continue to develop 
and refine its peer review approach to quality assurance�

AMS - disciplinary matters

The WCIMA provides little or no guidance on how WorkCover WA is to manage 341� 
disciplinary matters associated with AMS� 

There is no time limit on the designation of AMS and in the general circumstances 342� 
where AMS refuse to enter into an agreement under s146F(3) and in specific 
cases of repeated non-compliant assessments, the capacity of WorkCover WA 
to undertake corrective action against AMS is uncertain� The only power of 
WorkCover WA in these circumstances is to cancel a person’s designation 
as an AMS and there is no capacity for WorkCover WA to require ongoing 
training, minimum numbers of assessments, time limits on approval, or similar 
requirements on AMS� It should be noted these issues relate only to impairment 
assessment and not to general medical or professional conduct issues which 
would be dealt with by the statutory registration bodies�

Legal advice is that while there is a broad head of power to take action 343� 
against AMS in circumstances where there is serious and/or ongoing failure 
to undertake assessments in accordance with the WorkCover Guides, it 
would be preferable for relevant procedures and guidelines to be set out in the 
legislation or associated regulations� WorkCover WA has recognised that the 
introduction disciplinary processes or monitoring requirements may impact on 
the preparedness of some medical practitioners to be designated as AMS� 

WorkCover WA has identified three options in relation to disciplinary matters 344� 
associated with AMS:

use the current legislative provisions to develop non-regulatory guidelines;•	
establish a comprehensive AMS registration system;•	
introduce formal agreements, term limits and reaccreditation criteria for AMS�•	

The current provisions of the WCIMA provide WorkCover WA with the authority 345� 
to administer the operations of AMS within the scheme through an approval 
and monitoring process� This includes the capacity to cancel the designation 
of a person as an AMS� 
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With the assistance of the Medical Committee WorkCover WA has developed a 346� 
process for dealing with complaints against AMS; and circumstances where the 
peer review process identifies significant issues with the quality of impairment 
assessments issued by an AMS� This process is referred to but not spelt out in 
the WorkCover WA Guidance Notes for Approved Medical Specialists23�

Disciplinary issues associated with AMS could be addressed by developing 347� 
regulations covering the operation of AMS within the scheme� The provisions in 
the WCIMA concerning the registered agents (Part XVI) could provide a model 
for addressing the administration of AMS� Part 4 of the Workers’ Compensation 
and Injury Management Regulations 1982 sets out a detailed process for 
registration and renewal, disciplinary powers and other matters associated with 
registered agents� Appendix IV of the Regulations sets out a code of conduct 
for registered agents covering matters relevant to the role of registered agents 
within the scheme� The approach taken in the registration of agents could be 
applied to AMS�

A further option is to amend the existing AMS approval process by requiring 348� 
AMS to enter into a formal agreement under s146F(3); and introducing term 
limits and associated reappointment processes for AMS� The agreement 
would cover matters such as assessment procedures, fees and remuneration, 
participation in peer review and complaint processes� It is envisaged the term 
would be in the range of 3 to 5 years� At the end of the specified term AMS 
could be assessed against criteria approved by WorkCover WA� Such a change 
could apply to current and future AMS�

Stakeholder views

The views of stakeholders on this issue were mixed� The AMA strongly argued 349� 
medical practitioners are accountable under the state’s Medical Act and 
the developing national registration process, and accordingly any significant 
disciplinary matters should be dealt with through those processes� The existing 
powers in s146F were seen by the AMA as sufficient to address matters 
associated with impairment assessments conducted by AMS� The AMA 
argued against broad based registration, term limits or other requirements to 
address concerns with a very small number of AMS whose assessments may 
not accord with the norm� Imposition of further bureaucracy and costs may 
act as a disincentive to medical practitioners (including those who because of 
their speciality or location may only conduct a small number of assessments) 
continuing as AMS� 

Some other stakeholders expressed support for registration or terms limits 350� 
with the aim of ensuring the quality of assessments� Other stakeholders noted 
the resource and cost implications associated with registration processes 
and questioned whether the benefit would outweigh the cost� UnionsWA 

23 See http://www�workcover�wa�gov�au/Health+Providers/Approved+medical+specialists/
Default�htm
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suggested that non-legislative guidelines for AMS on quality assurance 
practices and WorkCover WA expectations could be of assistance to AMS 
and other scheme participants�

Recommendation

WorkCover WA has noted the views of stakeholders and has concluded there is 351� 
a need for formalised arrangements to govern the operation of AMS within the 
scheme� These arrangements would best be implemented through regulation� 
The regulations would be developed in consultation with key stakeholders 
including the AMA and would serve to enable WorkCover WA to effectively 
undertake its monitoring and quality assurance obligations� The regulations 
would formalise existing peer review and quality assurance processes and 
outline procedures for dealing with performance issues and complaints�

It is recommended the Act be amended to provide a head of R:57 
power for regulations to be made concerning the operation of 
AMS including approval, peer review and complaint processes, 
assessment procedures, and other matters relating to the 
performance of AMS functions�

It is recommended WorkCover WA, in consultation with key R:58 
stakeholders, develop regulations and guidelines related to the 
operations of AMS within the scheme�

Mutual recognition
There are practical problems associated with impairment assessments for 352� 
workers residing in regional areas or interstate� Impairment assessments may 
only be undertaken by designated AMS� There are few AMS in regional WA 
and a very small number in other states� In practical terms workers needing an 
impairment assessment are either transported to Perth or an AMS conducts the 
assessment whilst visiting a regional area or other state� The WCIMA does not 
provide for workers’ travel and other expenses to be met in these circumstances 
although insurers may pay such expenses on a case by case basis�

The WICMA requires impairment assessments for determining entitlement to 353� 
pursue common law damages to be undertaken by AMS24� To be designated 
as an AMS s146F(1) specifically provides that in addition to meeting criteria 
developed by WorkCover WA, a medical practitioner must be “sufficiently 
trained in the use of the WorkCover Guides” in order to be designated as an 
AMS� This requirement for training in the WorkCover Guides prevents medical 
practitioners in other states from being designated as AMS (even on a temporary 
basis), unless they complete specific WA related training� This is the case even 

24 Impairment assessments for determining Schedule 2 entitlements can be undertaken by 
any medical practitioner�
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though they are competent in impairment assessment using the AMA guides 
on which the WorkCover Guides are closely based� 

Stakeholders supported a WorkCover WA proposal for the WCIMA to be 354� 
amended to provide for assessments to be undertaken by a medical practitioner 
who is not a designated AMS in exceptional circumstances provided the 
assessment is undertaken in accordance with the WA WorkCover Guides� 
This proposal involves the removal of the specific requirement in s145F(1) that 
all AMS be trained in the WA WorkCover Guides to enable suitable qualified 
medical practitioners in other jurisdictions who have not been trained in the 
Guides to conduct assessments subject to any relevant conditions imposed by 
WorkCover WA� The AMS approval criteria developed by WorkCover WA would 
be structured to provide for exceptional circumstances�

It is recommended WorkCover WA develop regulatory mechanisms R:59 
to enable suitably qualified interstate medical practitioners to be 
trained in the WorkCover (Impairment) Guides and thereby be 
eligible for designation as approved medical specialists�

It is recommended clause 19 of Schedule 1 [Travelling] be amended R:60 
to entitle injured workers to be reimbursed for the cost of travelling 
for an impairment assessment in circumstances where there is no 
ready access to an approved medical specialist�

Cost of impairment assessments for common law matters
At clause 17(1aa) of Schedule 1 the WCIMA provides that a worker may claim 355� 
the cost of only the first of any impairment assessments conducted for the 
purpose of determining eligibility to elect to pursue common law damages� The 
provision provides for a worker’s expenses to be paid for:

“the first assessment of a worker for the purposes of section 93L in respect of 
a particular injury and any previous attempt at an assessment that resulted in a 
finding that the worker’s condition had not stabilised to the extent required for 
a normal evaluation, as defined in section 146C to be made, but not including 
the cost of any travel, meals, or lodging;”

The WCIMA does not specifically provide for payment of expenses for impairment 356� 
assessments for other purposes under the Act i�e� permanent impairment25, 
exceptional circumstances payments and specialised retraining�

25 s31D(5) provides that where an employer disputes a worker’s degree of impairment 
in relation to a Schedule 2 application, “If a determination is made that the worker’s 
degree of permanent impairment arising from the injury concerned is not less than that 
alleged by the worker, the arbitrator may order the employer to pay all or any of the costs 
connected with the dispute, including any costs connected with referral to an approved 
medical specialist panel�”
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The Medical Committee has expressed concern at the limitation of expenses 357� 
for impairment assessments related to common law and has noted the potential 
disadvantage to workers with complex or unusual injuries who may require 
assessment by more than one AMS with particular specialist expertise� The 
Medical Committee has recommended the removal of the limitation at clause 
17(1aa) of Schedule 1�

The intent of the limitation is to provide a disincentive for ‘doctor shopping’ 358� 
to obtain a more favourable assessment� WorkCover WA does not have 
information on the number of impairment assessments being conducted at 
present and is unable to estimate the extent of any increase in numbers in the 
event the limitation is removed�

With the exception of UnionsWA, stakeholders did not support extending 359� 
the entitlement of workers to be reimbursed for the cost of more than one 
impairment assessment� UnionsWA proposed that the limit be increased to 
allow for reimbursement of three assessments� The AMA proposed workers 
should be able to recoup expenses for subsequent expenses if it relates to an 
unrelated component of the injury that was not assessable by the first AMS 
(e�g� psychiatric impairment) or if there has been significant progression that 
would materially change the assessment�

WorkCover WA has concluded that while the limit on payment for only one 360� 
assessment should remain as a disincentive for ‘doctor shopping’, clause 
17(1aa) of Schedule 1 should provide for payment of relevant AMS fees where 
the completion of an assessment requires the involvement of multiple AMS�

It is recommended clause 17(1aa) of Schedule 1 [Payment of R:61 
medical and other expenses] be amended to clarify workers’ 
entitlement for payment of AMS fees where the completion of 
an impairment assessment requires the involvement of multiple 
AMS�

Multiple assessments
The WCIMA provides at s146H(4) that a certificate specifying a worker’s degree 361� 
of impairment conducted for one of the four purposes under the Act (Schedule 
2, common law, specialised retraining, and exceptional circumstances payment) 
is not to be given for the purposes of another provision� 

It should be noted that while multiple certificates can be issued on the basis of 362� 
the same examination the worker may face additional costs where this is not 
done at the time of the examination�

This means, for example, that a worker who submits to an impairment assessment 363� 
to determine an entitlement to elect to pursue common law damages and who is 
assessed as being below the 15% threshold, may require another assessment if 
he or she chooses to pursue a Schedule 2 entitlement� This is the case even if 
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there has been no change to the status of the workers injuries� The assessment 
methodology is identical for all purposes under the Act�

Stakeholders supported this issue being addressed by removing s146H(4) 364� 
enabling a valid certificate of degree of impairment to be used for any of the 
purposes of the Act� The standard certificate would require amendment� 

It is recommended s146H [Outcome of assessment] be amended R:62 
by deleting subsection (4) relating to limits on the use of impairment 
assessment certificates�

Medical panels

Background

The WA workers’ compensation scheme provides for primary decision making 365� 
and review of medical determinations through medical panels:

industrial diseases medical panels(a)  which make determinations 
concerning claims for pneumoconiosis, mesothelioma and lung cancer 
(ss36-38);
medical assessment panels(b)  which determine questions referred by an 
arbitrator including but not limited to degree of disability under the pre 2005 
permanent impairment (Schedule 2) scheme, degree of disability under the 
pre 2005 common law scheme (s210 subject to s145A);
approved medical specialist panels(c)  which determine questions 
referred by an arbitrator on the degree of impairment for the purposes of 
1) the post 2005 permanent impairment (Schedule 2) scheme, 2) eligibility 
to participate in a specialised retraining program and 3) eligibility for 
exceptional circumstances payments (s146K-Q);and
specialised retraining program panels(d)  which determine questions 
referred by an arbitrator concerning eligibility to participate in a specialised 
retraining program (s158D) (note these panels also consider non-medical 
criteria)�

While the specific questions to be addressed by the various panels differ, 366� 
there is a high level of duplication in the provisions relating to membership, 
remuneration arrangements, procedures and the status of determinations�

Consolidation

South Australia has recently recast its arrangements for medical panels to 367� 
implement generic arrangements for dealing with medical questions arising 
within the workers’ compensation scheme26� All medical questions are referred 
to Medical Panels SA which is the organisation that manages the medical 
panels and referrals to them� One set of rules and examination protocols are 

26 See South Australian Worker’s Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 1986 s98-98J
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applied to all referrals� The Queensland scheme also provides for generic panel 
arrangements for determining medical questions27�

The consolidated provisions could provide for:368� 

the requirement for either the Director Dispute Resolution or CEO to be •	
responsible for convening all panels and managing the registration of 
eligible medical practitioners;
common regulations, forms and procedures covering matters such as •	
requirement to participate; access to, and provision, of information; 
decision making; treatment of new evidence; status of treating practitioners; 
representation entitlements (if any);
uniform remuneration entitlements for panel members�•	

This approach would require consequential changes to the current referral 369� 
provision at s210 as well as to other provisions which presently specify the 
panel required to determine a particular question�

Stakeholders supported consolidation of the medical panel provisions subject to 370� 
there being neither changes to the rights or entitlements of workers and employers 
nor any impact on the basis on which medical matters are determined� Some 
stakeholders noted that the South Australian approach was overly bureaucratic 
and is not directly transferable to the WA scheme� It was also agreed that it 
is essential panels continue to be comprised of experts in the question to be 
determined – particularly in relation to industrial disease matters�

It is recommended the Act be amended to implement common R:63 
arrangements for panels determining medical and other questions 
arising within the workers’ compensation scheme subject to these 
arrangements maintaining the requirement for panels to have 
specific expertise in the matters to be determined�

27 See Q-Comp http://www�qcomp�qld�gov�au/medical-assessment
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Dispute resolution

Background
Substantial reform of the workers compensation dispute resolution system was 371� 
undertaken in 2005� Principally these reforms sought to:

improve the cost-effective resolution of disputes;•	
address concerns relating to timeliness;•	
improve the responsiveness of the previous conciliation and review •	
processes; and
reinstate as a matter of right the use of legal practitioners (the exclusion of •	
lawyers was perceived as an inequity for injured workers in the resolution 
of disputes)�

The new framework drew upon the NSW dispute resolution system to introduce 372� 
the following key reforms:

a unified first tier of arbitrators able to conciliate and arbitrate as required;•	
an ability to issue interim payment, suspension and reduction orders;•	
reintroduction of legal practitioners and the introduction of registered agents •	
at all levels of the dispute resolution process, subject to fixed service fees; 
and
mandatory “front-loaded” documentation and administrative processes�•	

In 2007 an evaluation373� 28 of reforms implemented in 2005 highlighted stakeholder 
concern that the amendments to the dispute resolution process had not met 
the intended purpose� The major concerns were:

the complexity of document preparation to enable an application to be made •	
within DRD (known as “front loading” where all relevant documentation and 
prescribed forms are required to be filed and exchanged before formal 
dispute resolution efforts within the DRD begin);
timeliness of the process, for example it is approximately 6 to 7 weeks •	
following the lodgement of the application before the parties are bought 
together29;
the exercise of both conciliation and arbitration functions by arbitrators;•	
consistency of processes, for instance despite teleconferences being a •	
clear, although not mandatory, step in the dispute resolution process they 
are not convened in all cases�

More recent consultation has indicated these issues are still of significant 374� 
concern to scheme stakeholders and dispute resolution practitioners�

28 See http://www�workcover�wa�gov�au/Publications+And+Forms/
Reports+and+performance/

29 See details of new fast track program at paragraph 405�
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Dispute resolution

Current system

Dispute Resolution Directorate

The 375� Workers’ Compensation and Injury Management Act 1981 (WCIMA) 
establishes the Dispute Resolution Directorate (DRD) and makes provision for 
it to resolve disputes by agreement or determination� The WCIMA requires that 
the DRD provide a dispute resolution service that is: 

timely, and ensures workers’ entitlements are paid promptly;•	
accessible, approachable and professional;•	
effective in settling matters; and•	
leads to durable agreements between the parties�•	

The DRD exercises its role through five main activities:376� 

Resolution of minor claims and interim orders (Part XII applications)�•	
Resolution of more complex disputes where, for example, liability is disputed •	
(Part XI applications)�
Resolution of disputes related to the degree of disability for an injury •	
occurring prior to 14 November 2005 (previous scheme)�
Recording the level of impairment for workers applying to access common law •	
proceedings for injuries occurring after 14 November 2005 (current scheme)�
The registration of legal agreements entered into by parties to settle claims�•	

Administration of the DRD

The DRD is comprised of an independent Commissioner, a Director and a 377� 
number of arbitrators� WorkCover WA makes administrative staff available to 
the DRD to assist in the effective discharge of the DRD functions�

Responsibility for the general management and administration of the DRD 378� 
rests with the Director� The Director in turn is subject to the general day to day 
control and direction of the WorkCover WA Chief Executive Officer, except in 
relation to matters concerning the resolution of disputes� In relation to the latter, 
the Director is responsible to the Minister (but not subject to the Minister’s 
control or direction)� In addition, the Director may exercise all the functions 
of an arbitrator� Arbitrators are subject to the general control and direction of 
the Director� An arbitrator is not subject to direction regarding a decision to be 
given in a particular matter�

The primary of role of the Commissioner is to:379� 

determine referred questions of law and hear appeals from decisions  •	
of arbitrators; and
make the DRD Rules (in consultation with the Director) and issue •	
Practice Directions regarding the discharge by the DRD of its dispute 
resolution function�
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Dispute resolution

Dispute resolution process

The majority of workers’ compensation claims are dealt with in a co-operative, 380� 
straightforward and uneventful manner� In 2007-08 for example, of the 42,039 
workers compensation claims made, only 1,452 disputes were lodged� DRD 
applications represent matters that informal dispute resolution processes could 
not resolve�

Broadly speaking, there are two types of applications a party may file to 381� 
initiate proceedings before the DRD - Part XI and Part XII applications� Part XI 
applications involve complex issues and include applications for:

decisions on liability; •	
weekly payments in excess of 12 weeks; •	
medical and related expenses in excess of five per cent of the  •	
prescribed amount;
reduction, suspension or cessation of weekly payments or medical expenses;•	
extensions of the prescribed amount for weekly payments or medical expenses;•	
specialised retraining programs, return to work programs;•	
compensation for dependants resulting from the death of a worker; and•	
impairment assessments�•	

Part XII applications deal predominantly with interim orders and minor claims 382� 
and are designed to provide interim relief� A Part XII application may be filed 
by a worker or an employer subject to the terms of the application meeting 
relevant Part XII criteria�

With the exception of appeals heard by the Commissioner, the DRD is not a 383� 
court of law, or a tribunal� Rather it provides a scheme which sits within that 
broad spectrum of processes known as Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)� 

The National Alternative Dispute Resolution Advisory Council (NADRAC) 384� 
provides a useful nomenclature for understanding ADR processes30:

Facilitative processes - where a neutral party assists those in dispute to •	
identify issues and options for resolution� Facilitative dispute resolution 
processes include mediation, where the mediator has no advisory or 
decision making role�
Advisory processes - where a neutral party actively participates in providing •	
advice regarding the facts in dispute, or in relation to legislative or regulatory 
responsibilities� This may include providing options for resolving the 
dispute� Advisory dispute resolution processes include conciliation in which 
a conciliator provides expert advice on matters in dispute but does not 
provide a determination�
Determinative processes - involve a neutral party reviewing evidence, •	
evaluating the dispute and making a determination� 

30 http://www�nadrac�gov�au/www/nadrac/nadracnsf/Page/What_is_ADRGossary_of_ADR_
Terms
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Dispute resolution

The dispute resolution model currently in use in the DRD is a ‘hybrid’ process, 385� 
with efforts primarily focussed on advisory (conciliation) and determinative 
(arbitration) processes� Conciliation and arbitration functions rest in all 
arbitrators, and a single arbitrator oversees an application of those functions 
from first allocation of a matter to its eventual settlement or arbitration� There 
are 12 full time equivalent arbitrator positions in the DRD� The Director of the 
DRD also can act as an arbitrator�

Figure 2

At teleconference / 
prior to conciliation 

19%

Prior to conciliation 
23%

Closed administratively 
13%

At arbitration 
[orders made] 

7%

At conciliation / 
prior to arbitration  

38%

Disposal of Part XI Matters

Very few matters proceed to formal arbitration in the DRD� Almost one quarter 386� 
of the approximately 900 new Part XI matters each year are resolved by the 
parties prior to DRD intervention and only 7% of Part XI matters (approximately 
65 matters) are resolved by way of formal arbitration - see Figure 2� 31

The number of appeals lodged against the decisions of arbitrators made 387� 
under Part XI of the Act has reduced significantly since the new system was 
introduced in 2005� This is attributable to the maturation of the system� In 
2008-09 the Commissioner granted leave to appeal in 24 matters� The current 
Commissioner has adopted the practice of issuing guideline judgments on 
appeal matters, which serve to clarify procedures within the DRD and assist 
stakeholders� It can be expected that fewer appeals will be necessary as the 
jurisdiction further matures�

31 WorkCover WA Annual Report 2008-09
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Dispute resolution costs

Resolving disputes through the DRD is expensive relative to other aspects of 388� 
the Western Australian justice system� The DRD comprises 22% ($4 million) of 
the total WorkCover WA budget� Table 6 sets out the cost to WorkCover WA of 
dispute resolution as reported in the Authority’s 2008-09 annual report�

Table 6: Dispute Resolution Costs 2008-09

Weighted cost to resolve:

Part XI dispute $4,109

Part XII dispute $721

Common law application relating to an injury occurring 
prior to 14 November 2005 

$4,627

Average weighted cost to process a Memorandum of 
Agreement

$327

Average cost per matter for Customer Assistance Unit: $237

Average cost of an appeal to the Commissioner on an 
arbitrator’s decision in a Part XI matter32  

$16,453

32

These costs compare389� 33 to $2,925 for matters in the State Administrative Tribunal 
(SAT), $6,750 for civil matters in the District Court and $6,767 for civil matters 
in the Supreme Court�

With regard to costs faced by users of the DRD WorkCover WA has conducted 390� 
a ‘scenario’ based analysis of legal costs to parties in reaching either Milestone 
1, or Milestone 1, 2 and 3 in a Part XI matter� These scenarios are set out in 
Table 7�

32 It should be noted that the average cost of an appeal to the Commissioner is not reported 
as a Key Performance Indicator� The figure given is derived from internal data�

33 Department of the Attorney General, Annual Report 2008-09
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Table 7: Legal Cost Scenarios3435

Legal Costs without special costs order 34

Milestone 1: 
(settlement following lodgement and prior to teleconference)

$4,950

Milestones 1, 2 and 3 
(settlement following lodging application but prior to 
commencement of arbitration)

$8,910

Legal costs with special costs order 35

Milestone 1 with special costs order $9,900

Milestones 1, 2 and 3 with special costs order $17,160

Issues

Initial documentation requirements

Currently, all matters within the DRD are treated the same way, regardless of 391� 
the difference in complexity between types of applications (i�e� between Part 
XI and Part XII, and between different Part XI matters)� All proceedings in DRD 
are “front loaded” in that all relevant documentation and prescribed forms are 
required to be filed and exchanged before formal dispute resolution efforts 
begin within the DRD� There is no early ‘filtering’ mechanism undertaken in the 
DRD to act as a ‘triage’ point to screen and stream cases�

Front loading was intended to facilitate the ‘same-day’ conciliation and arbitration 392� 
function intended in the 2005 reforms and to ensure all parties to a dispute 
(as well as the arbitrator) saw all relevant documentation from the outset� It 
was anticipated that the shift to a front loaded process would ensure greater 
disclosure of documents and deliver faster, more cost effective resolution 
of disputes� However, the front loading arrangements can result in relatively 
minor matters requiring the preparation of a greater level of documentation 
than is warranted to enable the dispute to be resolved� Furthermore, separate 
documentation is required to be filed in relation to Part XI and Part XII 
applications, even when involving the same parties and the same matters� This 
can result in parties being required to file many pages of the same documents 
more than once�

34 Assumptions - legal costs without special costs order 
Routine Part XI application by Senior Solicitor•	
2007 Costs Determination applicable to all work undertaken•	
Disbursements and other expenses and costs in the nature of disbursements  •	
factored out 

35 Assumptions - Legal costs with special costs order
Part XI application by Senior Solicitor•	
Special Costs Order made•	
2007 Costs Determination applicable to all work undertaken•	
Disbursements and other expenses and costs in the nature of disbursements  •	
factored out

Dispute resolution
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Arguably this high level of documentation (which can take some weeks to 393� 
prepare) should not be required as a first step in all cases� Dispute resolution 
practitioners attending a focus group held by WorkCover WA in September 
2009 uniformly stated that the current front loading system encourages costly 
investment in unnecessary adversarial processes� Stakeholders suggest 
that amending the front loading process should enable a focus on returning 
injured people to work as quickly and as appropriately as possible, rather than 
entrenching parties in a dispute driven process� Many matters may be resolved 
earlier through early open communication and the provision of informed and 
trusted advice� There is a strong argument for the front loading process to be 
revisited and arrangements put in place which heed the complexity of matters�

Timeliness

One of the main objectives (see s279) of the DRD is to provide a dispute 394� 
resolution system that “is timely and ensures that workers’ entitlements are paid 
promptly”� The DRD is to operate speedily and fairly in its operations� These are 
not always easy matters to balance as the DRD operates in a contested and 
litigious environment, dealing with injured and anxious people, and it is inevitable 
that parties will sometimes express concern about what they perceive as delay� 
Injured workers and employers alike seek immediate resolution to their issues� 

Currently, data regarding the average time taken to resolve disputes is limited� 395� 
In 2008-09 55% of Part XI matters were resolved within 26 weeks� In the 
September quarter of 2009, Part XI matters took an average of 31 weeks to 
be resolved36� In relation to Part XII matters applications are generally resolved 
within 28 days�

A key timeliness concern expressed by stakeholders is the time delay between 396� 
lodgement of a Part XI application and first contact with an arbitrator� In addition 
to factors such as the complexity of matters and the behaviour of parties, 
structural issues within the DRD and the requirements of the DRD Rules also 
impact on the speed with which DRD intervention commences� If parties use 
the prescribed timeframes to their limits, a first teleconference or directions 
hearing, if it is held, may not occur until around 7 weeks after the filing date of 
an application�

The first teleconference or directions hearing is an arbitrator’s first opportunity 397� 
to personally interact with parties to progress a matter� However the WA 
dispute resolution process does not identify specified timeframes before a 
teleconference or directions hearing should be held and it is not mandatory in 
any event� Stakeholders report that once a teleconference or directions hearing 
occurs, it is then up to a further 5 or 6 weeks before there is progress before 
an arbitrator� This time delay can lead to an entrenching of adversarial positions 
between the parties, reducing opportunities for early resolution�

36 September 2009 DRD data report
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Combined conciliation and arbitration

A key characteristic of the current dispute resolution system is that it provides 398� 
for a unified tier of dispute resolution in which a single arbitrator attempts to 
conciliate a matter before proceeding to arbitrate if agreement has not been 
reached� Arbitrators must balance the legislative requirements to use their best 
endeavours to conciliate disputes, against the requirements of DRD to deliver 
timely, cost effective, durable agreements and to ensure workers entitlements 
are paid promptly� However, no specific guidance is provided to parties regarding 
when conciliation/arbitration should commence or cease� Currently there are 
no timelines in place informing parties how long they will be permitted (other 
than in exceptional circumstances) to come to an agreed resolution before the 
subject matter is elevated to a formal hearing�

Stakeholders have expressed the view that there is currently too much emphasis 399� 
on repeated attempts at conciliation� The initial premise that a single conciliation 
session should be quickly followed by an arbitration hearing (in the event that 
settlement had not been reached) has not been realised� The apparent over 
emphasis on conciliation without arbitration delays final resolution of matters 
and increases overall costs in the scheme�

Consistency of processes

Arbitrators have wide powers and a range of mechanisms available to facilitate 400� 
agreement between parties, or in default of agreement, can formally hear and 
determine matters in dispute� Stakeholders report that there is a wide variation 
in the way that arbitrators manage cases before them� For instance, some 
arbitrators have not been in the practice of bringing parties together through a 
first teleconference� In relation to interlocutory applications, others have insisted 
on bringing parties together at a conference and formally hearing interlocutory 
applications on matters such as late submissions, even when there is agreement 
between the parties�

In WA, while timeframes are specified for applicants and respondents to provide 401� 
initial documents, there are no timeframes for facilitation of the teleconference/
directions hearing (if held) or the commencement and cessation of conciliation/
arbitration� Parties should reasonably be able to expect that procedural matters 
will be dealt with in a consistent manner� 

The Commissioner has now made a number of decisions which will provide 402� 
guidance to both arbitrators and practitioners in the DRD on matters of practice� 
This should lead to a greater consistency in decision making�

Dispute resolution
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Recent developments

Changes to DRD Rules

The Commissioner has implemented amendments to the DRD Rules in 403� 
response to stakeholder concerns that:

there were too many interlocutory applications;•	
there were problems relating to filing and serving certificates of service; •	
and 
applications and documents were being rejected by the Registry too •	
frequently and for minor reasons and that the rejection of documents 
unnecessarily impeded the progress of applications�

The intent of the amendments is to:404� 

eliminate unnecessary paperwork (such as most certificates of service);•	
cast greater responsibility on external stakeholders for the fair, economical, •	
efficient and speedy resolution of matters in the DRD;
enhance the expeditious resolution of disputes and proceedings in the •	
DRD; and
clarify ambiguous terminology in the DRD Rules�•	

Fast Track

In response to some of the issues outlined, the DRD has begun a six month 405� 
‘Fast Track Pilot Program’ (Fast Track) to assess the feasibility of providing more 
expeditious dispute resolution, and in particular simplifying entry requirements 
for proceedings in the DRD� Fast Track is supported by a Practice Direction 
issued by the Commissioner�

Entrance to Fast Track is currently ‘application’ based, requiring a party to 406� 
specifically seek to have its application dealt with through this process (rather 
than through the usual DRD processes)� A matter included in Fast Track will be 
listed for directions and conciliation much earlier than is generally the case and 
before parties are required to file all the documents currently specified by Rules 
58 and 61� It is intended that a conciliation conference in these matters will be 
held within 10-14 days�

It is too early to determine the success of the Fast Track pilot� To the end of 407� 
November 2009, eight applications had been made to the Director, four of 
which were approved for the fast track program�

Options for change
Proposals for change from WorkCover WA and from the Commissioner and 408� 
Director of the DRD were discussed by the Stakeholder Reference Group in 
November 2009� Stakeholders strongly supported short and long term action 
to address timeliness, cost and consistency issues� 
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Initial Discussion Model

WorkCover WA provided stakeholders with a new dispute resolution model as 409� 
a basis for discussion� Figure 3 sets out the model provided for stakeholder 
consideration which is based on the following concepts:

a significant reduction in current ‘front loading’ requirements;•	
an early triage function to determine an appropriate pathway for each •	
dispute;
clear separation of the advisory/facilitative phase from the determination •	
phase; and
transfer of the determinative (arbitration) phase to the State Administrative •	
Tribunal�

Figure 3
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The model provided for WorkCover WA to undertake advisory/facilitative 410� 
functions and the State Administrative Tribunal (SAT) to deal with matters 
requiring determination�

In broad terms this model would entail:411� 

early “triage” by a registrar or similar who would refer matters to an •	
appropriate pathway, depending on the complexity of matters in contention 
and likelihood of settlement;
referral would either be:•	

to a WorkCover WA managed conciliation: or –
directly to the SAT for determination (arbitration); –

in the event that a conciliated matter was not resolved within the relevant •	
timeframe a party to the dispute could apply to the SAT for determination;
appeals would be dealt with through the existing SAT processes�•	

There was support from stakeholders for consideration of alternatives to the 412� 
present system based on the concepts underpinning the WorkCover WA initial 
model� Stakeholder comments included:

strong support for separation of conciliation and arbitration;•	
support for measures to bring parties together (“face to face”) as early as •	
possible after the lodgement of the dispute;
support for reducing the extent of front loading;•	
support for the triage concept recognising effective streaming of matters •	
will depend on availability of skilled and experienced decision makers;
it may be advantageous to assess the impact of the November 2009 •	
changes to the DRD Rules before committing to changes to the dispute 
resolution model;
need for more detail on the initial model is required; and•	
need to ensure parties are represented by competent legal practitioners�•	

In relation to the specific issue of moving the determinative phase to SAT, 413� 
stakeholders considered the concept had merit and warranted further investigation 
of procedural and cost implications� It was noted the workers’ compensation 
scheme would continue to be required to fund the workers’ compensation 
determination (arbitration) function if it were to be transferred to SAT�

Some stakeholders expressed concern that moving the jurisdiction to 414� 
SAT would result in a reduction in the capacity of workers’ compensation 
stakeholders to influence procedural and cost issues related to arbitrated 
matters� All stakeholders supported WorkCover WA undertaking advisory/
facilitative (conciliation) functions as opposed to moving the entire dispute 
resolution process to the SAT�

Stakeholders also agreed that as it was very unlikely that the Government would 415� 
establish a separate, stand alone determinative tribunal the two alternatives for 
delivery of the determinative (arbitration) function are for the function to remain 
within WorkCover WA or be transferred to the SAT�
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Some stakeholders also expressed reservations about the timeliness of the 416� 
SAT system noting that outcomes were not necessarily better than those of the 
DRD� Other stakeholders saw considerable potential for improvement through 
the rigor and consistency of the SAT determinative processes�

On the basis of stakeholder comments, WorkCover WA undertook more detailed 417� 
investigation of the practical and cost implications of the initial model, and in 
particular the issues associated with moving the determinative (arbitration) 
function to the SAT�

Process design

WorkCover WA has undertaken preliminary design work on the advisory/418� 
facilitative (conciliation) function as proposed in the initial model as well as 
considering the associated resource requirements� This model differs from the 
existing arrangements in that:

the upfront documentation requirements are significantly reduced;•	
the advisory/facilitative (conciliation) and determinative (arbitration) phases •	
are clearly separated;
matters are to be streamed according to their complexity; and•	
there are fixed timelines for each stage�•	

Where matters are not resolved within WorkCover WA through advice or 419� 
facilitation, parties would be able to lodge an application with the SAT� The 
matter would then be processed through the SAT determination processes� 
Workers’ compensation matters would be dealt with under the SAT Commercial 
and Civil stream�

Cost estimates

WorkCover WA investigated the cost of the initial model relative to the existing 420� 
DRD and concluded the initial model would likely cost substantially more than 
the existing DRD� While there would be a significant initial transitional cost 
(approximately $3 million) to establish a workers’ compensation capability 
within the SAT, there would also be increased recurrent costs as a result of:

the higher cost structure of the SAT (e�g� salaries and facilities); and•	
an anticipated moderate increase in the number of dispute applications •	
associated with a reduction in front loading requirements�

It is estimated the increase in the recurrent cost of the overall dispute resolution 421� 
service would be in the order of $1�2 million� This would represent approximate 
increases of 28% and 9% over the current DRD and total WorkCover WA salary 
budgets respectively� A summary of cost estimates is provided at Table 8� 
The management data available from the DRD is limited� An estimate of the 
resources specifically allocated to the arbitration element of the DRD functions 
could not be provided� There is a need to significantly improve the collection 
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and reporting of management data arising from dispute resolution� This will 
enable better short and long term decision making on resource allocation, 
performance measurement and capacity planning�

In part the estimate of the initial and recurrent cost of moving the workers’ 422� 
compensation determinative (arbitration) function to SAT is based on informal 
advice from SAT arising from preliminary estimates developed as part of the 
proposed transfer of  a similar jurisdiction to the State Administrative Tribunal�

Stakeholder views

The SRG considered the process and cost modelling for the initial model at a 423� 
meeting on 25 November 2009� Stakeholders were supportive of the advisory and 
facilitation (conciliation) process model but the majority expressed concern over:

the cost (transitional and recurrent) implications transferring arbitration to •	
the SAT; and
the implicit loss of ability to influence administrative processes and resource •	
allocation if determinations were to be transferred to another jurisdiction�

Stakeholders indicated that while the SAT option should not be completely 424� 
discounted, alternative approaches based around the existing workers’ 
compensation jurisdiction should be considered� Some stakeholders (CCI and 
Law Society) continued to advocate for the SAT option notwithstanding the 
potential for increased costs� There was support for WorkCover WA to clarify 
and assess the costs and practical aspects of the SAT option�

Proposed model

Overview

On the basis of stakeholder feedback and the results of detailed process and 425� 
cost modelling WorkCover WA proposes a revised model based on:

implementation of the advisory/facilitative (conciliation) function within •	
WorkCover WA (as proposed in the initial model); and
clear delineation of a arbitration function within WorkCover WA responsible •	
only for delivery of the determinations based on formal hearing processes�

The proposed model is set out in Figure 4 and involves:426� 

the establishment of the advisory/facilitative function (or conciliation service) •	
within WorkCover WA;
the adoption of the application, triage and conciliation processes as outlined •	
in Attachment 6; and
the establishment of a small arbitration entity appropriately resourced at a •	
senior level reflective of its decision making responsibilities�

The proposed model seeks to establish an approach to dispute resolution which 427� 
delivers an effective conciliation and arbitration service at WorkCover WA but 
which does not preclude the future transfer of the arbitration function to the SAT� 
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The model proposed would enable parties to access a seamless conciliation 
and arbitration process at WorkCover WA with the associated efficiencies of 
shared records, information technology and facilities whilst preserving the 
independence of the arbitration function�

The recommended model would also enable current initiatives related to practice 428� 
and procedure, case management, administration and technology to mature� 
These initiatives, along with the proposed streamlined approach to conciliation, 
will lead to improvements in the efficiency and timeliness of dispute resolution�

Arbitration arrangements

This approach is designed to strengthen the independence of the arbitration 429� 
function� It is envisaged the arbitration function would be delivered by permanent 
and sessional arbitrators who would undertake determinations solely through 
arbitration� Arbitration would be conducted through formal hearings and 
arbitrators would not be responsible for conciliating or otherwise facilitating the 
settlement of matters� 

Arbitrators would continue to be independent of WorkCover WA in respect of 430� 
their arbitral functions� WorkCover WA would continue to provide staff, facilities 
and services including a chief arbitrator� As is the case with the DRD, arbitrators 
would be employed by, and administratively responsible to, the WorkCover WA 
CEO through a chief arbitrator who would perform functions similar to those of 
the DRD Director in respect of day to day supervision including case allocation 
and management, and professional development� A formal service agreement 
would be developed covering matters such as staff and services to be provided, 
information systems and reporting arrangements�

A consequence of the revised model would be the need to establish within 431� 
WorkCover WA a statutory position such as a workers’ compensation registrar 
to oversee the conciliation service and undertake the DRD Director’s present 
statutory functions of receiving, approving and recording memoranda of 
agreement and common law elections�

Alternative arrangements would also be required in respect of the establishment 432� 
and maintenance of procedural rules as a result of the separation of the 
conciliation and arbitration functions� This would be achieved by making 
the WorkCover WA Board responsible for establishing rules and processes 
associated with conciliation separate from rules relating to arbitration�
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Figure 4

REVISED DISPUTE RESOLUTION MODEL
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Cost

It is anticipated the revised model would deliver improved performance without 433� 
the increase in cost associated with the SAT based model� Cost estimates 
based on the assumptions used in the costing of the SAT option (see paragraph 
421) suggest the revised model would be cost neutral relative to the existing 
cost of the DRD – see Table 8� Unlike the SAT model there are no significant 
transitional costs arising from the recommended model�

Table 8: Cost Estimates – Initial and Revised Model3738

DRD 
BUDGET 
2009-10

INITIAL 
MODEL

REVISED 
MODEL

Staff Costs (excluding 
Commissioner’s 
functions) 3,597,158 2,207,179 2,207,179

Commissioner’s functions 471,827 N/A 471,82737

SAT Functions N/A 3,000,00037 N/A

Arbitration functions N/A N/A 1,332,087

TOTAL 4,068,985 5,207,179 4,011,093

Further consultation and review

Implementation of the proposed model would require further consultation with 434� 
stakeholders during the drafting of relevant amendments and also during the 
development of new processes and rules for the initial application, triage and 
conciliation of disputes�

It is anticipated that a formal review of the effectiveness of the new arbitration 435� 
arrangements would be undertaken as part of the consultations associated 
with the redrafting of the legislation (see paragraph 61)� WorkCover WA intends 
to continue to improve data on resource, process and outcomes of the dispute 
resolution framework to facilitate continued liaison with SAT on the cost and 
viability of transferring the arbitration function to that jurisdiction�

37 The appeal function at the District Court based on same payment structure as the  
present Commissioner

38 Indicative recurrent cost based on preliminary discussions with the  
State Administrative Tribunal

Dispute resolution
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Recommendations

It is recommended the workers’ compensation dispute resolution R:64 
framework be amended to:

separate conciliation and arbitration functions;(a) 
reduce initial documentation requirements and enhance active (b) 
case management;
facilitate early conciliation processes in all matters;(c) 
introduce fixed timelines for conciliation and arbitration processes; (d) 
and
ensure improvements in performance and information data (e) 
management and reporting�

It is recommended the Act be amended to create a head of R:65 
power to facilitate WorkCover WA undertaking initial conciliation of 
workers’ compensation disputes�

It is recommended the Act be amended to clearly delineate an R:66 
arbitration function within WorkCover WA to undertake the 
determination (arbitration) of disputes not resolved through 
conciliation�

Dispute resolution
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Glossary

Act Workers’ Compensation and Injury Management Act 1981

ABS Australian Bureau of Statistics

AMA Australian Medical Association

AMS Approved Medical Specialists

CCI Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia

CME Chamber of Minerals and Energy

ICA Insurance Council of Australia

HIA Housing Industry Association

HWCA Heads of Workers’ Compensation Authorities

NIBA National Insurance Brokers Association

SEARS 2007 Survey of Employment Arrangements, Retirement and 
Superannuation 2007 (ABS)

SIA Self Insurers Association 

SRG Stakeholder Reference Group

WCIMA Workers’ Compensation and Injury Management Act 1981
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Attachment 1 – Members of the  
Stakeholder Reference Group

Michelle Reynolds Chief Executive Officer,  
WorkCover WA

Ms Anne Bellamy Director, Health Occupational Safety & Workers’ 
Compensation, Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry of WA

Mr Brian Bradley Director General, Department of Commerce

Ms Adele Coyne Workplace Advisor - IR and Legal 
Services, Housing Industry Association

Mr John Fiocco The Law Society

Mr  Neil Gray Chairperson,  
National Insurance Brokers Association WA

Professor Rob Guthrie Professor of Workers’ Compensation and 
Workplace Law, Curtin University of Technology 
(representing Unions WA)

Mr Peter Jennings Deputy Executive Director,  
Australian Medical Association (WA)

Mr Garry Moore Insurance Council of Australia 

Mr John Revill Chair, Self-Insurers Association

Mr David Todd Executive Officer,  
Safety and Health,  
Chamber of Minerals and Energy
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Attachment 2 – Members of  
WorkCover WA Reference Group

Michelle Reynolds Chief Executive Officer

Wendy Attenborough General Manager Scheme Development

Don Barnes Dispute Resolution Directorate 

Paul Brookes Standards and Monitoring

Ashley Crisp Scheme Development 

Joe Isherwood Compliance & Advisory Services

Ross Paparone Compliance & Advisory Services

Phil Scales Compliance & Advisory Services

Chris White Director Legislation

Judith Wickham Dispute Resolution Directorate 

David Wray Scheme Development  
(Executive Officer to July 2009)

Andrea Walsh Scheme Development  
(Executive Officer from July 2009)
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Attachment 3 – Proposed New  
Legislative Structure – Detail

PRELIMINARY

Introduction

1 Short title

2 Commencement

3 Purposes

4 General application

Definitions

5 Definitions

Application of the Act

6 Local governments and other authorities

7 Tributers

8 Baptist clergymen

9 Anglican clergy

10 Other clergymen

10A Working directors

11 Exclusion of certain persons who are contestants in sporting 
or athletic activities

11A Jockeys

14 Application to worker in employment of Crown

16 Act to apply as to injury to persons employed on Western 
Australian ships

298 Order for detention of ship

17 Crew of fishing vessel

COMPENSATION

StAtutoRy CoMPENSAtIoN

Entitlement to compensation

18 Liability of employers to workers for injuries

19 Personal injury by accident arising out of or in course of 
employment

21 Compensation from date of incapacity

22 Serious and wilful misconduct

79 Wilful and false representation

23 Person not to be compensated twice

59 Information as to remunerated work

20 Compensation not payable unless worker’s employment 
connected with this State

23A Definition [State of Connection]
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Attachment 3 – Proposed New 
Legislative Structure – Detail

23B Determination of State with which worker’s employment is 
connected in proceedings under this Act

23C Determination by the District Court of State with which 
worker’s employment is connected

23D Recognition of previous determinations

23E Determination may be made by consent

69 Worker not residing in the State

Claim process

178 Notice of injury and claim

179 Service of notice of injury

180 Provision of certain documents before commencement of 
proceeding

57A Claims procedure — insured employer

57B Claims procedure — self-insurer or uninsured employer

57BA Notices under sections 57A and 57B

57C Notification to Commission

57D Confidentiality

58 Arbitrator may determine liability

Compensation entitlements

5A Indexation of certain amounts

315 Publication of prescribed amount and average weekly 
earnings

S1 - 9 No incapacity — medical expenses

S1 - 11 Weekly earnings

S1 - 16 Variation of weekly payments

S1 - 12 Part-time worker

S1 - 13 Concurrent contracts

S1 - 14 Casual or seasonal worker

S1 - 15 Board and lodging

S1 - 17 Payment of medical and other expenses

S1 - 18 Hospital charges

S1 - 19 Travelling

S1 - 18A Payment of additional expenses

S1 - 18D Interim payment of additional expenses

S1 - 18B Final day for clause 18A(1b) application

S1 - 18C Dispute as to degree of permanent whole of person 
impairment

S1 - 10 Absence from work for medical attendance

217 Order as to total liability

80 Effect on annual leave, long service leave and sick leave

81 Effect on public holidays pay
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Attachment 3 – Proposed New 
Legislative Structure – Detail

82 Recovery of cost of services rendered

83 Industrial award and partial incapacity

S1 - 7 Amount of compensation in case of total or partial incapacity 

S1 - 8 Deemed total incapacity

S1 - 1 Death — dependants wholly dependent — notional residual 
entitlement

S1 - 1A Death — dependants wholly dependent — child’s allowance

S1 - 1B Death — dependants wholly dependent — notional residual 
entitlement or child’s allowance

S1 - 1C Determination of entitlement under clause 1B 

S1 - 2 Death — partial dependants who are not children

S1 - 3 Death — partial dependants who are children

S1 - 4 Death — no dependant

S1 - 5 Death — where not resulting from the injury but weekly 
payments had been made

Exceptions to cessation of weekly payments by reason of age

S5 - 1 Definitions

56 Entitlement to weekly payments ceasing on account of age

S5 - 1A Successive lung diseases to be regarded as one

S5 - 2 Incapacity for work resulting from injuries other than 
pneumoconiosis, mesothelioma and lung cancer

S5 - 3 Incapacity for work resulting from injuries of 
pneumoconiosis, mesothelioma and lung cancer — weekly 
payments

S5 - 4 Election to take redemption amount as lump sum or 
supplementary amount weekly

S5 - 5 Requirements for election under clause 4

S5 - 6 Effect of receiving the redemption amount as a lump sum

S5 - 7 Effect of receiving supplementary amount

S5 - 8 Payment of supplementary amount

S5 - 9 Death of a worker prior to commencement of section 49 of 
Workers’ Compensation and Assistance Amendment Act 
1990

Claim management

64 Medical examination

65 Periodical medical examination

70 Furnishing medical reports

66 Regulations as to medical examination

66A Additional medical examination
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Attachment 3 – Proposed New 
Legislative Structure – Detail

60 Application for discontinuance or reduction of weekly 
payments

61 Unlawful discontinuance of weekly payments

62 Review of weekly payments

63 No compensation during suspension

72 Suspension of payments during custody

72A Suspension or cessation of payments for failure to undergo 
medical examination

72B Suspension or cessation of payments for failure to 
participate in return to work program

84 Worker not to be prejudiced by resuming work

84AA Employer to keep position available during worker’s 
incapacity

71 Recovery of payments

73 Worker entitled but dispute between employers

74 Dispute between insurers

74A Apportionment under sections 73 and 74

GENERAl ACCouNt (SAFEty NEt)

174 Payment to worker from General Account

174AA Recovery from responsible officers of body corporate

174AB WorkCover WA may exercise rights of employer

174AC WorkCover WA’s right of subrogation

84AB Employer to notify worker and WorkCover WA of intention to 
dismiss worker

PERMANENt IMPAIRMENt

31A Application of Division [post-2005 SCH2]

31B Degree of permanent impairment [post-2005 SCH2]

31C Compensation for impairments mentioned in Schedule 2 
[post-2005 SCH2]

31D Schedule 2 impairment assessment [post-2005 SCH2]

31E Lump sum compensation for noise induced hearing loss 
[post-2005 SCH2]

31F Lump sum compensation for AIDS [post-2005 SCH2]

31G Subsequent injuries [post-2005 SCH2]

31H Election under section 31C or 31E [post-2005 SCH2]

31I Effect of election [post-2005 SCH2]

31J Limit on compensation of worker electing [post-2005 SCH2]

31K Compensation payable before election [post-2005 SCH2]
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SEttlEMENt oF ClAIM (REDEMPtIoN)

67 Lump sum in redemption of weekly payments

68 Calculation of lump sum

76 Registration of memorandum of agreement

77 Registration obligatory

78 Effect of non-registration of agreement

INDuStRIAl DISEASES

32 Compensation of worker dying from or affected by certain 
industrial diseases (Schedule 3)

33 Pneumoconiosis, mesothelioma or lung cancer

34 Worker suffering from chronic bronchitis and 
pneumoconiosis

35 Worker suffering from lung cancer and pneumoconiosis

36 Reference to medical panel

37 Oral submission by medical practitioner

38 Questions for determination by a medical panel

39 Worker disabled by tuberculosis and pneumoconiosis

40 Interpretation of this Division in cases of death without prior 
incapacity

41 Last employer liable but may join others

42 Relevant earnings

43 Employer to whom notice to be given

44 Disease deemed due to nature of employment

45 Additions to Schedule 3

46 Compensation limited to prescribed amount

47 Certain workers not to benefit

48 Notification of disease

49 Injury occurs when loss of function renders worker less able 
to earn full wages

51 Compensation recoverable from last employer

52 How compensation calculated

53 Employer to whom notice given

54 Loss of function deemed due to nature of employment

55 Additions to Schedule 4

INJURY MANAGEMENT

EMPloyER, WoRkER AND INSuRER 
INjuRy MANAGEMENt oblIGAtIoNS

155 Terms used in this Part

155A Code of practice (injury management)

Attachment 3 – Proposed New 
Legislative Structure – Detail
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155B Establishment of injury management systems for employer’s 
workers

155C Establishment of return to work programs for individual 
workers

156B Arbitrators’ powers in relation to return to work programs

155D Injury management: insurers’ obligations

157A Early identification of injuries that require, or may require, 
management

156 Approval of vocational rehabilitation providers

156A Vocational rehabilitation services

157 Information about injury management matters

157B Mediation and assistance

SPECIAlISED REtRAINING PRoGRAMS

158 Meaning of “retraining criteria”

158A Eligibility to participate in specialised retraining programs

158B Final day for recording agreed matters, referring disputed 
matters for determination

158C Disputes as to degree of permanent whole of person 
impairment

158D Disputes as to retraining criteria

158E Specialised retraining program agreements

158F WorkCover WA to direct payments in relation to specialised 
retraining programs

158G Obligations of employers, insurers

158H 3 monthly reviews of performance, payments under 
specialised retraining programs

158I WorkCover WA may direct modification, suspension, 
cessation of payments under SRPs

158J Cessation of payments

158K Directions not open to challenge etc

158L Other effects of participation in specialised retraining 
program

146S Register for panel membership

146T Panel to be constituted

146U Procedures

146V Assessments

146W Remuneration

Attachment 3 – Proposed New 
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MEDICAL ASSESSMENT

APPRoVED MEDICAl SPECIAlIStS

146F Approved medical specialist

146G Powers of approved medical specialist

146H Outcome of assessment

146I Release of information relevant to assessment

146J Decisions of approved medical specialist

EVAluAtIoN oF IMPAIRMENt 

146R WorkCover Guides

146 Degree of impairment

146A Evaluation of impairment generally

146B Evaluation for the purposes of Part III Division 2A

146C Evaluation for purposes of Part IV Division 2 Subdivision 3

146D Evaluation for the purposes of Part IXA

146E Evaluation for the purposes of clause 18A

MEDICAl ASSESSMENt PANElS

145 Exclusion

145A Questions that have to be referred

145B Register for panel membership

145C Panel to be constituted

145D Procedures

145E Determinations

145F Review

145G Remuneration

Approved medical specialist panels

146K Panel to be constituted

146L Procedures

146M Failure to comply with requirement of approved medical 
specialist panel

146N Assessment of impairment by approved medical specialist 
panel

146O Outcome of assessment by approved medical specialist 
panel

146P No assessment without unanimous agreement

146Q Remuneration

Attachment 3 – Proposed New 
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DISPUTE RESOLUTION

DISPutE RESolutIoN DIRECtoRAtE

Establishment 

278 DRD established

279 Main objectives of the DRD

280 DRD’s constitution

293 DRD Rules

294 Practice notes

291 Staff of DRD

Commissioner

281 Appointment of Commissioner

282 Terms and conditions of service

S8 - 1 Tenure of Commissioner’s office

S8 - 2 Vacating office prematurely

S8 - 3 Commissioner’s status as District Court Judge

S8 - 4 Completion of matters

S8 - 12 Compensation not payable in certain cases

S8 - 13 Continued operation of this Act where compensation 
previously paid

283 Declaration of inability to act

284 Acting appointment

285 Functions of Commissioner

Director

288 Director Dispute Resolution

289 Functions and responsibilities of Director

290 Delegation by Director

Arbitrators

286 Arbitrators

287 Control and direction of arbitrators

DISPutE RESolutIoN

General

176 Exclusive jurisdiction

177 Evidence of communication between worker and injury 
management officer

Notice of dispute

181 Arbitrators to determine disputes

182 Who is to be given a copy of an application

183 Information exchange between parties

Attachment 3 – Proposed New 
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Interim orders

226 Interpretation

227 Exercise of functions under this Part

228 Provisions of Part XI apply

229 Arbitrator may direct that matter be dealt with under Part XI

230 DRD Rules apply

231 Application for interim payment order

232 Orders for interim weekly payments

233 Orders for interim payment of statutory expenses

234 Limits on interim payment orders

235 Effect of interim payment order

236 Recovery of payments

237 Revocation of interim payment order

238 Interim suspension or reduction order

239 Effect of Part XI determination on the same matter as a 
matter determined under this Division

240 Revocation of interim suspension or reduction order

Minor claims

241 Application for determination of minor claim

242 Limits on minor claims orders

243 No recovery of compensation

244 Production of documents

Dispute resolution processes

184 Interim assessment and minor claims

185 Arbitrator to attempt conciliation

186 Arbitrator may review decision

187 Decisions of arbitrator

188 Practice and procedure, generally

189 Relief or redress not restricted to claim

190 Directions

191 Dependants

192 Arbitrator may regard illegal contracts of employment as 
valid

193 Power of arbitrator to require information

194 Arbitrator may provide documents, material and information 
to party

195 Representation

277 Who may register as an agent

196 Arbitrator may appoint guardian

197 Interpreters and assistants

Attachment 3 – Proposed New 
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198 Electronic hearings and proceedings without hearings

199 Hearings to be held in private

200 Notice of hearings

201 Expert or professional assistance

202 Summoning witnesses

203 Powers relating to witnesses

204 Privilege against self-incrimination

205 Legal professional privilege in relation to medical reports

206 Other claims of privilege

207 Oaths and affirmations

208 Authorising person to take evidence

209 Dealing with things produced

Decisions and orders

211 Decisions generally

212 Conditional and ancillary orders and directions

213 Form and content of decision and reasons

214 Validity of decision

215 When decision has effect

216 Correcting mistakes

218 Order relating to payment of compensation in respect of 
persons under legal disability or who are dependants

219 Enforcement of decisions

293 Evidence not admissible in common law proceedings

221 Payment of compensation awarded

222 Interest before order for payment

223 Interest after order for payment

224 Interest on agreed payment of lump sum compensation

225 Regulations may exclude interest

210 Referral of medical dispute for assessment

QuEStIoNS oF lAW AND APPEAlS

245 Application of Part XI

246 Reference of question of law to Commissioner

247 Appeal against decision of arbitrator

248 Commencing appeal

249 Commissioner hearing to be held in public

250 Effect of decision against which appeal made 

251 Commissioner may state case

252 Indemnity as to costs

253 Decisions of Commissioner

254 Appeal against decision of Commissioner

Attachment 3 – Proposed New 
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OFFENCES

255 Failing to comply with decision

256 Failing to comply with summons

257 Failing to give evidence as required

258 Giving false or misleading information

259 Misbehaviour and other conduct

260 Contempt of Commissioner

COSTS

261 Terms used in this Part

262 Costs to which this Part applies

263 This Part prevails over Legal Practice Act 2003

264 Costs to be determined by dispute resolution authority

265 Costs unreasonably incurred by representative

266 Agent’s costs

267 Appeal costs

268 Regulations for assessment of costs

269 Costs Committee

270 Constitution and procedure of Costs Committee

271 Costs determination

272 Consultation

273 Approval and publication of determination

274 Effect of costs determination

275 Agreement as to costs

276 Division does not apply to Part IV proceedings

COMMON LAW

ChoICE oF lAW

93AB Claims to which Division applies

93AC What constitutes injury and employment

93AD Claim in respect of death included

93AE Meaning of “substantive law”

93AF Availability of action in another State not relevant 

ACCESS thRESholDS

93A Definitions for this Division

93B Application of this Division 

93C Limit on powers of courts

93H Terms used in this Subdivision

93I Application of this Subdivision 
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93J No damages for noise induced hearing loss if not an injury

93K Restrictions on awarding, and amount of, damages

93L Election to retain right to seek damages

93M Termination day

93N Special evaluation if condition has not sufficiently stabilised

93O Employer to give worker notice of certain things

93P How election may affect stationary compensation

93Q Special provisions about HIV and AIDS

93R Special provisions about specified industrial diseases

INSURANCE

EMPloyERS’ INSuRANCE oblIGAtIoNS

Employers liability

160 Employer to obtain insurance

160A Insurance in respect of working directors

170 Penalty — uninsured worker

302 Deductions towards compensation not lawful

Deemed employers liability

175 Principal contractor and sub-contractor deemed employers

175AA Certain persons deemed workers

303A Making employment conditional on avoidance arrangement

ExEMPt EMPloyERS

164 Exempt employer

165 Review of exemptions

166 Other cancellations

167 Effect of cessation of exemption

168 Cessation of exemption

APPRoVED INSuRERS

Licensing and renewal

161 Approvals

161A Penalty — issue or renewal of policy without approval

169 Forms of policy

Insurer obligations

171 Insurance offices to furnish certain statements

173 Worker’s rights against insurer

174A Insurer may not refuse to indemnify in certain circumstances
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PREMIuM RAtES

151 Fixing premiums

151A Report as to rates

152 Loading not to exceed 100% unless permitted by 
WorkCover WA

153 Fixing maximum loading or discount

153A Minimum premiums

154 Appeals

154A Regulations for provision of information

154AB Special directions by Minister

GENERAl

162 The State Government Insurance Commission sole insurer 
against certain industrial diseases

163 Payment of industrial disease premium and issue of policy

172 WorkCover WA may pass on certain information to insurer

SCHEME REGULATION AND ADMINISTRATION

WoRkCoVER WEStERN AuStRAlIA AuthoRIty

Establishment and powers

94 WorkCover Western Australia Authority

95 WorkCover WA’s governing body

96 Term of office

97 Meetings

98 Defects not to invalidate proceedings

99 Conditions of appointment

100 Functions of WorkCover WA

100A Advisory committees

100B Disclosure of information 

101 Powers

295 Public Service

296 Delegation by chief executive officer

101AA Delegation by WorkCover WA

101A Borrowings by WorkCover WA

101B Guarantees of borrowings

102 Limitation on powers

103A Returns

104 Publishing and furnishing information 
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300 District Court to provide information to WorkCover WA

314 WorkCover WA may specify alternative form of sending 
information

Governance

111 Minister may give directions

111A Minister to have access to information

104AA Disclosure of interests

104AB Exclusion of interested member

104AC Resolution that section 104AB inapplicable

104AD Quorum where section 104AB applies

104AE Minister may declare sections 104AB and 104AD 
inapplicable

105 Application of Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985

GENERAl ACCouNt

106 General Account

107 Estimates

108 Total contributions

109 Contributions to General Account by insurers

110 Trust Account

INSPECTION

175A Authorisation

175B Powers

175C Interpreters

175D Offences

MISCELLANEOUS

Offences

309 Who can take proceedings for offences

310 Time limit for taking proceedings

311 General penalty

312 Fines

313 Penalties not affected

Infringement notices and modified penalties

175E Definitions [Authorised officer]

175F Authorised officers

175G Giving of notice 

175H Content of notice

175I Extension of time

175J Withdrawal of notice

Attachment 3 – Proposed New 
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175K Benefit of paying modified penalty

175L No admission implied by payment

175M Application of penalties collected

General

292 Regulations

297 Agreements and receipts under this Act exempt from stamp 
duty

299 Judicial notice

301 Prohibition of contracting out

303 Payments not assignable

304 Protection from liability

305 Immunity

306 Protection from compliance with this Act

307 Proceedings for defamation not to lie

308 Fraud

PRE 2005 Regime

PERMANENt IMPAIRMENt

24 Compensation for injuries mentioned in Schedule 2 [pre-
2005 SCH2]

24A Lump sum compensation for noise induced hearing loss 
[pre-2005 SCH2]

24B Election under section 24 or 24A [pre-2005 SCH2]

25 “Loss of ” [pre-2005 SCH2]

26 Subsequent injuries [pre-2005 SCH2]

27 Compensation in accordance with table at date of accident 
[pre-2005 SCH2]

28 Limit on compensation of worker electing [pre-2005 SCH2]

29 Compensation while incapacity continues [pre-2005 SCH2]

30 Compensation payable before election [pre-2005 SCH2]

31 Schedule 2 interpretation [pre-2005 SCH2]

CoMMoN lAW

93CA Meaning of “AMA Guides” in this Subdivision

93CB Limits on application of this Subdivision

93CC Application of this Subdivision 

93D Assessment of disability

93E Restrictions on awarding of damages and payment of 
compensation

93EA Referring questions with fresh evidence in particular cases

93EB Referring questions in certain other cases

93EC Extended time for commencing proceedings
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93F Restrictions on awarding and amount of damages if 
disability less than 30%

93G Regulations

REPEAL, SAVINGS AND TRANSITIONAL
316 Definitions

317 Repeal

318 Operation of Interpretation Act 1918

319 No renewal of liability or entitlement

320 Moneys paid under repealed Act taken into account

321 Compensation for injuries mentioned in Schedule 2

322 Child’s allowance

323 Continuation

324 References to the Board, the Supplementary Board or 
officers

SCHEDULES

CoMPENSAtIoN ENtItlEMENtS - PERMANENt IMPAIRMENt

S2 Table of compensation entitlements - Part 2

SPECIFIED INDuStRIAl DISEASES

S3 Specified industrial diseases

SPECIFIED loSSES oF FuNCtIoNS

S4 Specified losses of functions

ADjACENt AREAS

S6 Adjacent areas

CoMPENSAtIoN ENtItlEMENtS - PERMANENt IMPAIRMENt - 
PRE 2005

S2 Table of compensation entitlements - Part 1

INDEX
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Attachment 4  
– Age based entitlements

JURISDICTION
GENERAL 

PROVISIONS
MODIfIED 

PROVISIONS

RELEVANT 
SECTION  
AND ACT

TIME Of 
MODIfICATION

Comcare Compensation for 
weekly income 
replacement is 
generally not 
payable to an 
employee who has 
reached age 65� 

If an employee 
aged 63 or over 
suffers an injury, 
maximum of 
104 weeks of 
weekly income 
replacement 
payments� 

s23(1A) Safety, 
Rehabilitation and 
Compensation Act 
1988

1999

Public Employment 
(Consequential 
and Transitional) 
Regulations 1999

Seacare No modification

Compensation for weekly income 
replacement is generally not payable to 
an employee aged 65 or over� 

If an employee aged 64 or over suffers 
an injury, weekly income replacement is 
payable for a maximum of 52 weeks�

s38(1) Seafarers 
Rehabilitation and 
Compensation Act 
1992

New South Wales Compensation for 
weekly income 
replacement is 
payable for a 
maximum of one 
year after the 
age at which the 
person would 
become eligible for 
the age pension� 

If injured after that 
age, maximum 
of 52 weeks 
of income 
replacement 
payments� 

s52 Workers’ 
Compensation Act 
1987

2001

Workers 
Compensation 
Legislation 
Amendment Act 
2001
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Attachment 4  
– Age based entitlements

JURISDICTION
GENERAL 

PROVISIONS
MODIfIED 

PROVISIONS

RELEVANT 
SECTION  
AND ACT

TIME Of 
MODIfICATION

Victoria Compensation for 
weekly income 
replacement is 
not payable to a 
worker who has 
reached retirement 
age (which is 
the earlier of the 
normal retiring age 
for the occupation 
in which the person 
was injured; or 65 
years)�

If injured within 130 
weeks of attaining 
retirement age 
or after attaining 
retirement age, the 
worker is entitled to 
a maximum of 130 
weeks of income 
replacement 
payments� 

If a worker 
made a claim 
before retirement 
age, and, after 
retirement age 
required inpatient 
treatment related 
to the initial claim, 
the worker is 
entitled, in limited 
circumstances, to 
a maximum of 13 
weeks of income 
replacement 
payments for 
the subsequent 
incapacity period�

s93E Accident 
Compensation Act 
1985

25 July 2006

Accident 
Compensation 
Legislation 
(Amendment) Act 
2004

Queensland No retirement provisions� 

Compensation for weekly income 
replacement is not affected by age�  
Entitlement continues until incapacity 
ceases, weekly compensation has 
been received for 2 years (or 5 years 
if 15% WPI), the statutory maximum 
compensation amount has been reached, 
or redemption or lump sum payment for 
permanent impairment awarded�  

Workers’ 
Compensation and 
Rehabilitation Act 
2003

No modification
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– Age based entitlements

JURISDICTION
GENERAL 

PROVISIONS
MODIfIED 

PROVISIONS

RELEVANT 
SECTION  
AND ACT

TIME Of 
MODIfICATION

Western 
Australia

Compensation for 
weekly income 
replacement is not 
payable to a worker 
who has reached 
age 65 unless it 
can be proved the 
person was going 
to work beyond the 
age of 65 (up until 
age 70)� 

If injured after age 
64, maximum of 
52 weeks income 
replacement 
payments� 

s56 Workers’ 
Compensation and 
Injury Management 
Act 1981

2005

Workers’ 
Compensation 
Reform Act 2004

South Australia Compensation for 
weekly income 
replacement is not 
payable to a worker 
who has reached 
retirement age 
(the earlier of the 
normal retiring age 
for the occupation 
in which the person 
was injured, or age 
65)� 

If injured within 6 
months of attaining 
retirement age 
or after attaining 
retirement 
age, maximum 
of 6 months’ 
weekly income 
replacement 
payments� 
Payments cease 
when the worker 
reaches age 70, 
irrespective of date 
of injury� 

s35(5a) Workers 
Rehabilitation and 
Compensation Act 
1986

25 May 1995

s4 Statutes 
Amendment 
(Workers 
Rehabilitation and 
Compensation) Act 
1995
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JURISDICTION
GENERAL 

PROVISIONS
MODIfIED 

PROVISIONS

RELEVANT 
SECTION  
AND ACT

TIME Of 
MODIfICATION

Tasmania Compensation for 
weekly income 
replacement is not 
payable to a worker 
who has reached 
age 65, unless the 
person was going 
to work beyond the 
age of 65� In those 
cases, the Workers 
Rehabilitation and 
Compensation 
Tribunal can 
determine the 
period for which 
payments are to be 
received�

If injured after age 
64, maximum of 
52 weeks’ income 
replacement 
payments�

s87 Workers 
Rehabilitation and 
Compensation Act 
1988

1 Feb 1997 

Workers 
Rehabilitation and 
Compensation 
Amendment Act 
1996

Northern 
Territory

Compensation for weekly income 
replacement is payable at the maximum 
rate for the first 26 weeks of incapacity 
for work, irrespective of the age of the 
worker� 

If a worker is injured within 26 weeks 
of reaching age 65 or the normal 
retiring age, entitled to weekly income 
replacement payments for 26 weeks�

No entitlement to compensation for 
weekly income replacement beyond the 
26 week period for a worker who has 
reached 65: or, if the normal retiring 
age for the occupation in which the 
person was injured is older than 65, the 
older age�

s64 and s65  
Work Health Act 
1986

No modification
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JURISDICTION
GENERAL 

PROVISIONS
MODIfIED 

PROVISIONS

RELEVANT 
SECTION  
AND ACT

TIME Of 
MODIfICATION

Australian 
Capital Territory

Compensation for 
weekly income 
replacement is 
not payable to an 
employee who has 
reached age 65� 

If an employee 
aged 63 or over 
suffers an injury, 
weekly income 
replacement 
payments are 
payable for a 
maximum of 104 
weeks�

s39(3) Workers’ 
Compensation Act 
1951

2006

Workers 
Compensation 
Amendment Act 
2006 (No 2)

Attachment 4  
– Age based entitlements
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Attachment 5 - Common law  
Safety Net in Other Jurisdictions

fUND TYPE COMMON LAW ACCESS WHERE EMPLOYER UNINSURED
WA Privately 

underwritten
No� Workers may pursue a common law claim against the uninsured employer, 
but not against the General Account  

NSW Managed fund Yes� Uninsured liability and indemnity scheme meets the full cost of common law 
claims

Section 155 of the Workers’ Compensation Act 1987 provides for compulsory •	
insurance “for the full amount of the employer’s liability under the Act in respect 
of all workers employed by the employer and for an unlimited amount in respect 
of the employer’s liability independently of this Act… for any injury to any such 
worker�” 
employees may be paid by the fund established for “compensation under this •	
Act or work injury damages”� 

VIC Central fund Yes� The Uninsured Employers and Indemnity Scheme meets the full cost of 
common law claims�

Section 59A of the Accident Compensation Act (WorkCover Insurance) Act 1993 
provides for the payment of common law claims by the funding Authority� 

QLD Central fund Yes� Workers have full common law access

SA Central fund No common law access

NT Privately 
underwritten

No common law access

TAS Privately 
underwritten

Yes� Nominal insurer provides full common law cover

Section 97 of the Workers’ Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 1988 •	
obliges employers to insure both in respect of “the full amount of liability 
to pay compensation under this Act” and “in respect of any liability arising 
independently of this Act in respect of an injury suffered by a worker arising out 
of and in the course of employment of that worker by the employer” 
Section 126 provides that proceedings may be taken against the nominal •	
insurer by an employee for any claims that are required to be insured against 
under section 97� 

ACT Privately 
underwritten

Yes� Default Insurance Fund provides workers’ compensation benefits and 
access to common law where employer uninsured

Section 144 of the Workers’ Compensation Act 1951 defines compulsory •	
insurance as “an insurance policy for an unlimited amount for any liability of the 
employer under this Act, or independently of this Act, for an injury to, or the 
death of, each Territory worker employed by the employer�” 
Sections 165 and 166 provide for payment by the nominal insurer for both •	
common law and workers’ compensation claims�
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Attachment 6 – Recommended Dispute  
Resolution Model – Process Flow Description

Lodge application1� 
Applicant lodges application, revised A� 
simple form without front loading of 
statements and documents 
Within 48 hours of lodgment applicant is B� 
to provide an unsealed courtesy copy to 
the respondent/s 
Three days (maximum) for registry C� 
processing - e�g� checking, entry into 
system, numbering, sealing & referral to 
triage
Legal representation as a matter of rightD� 
Fair and appropriate costs for legal E� 
representation
Cost sanctions for non-appearance F� 
and non-compliance in appropriate 
circumstances 

Applicant to file sufficient copies of response for A� 
all parties and a file copy
Form to include statement that applicant B� 
is to be available or make themselves 
available within next 28 days to participate in 
conferences
Simplified application form than currently in C� 
place lodged with supporting documents that 
the applicant requires to substantiate their 
case; will prescribe certain types of documents 
in support depending on nature of dispute  

Triage2� 
Triage officer makes determination G� 
regarding appropriate next step – either a 
directions or conciliation conference
Allocation of file to a conciliation officerH� 
Determination as to date of first directions/I� 
conciliation conference (date, time & 
location)
Sealed application sent out to applicant J� 
and respondent
Time for respondents response, revised K� 
simple form without front loading of 
statements and documents
Respondent to provide an unsealed L� 
courtesy copy of response to applicant 
within 48 hours of lodgment
Sealed response sent out to applicant and M� 
respondent
Conciliation officer preparation time N� 

This is based on the assumption of central D� 
diary management/allocation – i�e� the triage 
officer will determine the meeting date� This will 
prevent officer shopping� 
Steps C, D & G undertaken by support staffE� 
Forms to include place for noting date, time, F� 
room, conciliation officer for first directions/
conciliation conference, including room for 
comments by triage officer
Sealed documents sent out to parties by G� 
directorate
Respondent to file sufficient copies of response H� 
for all parties and a file copy
If the respondent fails to provide response I� 
within 48 hours prior to the conference the 
applicant has the option to elect to go directly 
to arbitration or the conciliation officer has 
the discretion to grant 7days to applicant to 
consider the response
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Attachment 6 – Recommended Dispute 
Resolution Model – Process Flow Description

Conciliation/Directions conference/3� 
Telephone contact 

Telephone contact may take place at any O� 
time after the case is allocated
Conciliation or directions hearing (if P� 
necessary) proceeds
Directions may be made on a wide range Q� 
of issues including the necessity to file 
and exchange further documents, if 
appropriate filing a reply to the response, 
programming orders etc   
If a further conciliation conference is to R� 
be convened the date is set at the first 
conference and will be within 7 days of the 
first conference
Duration of conferences will be up to 2 S� 
hours 
A conciliation/directions certificate is T� 
issued identifying the issues in dispute 
and the outcome of the conference/s
Robust case management processesU� 

Once conciliation officer has the application J� 
the conciliation officer may contact the parties 
by phone e�g� this application is without merit, 
request further information or discuss and 
narrow issues in contention
Key to this process is resolving disputes by K� 
agreement and if not in a position to resolve the 
dispute because the evidence is not available it 
remains a dispute and goes to arbitration
The conciliation conference will be L� 
conducted face to face unless in exceptional 
circumstances e�g� remoteness, illness, injury 
prevents travel
When a directions conference is being held M� 
possible resolution of dispute will still be 
pursued
Requirements for enforcement of ordersN� 
As a general rule there will be up to two O� 
conciliation conferences, however in particular 
cases there may be a need to hold additional 
conferences� Despite holding additional 
conferences the conciliation period must not 
extend beyond 6 weeks without approval of 
director

Articulation between Conciliation and 4� 
Arbitration 

When conciliation/directions certificate is A� 
issued a party may wish to the progress 
any matters still in dispute at the Tribunal
Application and response filed and any B� 
additional supporting documentation filed 
or provided during conciliation included in 
file transferred to Tribunal

It is anticipated 26% of matters will be referred P� 
to arbitration� This is based on the present 
figure of 7% of matters resolved by arbitration 
and one half of the matters resolved by 
arbitrators prior to arbitration (50% of 38% = 
19%) 7% + 19% = 26%
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